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Best-known as a maverick filmmaker and off-beat 

actor, Dennis Hopper was also something of a dab 

hand with a still camera . In the days before Easy 
Rider, he photographed many of the emerging stars 

of the New York and Hollywood 'scene' - actors, 

artists and musicians. amongst them Hockney. 
Jasper Johns. Warhol. James Brown, Ike and Tina, 

Paul Newman. the Fondas and others. A selection 

of the photographs are ro be found in the pricey but 

handsomely packaged Dennis Hopper: Out Of The 
Sixties (Twelve trees Press). Also available in the 
Twelvetrees imprint is a beautiful collect ion of 

portraits by Alice Springs (wife of Helmut Newton) . 

including studies of Newton himself. Charlotte 

Rampling. Catherine Deneuve. Anjelica Huston and 
others. Both books are available from good 

photographic bookshops at around the £30 mark . 

or mail-order from GMP. PO Box 247 . 

London N 15 6RW. 

PETER FONDA PHOTOGRAPHED BY DENNIS HOPPER. 

Edited by Hugh Morley
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Films 

On 


Four 


The current Film On Four season on Thursday evenings, pulling together the 
likes of Letter To Breshnev, My Beautiful Launarette, Company Of Wolves, 

Another Country, Cal and 
Insignificance, provides an undeniable 

testament to Channel 4's commitment 
to quality, low budget films. All were 

financed in varying degrees by the 
channel, in the process giving writers 

and directors of the calibre of Neil 
Jordan, David Leland, Alan Bleasdale 

and Marek Kanievska their first break 
on celluloid. A bedrock principle at the 
channel's inception, their involvement 
in theatre releasing has enabled them 

to avoid the union difficuWes which 
prevent the BBC from releasing the 

finer moments in their Screen Two series and to pre-empt the three year gap 
normally required between screen release and TV showing. Future Channel 4 

STEPHEN POLIAKOFF'S HIDDEN CITY. 

productions number among them 
Stephen Poliakoffs first 

writer/director role with Hidden City, 
a thriller set underneath London; 

Maurice, Merchant/Ivory follow-up to 
Room With A View based on EM 

Forster's novel of the same name; 
Good Morning Babylon, which follows 

two Italian brothers who leave their 
hometown for the States to appear in 

a film by directing genius OW 
Griffiths, wr,itten and directed by the 

Italian Tavianni brothers of Padre, 
Padrone fame; and The Belly OfAn 

Architect, Peter Greenaway's typically 
idiosyncratic follow-up to A Zed And 
Two Noughts, which tortuously llinks 

an exhibition of the work of architect 
Etienne Boulay with an expectant girl 

and her boyfriend's sympathetic 
pregnancy (work that one out). Others 

include Maschenka, pased on the 
Nabokov novel about two Russian 
refugees in Berlin; Ken Loache's 

Fatherland about the life of an East 
German ex-border guard turned 

songwriter; and Pi Chich Leorng's Ping 
Pong based in London's Chinese 

community. Most eagerly awaited of 
all, however, is almost certainly 

Stephen Frears' treatment of John 
Lahr's biography of Joe Orton, Prick 

Up Your Ears, with a screenplay by 
Alan Bennett and Gary Oldman in the 

lead role. 

GARY OLDMAN AND ALFRED MOLINA 

IN STEPHEN FREARS' PRICK UP YOUR 


EARS. 


Apparently the fourth most 

popular game in its mother 

country of Australia, Indoor 

Cricket is now staking its 
claim over here with the 

launch of the first British 
National Indoor Cricket 

A-Z 

Of 

C&W 

As the Country Music revival continues apace, Hank Wangford 
provides his own personal vision of the genre with a new five-part 
series, The A To Z Of C&W (Channel 4, Sundays from February 
22nd). Filmed predominantly in Nashville, the series mixes classic 
clips of the likes of George Jones, Dolly Parton, Patsy Cl ine and 
Merle Haggard with interviews with Conway Twitty, Dw ight 
Yoakam, Loretta lynn and others. Meanwhile back in Harlesden, 

Hank is joined 
onstage by Vassar 
Clements and 
Gatemouth Brown , 
not forge t t ing t he 
appearance of 
contemporary 
afficionados Billy 
Bragg and Jimmy 
Sommerv ille . 
Wangford himself 
has a new EP out in 
March, the neatly 
titled Co wboys Stay 
On Longer. 

League. Sponsored by Fosters to the tune of 000,000 over 3 years, the league numbers 17 teams competing toward, 
a grand final on April 12th with a prize of 0,000. The game looks like a cross between squash, soft ball and cricke t , 
though according to Fosters' Ian Spinney, the beauty is that "it's a separate sport in itself - 80 per cent of those who 

play aren't fans of traditional cricket." Every member of the eight-man team bowls two overs and each pair bat s fou . 

COMPETITION WINNERS 
The five winners of the Fa.shion Aid Video competition in the January issue of BLITZ are: 

Stuart Roberts, Nottingham; Colin Jenkins, Newmarket; Robert Dzikowski, Edinburgh; Judith 


Scott, Newcastle-on-Tyne; Samantha McAllen, London SW5.. The prizes will be posted, 


while the 'pitch', a netting enclosure not much bigger tha.ll 

your average wicket, ensures that all fielders are intensely 

involved. Played with a ball only marginally more offe nSive 

than a tennis ball, the game requires no protective gear and 

is much faster than your average village-green knockabout 

The sport has also proved easy to pick up. " O ne of t he 

guys in our team has only been playing two months," I\l e:! 

Ackerman, captain of Hounslow CBC, told me after his 
team had demolished Tottenham ICS by 126 poims [0 28 , 

the first game of the season. However, time alo ne will t ell ,f 

the masses give a XXX X for the sport. 



Love 
Around 

The 
World 

The Macusian Indians of Guinea sew their 
men up in hammocks full of fire-ants to 
discover which make the best husbands (the 
longer the endurance, the better the 
spouse). The Cubeo Indians of Columbia 
compel a young boy to have his first sexual 
experience with his mother. The women of 
certain African tribes, to whom sagging 
breasts are considered the peak of physica l' 
perfection, often tug at their breasts and 
sing "Oh, let my breasts droop!" - the 
normal way to suckle a baby being to carry it 
on the back and throw the breast over the 
shoulder. These and many more fascinating 
insights into the sexual habits of the human 
race can be found in a new book, Love 
Around The World (Coronet, C2.95), by 
Chinese-born journalist Lailan Young, who 
traversed the globe no less than fourteen 
times in order to collect such sexual 
minutiae. Her findings are by no means J Spot
restricted to the Third World. In New York 
she found a Celibacy Club whose members 
go around only in groups to ensure chastity, and in Sweden she discovered a group called 

the Social Democratic Union of Free Women, who have launched a campaign to "liberate 
love". eradicate "on-the-job bottom pinching and other sexual impertinences", and 

agitate for the construction of "erotic-free zones." According to Ms Young, at anyone 
time there are 1.680,466,667 people around the world who think they are in love, 

7,666,667 actually making love (57,000 with more than one person) and 424 million 
recuperting from the experience. Although little information of practical use is provided 
(one exception being the location of the 'j-spot', which the Japanese consider to be the 

ultimate erogenous zone), potential suitors will find more than enough trivia here to stun 
a victim long enough to enable them to make their move. 

Isadora 
Speaks 

Recently republished in paperback, Isadora Speaks (City Lights Books, £4.95) 
is a collection of the writings and sayings of Isadora Duncan, the greatest 
American dancer of the century, who died sixty years ago in her lover's 
Bugatti, her neck savagely snapped by the trailing silk scarf caught in its 
spokes. Just two years before, she had written, "I had always believed that my 
end would come in a motor accident." 

A tragic life? Her two 'love-children plunged into the Seine in 1912 when her 
.:hauffeur left their car out of gear. Her husband, Sergei Esenin, the blue-eyed 
rebel of Russian poetry, hanged himself in a :Moscow hotel room after their 

tumultuous marriage had ended. And 
Isadora herself spent her final years in 
Nice, alcoholic and penniless. 

She was born in San Francisco in 
1878. "I learnt to dance in my 
mother's womb," she later 
maintained. Her style, a mixture of 
innate, unchoreographed movement 
and classical discipline, soon won her 
fervent admirers - Diaghilev himself 
admitted that she "gave an irreparable 
jolt to the classic ballet." After 
conquering Europe, she returned to 
America determined to succeed there. 
A collaboration with the New York 
Symphony Orchestra sold out at the 
Met - but the celebrations afterwards 
were marred by the jealousy of her 
lover at the time, Paris Singer, when 

Isadora danced amorously with an Argentinian tango teacher. Singer slung 
the man from the room, whereupon Iisadora tore the diamonds from her 
neck and stormed off in protest, pausing only to whisper to a friend, "Pick 
them up." 

The Esenin affair was equally tempestuous. After her adoption of the 
Bolshevik cause, Isadora broke her golden rule and married her new lover so 

that he could come on her last 
American tour. It turned into a 
disaster, as the wild dancer berated 
East Coast audiences for their 
capitalist complacency, baring her 
breasts and crying, "This - this is 
beauty!" whilst Esenin waved a red 
flag from the theatre window, 
shouting, "Long live Bolshevism!" 
Needless to say, she was not invited 
back. 

Returning to Moscow in 1923, 
Isadora discovered that her beloved 
had been regularly filching her 
earnings to finance his dandy's 
wardrobe and excessive love of vodka. 
It was she who terminated their 
marriage, but she was broken by the 
experience. "I am all alone," she said. 
And so she was, until the day she died, 
save for a few loyal (and not so loyal) 
friends. Isadora was cremated and laid 
to rest at Pere Lachaise in a final blaze 
of publicity, her brother Raymond 
making sure that the funeral was as 
flamboyant as her life had been. Her 
last words? "I go to glory!" Phtllp Hoare 

"The idea was to bring sculpture within the reach of the 
average person," says Clive Ball Williams of the Model 
Gallery's current exhibition entitled 'Figures. Forms. 
Fantasy and Erotica', which consists of paintings. drawings 
and sculptures by artists Casey B. Armstrong ~nd Pete 
Fitzgerald. Most of the sculptures - "'ngln.!: rom ~ ", size 
rearing horse (£199) to ornamental pl,nths a'ld achess set 
- are fibreglass and can be made [0 order I ,"ish 
desired . 

(The Mode l Galleft., ilIt 1 C~ runs 
un ti l M arch 27 th l 
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Soup glorious sou p. Veterans of promos for Happy End 
and The Redskins, the Molotov Brothe rs pitch soup t his 

month with a commercial for Knorr conceived by 
Colmans advertising agency. The ad manically condenses 
24 hours of a girl's life into 30 seconds to an Art Of Noise 

type soundtrack. Check out the new It's Immaterial 
prum o, conceived as 'Son Of Sledge hammer', for more 

Sleeve 
Art 

Established in 1981 and now de 
fa cto the in-house designers for 
4A D records, 23 Envelope, alias 

Nigel Grierson and Vaughan Oliver, 
this month follow up last year's 

poster set with a set of 12 postcards 
featuring their finest work on 

record cover. The 12-card selection 
includes the sleeves of Peppermint 

Pig and Treasure for the Cocteau 
Tw ins, Ricochet Days for Modern 

English and Baby I Love You So for 
Colourbox, amongst others. 

Available from record 
retailing outlets 
- envelopes not 

included! 

Behind 
The 
Arches 

While the offic ial history of American 
imperialism will prominently feature Korea, 
Vietnam and Nicaragua, one name shouldn't 
be overlooked - McDonald 's. For half a 
century, the hamburger chain has spread its 
tentacles across the globe and is now at the 
centre of an II billion dollar yearly turnover, 
with nearly 10,000 restaurants spreading the 
gospel. 

The brothers Richard and Maurice 
McDonald opened their first drive-in in 
1937, selling out in 1961 for a cool million 
dollars each . The meat of ~he matter is 
chronicled by John F. Love in his Big Mac 
(470 pages) of a book, McDonald's: Behind 

Tsutsumu is the Japanese art of ornamental 
packaging and dates back to 10,000 Be. The 

word means literally 'to wrap' and its 
caillgraphic symbol depicts a foetus in a 

mother's womb - the original protec t ive 
packaging . Tsutsumu utilises wood, straw, 

bamboo, ceramics and paper to encase 
anything from sea bream, sweets and eggs to 
brandy and sake. To mark 

the growing Japanese 
presence in Britain's best

,,known new town, Milton /'
Keynes Exhibition Gallery 

is showing examples of iI~' . "'," ~~the art in an exhibition 
organised by Oka jp' . --.- ~ 

Hideyuk i, t he author of - " ' ~ l 
Molotov Mayhe m. 'How To W rap Five Eggs ' 

(honest! ). It runs from 
Feb 20th to March 21 SL 

B L IT Z 



The Arches (Bantam, £:12.95). The success of 
McDonald 's lies in its conformity, in knowing 
that a burger bought in Peoria or Penge will 
be exactly the same. Indeed Ray Kroc , who 
bought out the original McDonald brothers 
in 11961, is quoted as saying, "If we gave 
people a choice, there would be chaos." In 
other words, there's a sameness at 
McDonald's you'll enjoy. 

The scope of McDonald's success is 
awesome - while civil war rages ,in EI 
Salvador, the three McDonald's franchisees 
manfully keep serving their shakes and fries . 
Empires may tumble and dynasties collapse, 
but Ronald McDonald keeps cheerfully 
coercing the millions into his neon 

sanctuaries. Indeed the 
birth of Ronald, in 
October 1963, was 
fraught with problems: 
there had been Archie 
McDonald, who begat 
Speedy, who begat Bozo 
The Clown, who begat 
Ronald (who's known as 
Donald McDonald in 
Japan, for obvious 
phonetic reasons). 

By the early Seventies 
expansion was essential. 
America had surrendered 

but there was still a world out there who 
may have had Shakespeare, Chateaubriand 
and sushi , but was denied the perfect 
hamburger. The early 'experts' who were 
sent to examine English culinary habits 
reported back to Hamburger Central : "the 
English consumer does not demand - or 
deserve - anything better." Now there are 
200 havens in this green and pleasant land, 
and we're saved. 

Love's book is a ponderous read , more 
suited to a Yuppie asset stripper than the 
casual burger buyer, but like McDonald's 
itself, it throws up the odd revealing nugget 
- a $22 .50 share in McDonald's 20 years 
ago would be worth $4,000 today: the chain 
eats up 600 million pounds of French fries 
every year: and 7 per cent of all American 
workers got their first job in a McDonald's. 
It's also nice to know that for all the 
stagger,ing successes, there have been 
failures - Kroc's Hulaburger (grilled 
pineapple between two slices of cheese in a 
bun) never caught on, and his donation of a 
quarter of a million dollars to Nixon's 1972 
re-election fund landed the chain in a 
political imbroglio. Kroc died in 1984, before 
China succumbed ... one billion more 
potential punters for the hamburger that's 
already made history. Patrick H umphries 

Newspaper 

News 


Since the demise at the turn of the 
decade of the Evening News. London 
has had the Evening Standard as its 
only city-wide daily paper 
remarkable when you consider the 7 
million-plus population of the capital. 
Robert MaxweU's new project, the 
London Daily News, will. be aiming to 
plug the gap when it appears on 
February 24th. 

Editor Magnus Linklater describes 
the paper as "upmarket rather than 
popular" and as being politically 
central, mindful perhaps of surveys 
that have shown vast tracts of 
Londoners to be dissatisfied with the 
Standard, which has come under fire 
for its increasing right-wing bias. 
Maxwell himself, of course, hasn't 
escaped similar criticism in the past 
for his Union wrangles, but the new 
paper has attracted the writing talents 
ofthe likes of Alan Rushbridger, Philip 
Norman, Julian Critchley and Ken 
Livingstone, 

Another new paper on its way to the 
newsstands by April is News On 
Sunday, the first radical national to 
appear for at least a generation. There 
has been no large circulation 
newspaper unashamedly championing 
left-wing causes since the long gone 
Daily Herald and Picture Post. NOS 
has a targeted circulation of one 
million, ]0 per cent of which it expects 
will be new Sunday paper readers. 

The paper has already been the 
subject of considerable press attention 
- notably from the New Statesman 
for the public rift between former 
Editor-In-Chief John Pilger and Editor 
Keith Sutton. Pilger, who resigned in 
December, argued that NOS was 
losing sight of its original objectives 
and that it was rapidly becoming an 
ordinary tabloid in radical clothing, 
Press Officer Kevin Mousely refutes 
these claims, describing the paper as 
"anti-establishment, pro-individual, 
investigative and campaigning." As 
proof, the paper is organising a "rock 
and comedy" tour in association with 
the Anti-Apartheid movement and 
discussions are currently being held 
with a number of best-selling acts. 
Mousely promises extensive coverage 
of the Arts, a return to photo
journa'lism and, above all, "a good 
read." Spring will bring the proof. 
Ph,1Cheeseman 

Marilyn 

By 

Gloria 


Twenty-five years after Marilyn Monroe'~ death , yet another book is published this 
month which attempts to analyse the Marilyn phenomenon. Interestingly Marilyn 
(Gollancz, £:12 ,95) i~ written by Gloria Steinem, the American feminist and founder of 

Finding themselves in full accord 
with the Duke of Wellington's 

observation that "I have never seen 
so many shocking bad hats in my 

life," a group of creative types from 
unrelated fields set out to do better. 
The result is an exhibition entitled 
'Hats (and some fish), featuring not 

only blatantly perverse headgear but 
also illustrations, photographs, hat 
pins and accessories. 'The Hat' (and 

no doubt a few fish) will be discussed, 
dissected and disseminated at the 

Combined Harvest, 128 Talbot Road, 
London WII, March 9th-15th. 

Ms magaZine. The book also features a Ilarge 
number of photographs from the last 
sessions she did taken by George Barris, 
who was working with Monroe at the time 
on an illustrated biography. Steinem quotes 
liberally from the interviews he did with her 
at the time. 

Steinem's main subject is that of an 
anxious, nervous and "terribly open" 
woman who never really grew up, a'ld who 
was never able to come to terms with her 
unstable , neglect-ridden childhood , an 
upbringing spent largely in foster homes and 
orphanages. In a perceptive and often 
touching narrative, Steinem repeatedly 
returns to Monroe's emotional immaturity 
and endlessly links childhood events to later 
behaviour, although Some of the 
connections appear fanciful - an episode 
when Monroe's grandmother attempted to 
suffocate her with a pillow is cited as a 
possible reason for her difficulty in sleeping 
(and hence her reliance on drugs) . Without 
resorting to the sensationalism of many 
other Marilyn books, Steinem has produced 
an engrOSSing work and the pictures speak 
for them.selves. 

(Part of the ,profits of the book will' go to 
a fund to help children in need - Monroe, 
mindful of her own hapless childhood, 
regularly donated money to children's 
homes. Phil Cheesema n 
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Condom 

Wars 


With awareness of AIDS growing daily, the 
competition for condom sales is hotting up, 
and with the market currently worth l21m, 
the stakes are, high , Current market leaders 
are the London Rubber Company with their 

Durex brand, and with a 90 per cent share 
of the condom market they appear to be 

laughing all the way to the bank, But while 
bad news appears to be good news on the 

condom front for LRC, there is a paradox at 
work: the very market which Durex have 

always had problems in reaching, the 13 to 
21 year-olds, is currently the one with the 

most potential. Which is where the new 
brands come in . If only they could make the 

condom as universally hip, sensuous and 
pulsatingly desirable as, say, Madonna's navel, 
they could be onto something. "Real men come in a Jiffi" is the sloganlsecl response from 

the newcomer Jiffi company, complete with T-shirts and distribution through fashion 
stores, while similarly attempting his David on LRC's Goliath by appealing to the young is 

Patrick Moylett, In 1976 he picked up the franchise of the Frenct\Condom brand 
Prophyltex, dubbed it Red Stripe and marketed it in Ireland in anticipation of a change in 

legislation, cannily pushing the product as a preventative of sexually transmitted diseases. 
The law changed and contraception became legal - but only for married couples. "So my 

campaign fell flat on its face ," he recalls, "because you wouldn' t get the clap from your 
wife!" Instead, for the last 18 months he has concentrated on England and specifically 

young people, by employing a top PR firm to curry up interest and putting Red Stripe on 
sale in pubs and clubs. "Obviously you make them available in the areas where you're 

most likely to do it - it isn't like you go, 'Oh, we'll make love at four o'clock tomorrow 
then! ' " With no plans to install machines behind the bicycle sheds or down by the canal, 

however, the question remains whether 
youth will buy it. Similarly difficult to tap but 

potentially lucrative is the gay market (one 
manufacturer is soon to release an extra

strength version) and the female market (in 
Minneapolis one manufacturer claims 40 per 

cent of condom buyers are women and is 
introducing pastel shades to seduce them). 

Meanwhile, as yet there is no eVidence that 
the public response to AIDS is to stick up 
and sheath up -in the States the rubber 

market has increased by only 5 per cent. But 
then 5 per cent in UK terms is a million 

pounds, which is not to be sniffed at , 
Protect and survive never had it so good, 

Dwarfed by her paintings, which 
rarely drop below Il'xS' in size, 
Elizabeth Lalouschek was born the 
daughter of an avant garde dancer In 
Vienna. educated in England and is 
now resident In Paris. Bikes, leather, 
Had Hax and Blade Runner have 
been filtered through her work in 
the past, though her latest 
exhibition, 'Stunts Of Desire', plots a 
more taut, emotional vein. 
"Industrial architecture, the sea, the 
sky, machines, man the slave, man 
the explorer, man the spectator of 
man, man exposed and desiring, are 
all subJects that fascinate me:' she 
says, 

('SCUnts Of Desire ' is Jt the October Gallery. 24 Old Gloucester Street. London wei . feb 11th-March 21n . 

When Newsweek magazine 
discovered a startling new 

lifeform in 1966 and gasped, 
"The New Teenagers - What 

They're Really Like", Wrangler 
were probably none too upset 
by the clear implication in the 
picture that such a fab, groovy 
and, above all, high-consuming 
species should be wearing their 

jeans. These days a similar coup would be The Boss wearing them on his record sleeve. Well he didn't, but 
this year Wrangler celebrate their 40th anniversary, having emerged in 1947 with the first authentic 

'Western Cut' - the first jeans to be sold with permanent size and care considerations, as well as a one 
year warranty. Although a certain other jeans company has been gaining maximum publicity for its 

advertising campaigns of late, Wrangler have run a few good ads themselves, notably the 'Mr 
Rickenbacker' campaign of the Seventies and Godley and Creme's 'Frozen Image' sequence of marching 

mannequins. Some of the latest Wrangler product can be seen on pages 78-8], although we gave the 
flares a miss - last year the company shifted 8 to 10,000 pairs in Manchester, Newcastle and the South 

Wranglers 

Fortieth 

Anniversary 


Te 
Teen

geT. 

Coast. 

For those of the DIY video persuasion, two handy guides 
come out this month, The Whiteline Corporation'S 'Video 
Survival Pack' is an eight-page A4 pamphlet concerning the 
production of broadcast quality music video on the cheap. 
Covering video formats , union requirements , costs and 
standards, it is too short to teach the beginner how to 
make one and the professional will know mOSt of it already, 
but for those in between it is ideal , On the other hand, 
'Working With Video' by Brian Winston and Julia Keydel 
(Pelham, ll2.95) describes itself as a "comprehensive guide 
to the world of video production" and is preCisely that. 
Covering the whole gamut of scripting, budgeting, crewing, 
shooting, editing and overall information, it's a valuable 
source for both professional and amateur alike. 

(The Video Survival Pad is available from The Whitehne Corporation, The 
Colosseum Production Centre, Portland Gate. Leed5 LS2 lAY, SOp plU5 A~ 
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LOST IN AMERICA 


FENTON BAILEY on Nelson Sullivan, Leona Helmsley and the new champagne drinkers. 

or the last three years Nelson Sullivan and his videocamera have 
almost been as one. If it's been a happening thing, and even if it 
hasn't , Nelson has been on hand with camera, documenting the 
performance. That's how it all began, with an interest in 

documentation. He began taking notes with the aim of writing a novel about 
lhe life of his Aunt Nancy, a rare and charismatic character from the South. 

Nelson began taping her phone calls, better to prepare himself for writing the 
epic tale of her life. And one thing led to another - as it always does - and 

he began taping all his colts from everyone, Somewhere along the line he 
realised "a picture is worth a thousand words, and a picture with sound is 

WOrtJI ten thousand words", which is when he went from tape recording phone 
ca lls to video reccrding everything else. Sullivan has an encyclopaedic archive 

of the recent explosion of the Downtown scene - from Michael Musto and 
the M ust to Tish and Snooky, Dean and the 

Weenies, and John Kelly as Joni Mitchell. He 
They come from all income groups began making one or two tapes a week, but 
what's different is their attitude. Theysoon th documentation process snowballed 
seek quality above quantity in everyinto a tape a day. He doesn't know how many 
aspect of their lives, even when it comestapes he has, but estimates it's 200 plus. 
to two-ply toilet paper versus one-ply."Watching one of his tapes is not like 
Whatever the reason, advertising'S rightwatching anything else. It's about as close to 
up there on the sparkling edge, milkingbeing there as YOll can possibly be. The 
the thirst with buy-lines like "Life can becomera's on from the moment he leaves the 
more than everyday - Moet makes ithouse, gets into the taxi and walks into the 
Paris."club, wandering around the bar and the 

audience and twisting round the corridors While authentic and top·of-the line 
backstage, looking at everyone getting ready champagnes are increasing in popularity 

for the show. For some people the very sight of (Piper Heidsick has introduced a $60 
h is leDs is enough to precipitate a mini-show bottle with "finer bubbles", and Moet 

- "Starbooty! Starbooty! Starbooty! No. have introduced the first sparkling 
Starbooty! Starbooty! Starbooty! Yea!" they liqueur, Petite Moet, in the cutest little 

screech. Then he backs up, pans around, dinky bottles), it is fake champagne in the 
returns to the audience and tapes the show. form of sparkling wines that have made 

And there are no edits! The only cut is when the greatest breakthrough - the 
he turns the camera off when he gets back sparkling wine market more than 

home. doubling in the last decade. It is not 
Sullivan and his camera have not alwavs surprising when it comes to imports that 
been a welcome addition at every party. Frexinet, a Spanish sparkler, leads the 

Everyone reacts, of course, but some more way. Frexinet has gone all the way on a 
hysterically than most. Some people wonder pseudo-champagne campaign leav,ing 

why he does it - is he going to take the 
footage of Downtown stars doing everything 
(rom their fi rst awful shows to getting undressed and trashing one another in 

the dressing room and sell it for a vast profit once Downtown's b<-.· Jme the 
next big thing? Sullivan looks at it philosophically - as he looks at 

everything: "Most things today are generated because somewhere along the 
line someone's going to make a profit from them ... but the truth doesn't have 

anything to do with money." 
It's a curious irony that one has become so used to watching edited footage 

that unedited footage begins to look like some sort of dirty trick - ca tching 
people off-guard, spying on them . Whereas what Sullivan calls "the pravda of 

the matter" is in fact the other way around. "When a major sporting event is 
interrupted for five minutes while they run the beer commercials, you know 

tha t the original ideals behind that event have been tossed right out of the 
sixth floor window," he says. "The media right now is confusing the 

population a lot more than it's enlightening anyone, because we are being fed 
things that are manipulated and we're being manipulated by them to make 
good consumers." Which is why he lets the camera roll , before. during and 

after the show. After all, life doesn't come with an on-off switch , channel 
selector or intermissions - it's on-line till downtime. 

Now Sullivan is saying his batteries are dead. Downtown's been packaged 
to go out-of-town and he doesn't feel the same kind of motivation. One of his 

proudest moments remains the time when he got to give the Russian pop band 
Stasnamin a selection of his tapes. For him this was the real 'pravda of the 
matter.' It's good to think of the Russians sitling round the VCR drinking 

vodka and watching lady Bunny being chased screaming round the streets of 
Manhattan or Now Explosion chanting, "Stick your arms in the air/ Show 
your underarm hair." last month he flew to San Francisco, where the Diva 

Hotel featured his videos in its birthday celebrations. The Diva is a hotel after 
his own heart, with a VCR in every room and it. own in-house rental library. I 

spoke to him before he left, as he tackled the problem of trying to edit so 
much material into a selection just a few hours long. Just like that novel he 

was going to write: " It may not be the greatest story ever told. but it's one of 
the longest." Which is just whut they said abOllt Gone JTiith The Wind and 

Wllr And Peace .• 

Did you know that while the French drink on average two bottles of 
Champagne a year, Americans splash out on only one bottle every 
fifteen yean. Until now. For champagne, hitherto the drink of New 
Year celebrations and weddings, is rapidly becoming a drink for all 
seasons. Imports of French champagne have 'risen more than 50 per 
cent in the last three years. 

Analysts claim champagne is the taste of that new generation, the 
baby-booming Pepsi generation, as it outgrows soda pop but not self
gratification, getting into the real pop which,it can easily afford. 
Margeotes, Fertitta and Weiss, an advertising agency specialising in 
quality accounts, has defined for its own purposes the ex-Pepsi 
Generation as VSOPs - Very Selective Opinioned Purchasers. Says the 
chairman of the agency that handles the accounts for Godiva 

chocolates and 'Lazzaroni cookies, "They 
want the best in everything they buy. 

behind the sickly taste normally 
associated with sparkling wine. They have 

three kinds on the market, varying in degrees of sweetness. The dryest 
- Cordon negro Brut - comes in sassy black, ground-glass bottles, tied 
in with a clever ad campaign promoting everyday 'use: "Because the 
stock you soid last week just dropped 20%. Make it an occasion." In 
other words, one doesn't have to stand on ceremonies like weddings to 
uncork the magic, since one creates the magic oneself by selling stock 
and by being men and women of action who shape the world they live 
in - which apparently is a new and endless cause for celebration. 

The self-appointed queen of Real Estate. Leona Helmsley, has found 
herself the reluctant headmistress of a school for scandal. To avoid sales 
tax of 8.25 per cent many New Yorkers have their purchases shipped to 
an address out of state. Leona Helmsley, for example, had a ,pair of 
earrings sent out to her Connecticut Estate to save $4 in sales tax. 
"That's how the rich get richer;' she was reported to have said by 
People magazine. But recently Leona Helmsley was accused of taking 
this loophole one step further, by taking the jewellery home with her 
and just having the empty box sent out. In this way, she is accused of 
attempting to avoid paying $38,662 in sales tax on purchases from Van 
Cleef & Arpels. 

But this is just the head of a Helmsley pimple that the New York Post 
is determined to pop. "Scam!" they screamed on December 2nd, 
claiming that renovations to the Helmsleys' fairy tale mansion in 
Greenwich, Conn., "were falsified as business expenses and charged to 
the couple's Manhattan office buildings." 

As all - and there seem to be a lot - of the Helmsleys' enemies 
come out of the woodwork with juicy anecdotes to tell of the Queen's 
un royal conduct, mud will continue to be flung at the only Queen who 
stands guard at her own palace. One of her ad·lines goes, "A great hotel 
makes a great gift. But how do you wrap it? You don't." Indeed. Just 
before Christmas they ran the ad with Leona piled up with gift- wrapped 
presents. Who could but wonder whether they weren't just empty boxes? 
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Liz Radley meets 

horror writer 

RAMSEY CAMPBELL, 

whose latest novel, 

The Hungry Moon, 

was published 

recently. 

hen I met Ramsey Campbell, 

W ,the first thing I noticed about 
I him was a slight limp, similar to 

Ithe affliction of 10hn Horridge, 
his paranoid schizophrenic hero of The 
Face Thllt Must Die. When I arrived at 
his house in Wallasey, Merseyside, his wife 
informed me that their two children were 
locked in the cellar, and midway through 
the interview a sliding door collapsed on 
top of her, the news of which was gleefully 
announced by the escaped children. both 
of whom resemble the angelic blonde 
cherubs in the Village Of The Damned 
movie. 

Accounts of the lives of authors tend to 
be dull and misleading, too much faith 
being placed in their explicatory powers, 
but Campbell's history begs to be told . 
Here's a horror story. 

Despite living in the same house as his 
parents, he didn't see his father face to 
face or speak with him between the ages of 
three and 23. The break stemmed from an 
argument over the route his father had 
chosen one day when taking the infant 
Ramsey for a walk. The closest they came 
to contact was one dav in his late teens , 
when both men happ~ned to return from 
work at the same time. His father was 
ahead of him, and promptly closed the 
front door between them . Given this 
presence-as-absence situation, the 
maternal side of the family obviously 
figured strongly in his formative years. 
Ramsey's grandmother came to live in the 
smaIl house, spending her final years 
groaning loudly on the toilet, beating her 
breast loudly and praying hysterically. She 
died of gangrene when he was IS, and his 
mother later found one of her toes in the 
bed . With the elder woman gone, Ramsey 
was allotted his own room, no longer 
haying to share his mother's single bed . 

At about the same time, his mother's 
paranoia commenced. She believed that 
radio programmes were about her, using 
disguised names, and accused the 
neighbours of circulating a petition to get 
rid of her. Her condition deteriorated as 
Ramsey married and left home. She rang 
him every day and night to report that 
people were pushing her out of bed and 
stealing her clothes, aeroplanes were 
spying on her, heads were looking at her 
out of vases, and men who looked like the 

Devil were visiting her. Several years after 
she died. he was driving through 
Huddersfield when an obscure record 
came on the radio. It had been his 
mother's fayourite song. He suddenly 
remembered that it was the anniversary of 
her death. At that moment he found he 
was driving past the cemetery where she 
was buried. 

In America, Campbell's books warrant 
full-page Washington Post reviews, while 
over here the garish covers are relegated to 
the non-serious sections of railway station 
bookstalls. As President of the British 
Fantasy Society this second-class situation 
irks him, justifiably so, since his seven 
novels so far soar way beyond the 1ames 
Herbert/Shaun Hutson school of 
things-that-go-bump-in-the-night-but-are
got-rid-of-in-the-fina I-cha pter. 

The Campbell oeuvre takes as its 
settings reallocations, usually in 
Liverpool, London and East Anglia, 
thereby immediately inyoling critical 
platitudes about 'Realist Horror'. In fact, 
the real Realism that he flings at us is 
rooted much more deeply, much more 
fundamentally, in the horrifically tenuous 
threads that suture us to sanity. The threat 
comes from within, from forces beyond u. 
but inside us, as super ego clashes with 
ego ideal and the seU monster is released. 

If you see anyone reading a Campbell 
novel on a tube or bus, get off at the next 
stop. This is the real dirty realism.• 

(Ramsey Campbell's novels are published in paperback by 
Grafton . H is lateSt no.... eL The Hungry Moon, is published in 
hardback by Century Hutchinson. £9.95.) 

NEW FICTION 

PAPERBACKS 


REVllWlD BY MARK CORDERY 

n The Women's Decameron 

I I(Methuen , £3.9,5) by the exHed 
Soviet writer 1 ulia 
Voznesenskaya, ten women who 

have just given birth in a Leningrad 
maternity ward are quarantined together 
for ten days, and to pass some time they 
decide to tell some stories, one each every 
night, based on a chosen theme and 
beginning with 'First Love'. They end on 
' Happiness', and the range of subjects 
they cover in between is of obvious and 
probably universal interest: 'Seduced And 
Abandoned'. 'Sex In Farcical Situations', 
'Bitches', 'Infidelity And 1 ealousy', 
'Rapists And Their Victims', 'Money', 
'Revenge' and 'Nobel Deeds'. The 
narrators include a party official, a 
shipyard worker, a doctor of biology, a 
tramp, an engineer. a theatre director, a 
'dissident wife' (author's inverted commas' 
and an air hostess. 

In general, the tales they have to tell are 
often recognisable in outline - the kind of 
things that have happened to oneself, or 
that one has heard about, or seen at the 
movies. There is much to confirm the 
suspicion that there are in the world a 
finite number of stories to tell. So the 
interest lies in the way they are told, and 
in what context. This collection, in its 
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particulars, might reveal some insights 
into Soviet life, although sometimes the 
similarities with life in the West are more 
striking than the differences. The 
activities of the KG B, both sinister and 
farcical, certainly have their parallels here 
in the UK, although the influence of State 
I ntelligence services would appear, so far 
as this book is concerned at any rate, to be 
more firmly established in the folklore of 
Soviet citizens than in that of their 
Western counterparts. Otherwise, you 
know how it is, repairmen keep their 
customers waiting, most people prefer to 
mind their own business respectably, and 
housing is a problem . 

The Women's Deca.meron occasionally 
makes what might be called 'Feminist 
points' vis-ii-vis females' relationships 
with males, but on the whole the book is 
not characterised by thinly disguised 
polemic, jargon or reductive ideology. The 
prevailing tone, even after some ,tales that 
are quite horrific in themselves, is 
colourful, generous and amusing in a kind 
of downbeat wav. 

Iris Murdoch: in tne words of a 
Financial Times reviewer, "is keeping the 
novel to a standard set by its nineteenth
century masters." High standards, in 
other words, of psychological realism, 
physical description and plot-building 
for over thirty years and in over twenty 
novels (including Whitbread and Booker 
prize winners). The latest reprint is 
Bruno's Dream (Penguin, £2.%), "8 

sombre and lively meditation upon death, 
love and the pursuit of happiness." For 
this purpose a complex and admirable plot 
is constructed around a series of unlikely 
and constantly shifting triangles, linking 
husbands and wives (alive and deceased I, 
brothers and sisters, Upstairs and 
Downstairs. What happens next is 
unpredictable yet always believable, 
consistent even. The essential artifice of 
thc action meshes seamlessly with the 
purported reality of the actors. Murdoch 
is as good at tracing the trajectory of a 
mood as she is at manoeuvring a storyline, 
and the results are never less than easily 
readable. The main line on which I find 
fault with the reality of this realism is that 
everything that happens, everything that 
everybody does, has a reason or an 
explanation. Everything can be 
understood . It's a very (reassuringly) 
nineteenth-century world, in other words. 

Thomas Berger's prose seems more 
suited to our times. although it is nowhere 
near as stylish. Both Who Is Teddy 
Villanova? (Methuen, £2.50) and 
Nowhere (Methuen, £2..~O) feature the 
New York private eye/playwright Russel 
Wren in spoof spy thriller situations, 
grappling with cops 'n' corpses and his 
secretary in the former, and some 
appalling alliteration in the latter - "the 
vehicle hit a procession of the profound 
potholes with which Manhattan streets 
are pockmarked." 

Bumpy stuff, as is Wren's ride through 
an urban nightmare of terrorism and 
sundry other' terrors, including State 
snoopers - them again; maybe I was 
wrong about the Soviets being hipper to 
this - and the dumbest blondes ever, 
these being one of the many outlets found 
for some quite surreal satire. It puts me in 
mind of Peter Falk's Colombo 'In 
Wonderland', or 'Through The Looking 
Glass', which can't be bad.• 

NEW NON·FICTION 

REVIEWED BY IAN PARKER 

II 1982, fifteen professors at 
Heidelberg University put 
their names to a petition 
protesting against the 

"dilution of the German nation through 
millions of foreigners and their families, 
the foreignization of our language, our 
culture and our heritage." Caryl Phillips's 
The European Tribe (Faber, £7.9,~) tells 
that shameful story - and quotes George 
Santayana: "Those who cannot remember 
the past are doomed to repeat it." 

Perhaps there is too much in Phillips's 
book - memoir, digression, journalistic 
Grand Tour, historical thesis - but as an 
identification and indictment of modern 
European prejudice it is triumphant. Only 
once does the cool, sharp prose report 
directly on the anger which lurks beneath 
the analyses and statistics. Harassed by 
officials at Oslo airport on account of his 
skin colour, Phillips loses his patience: 
"The sentence began from the soles of my 
feet and travelled right up through my 
body - 'You pair of fucking ignorant 
bastards:" He is taken to see the 'Chief. 
who tells him "to behave like a 
gentleman." "This," says Phillips, with 
enviable presence of mind, "is how 
gentlemen behave when thcy meet 
arseholes." 

Also a gentleman, James Cameron 
knew precisely how to deal with arseholes, 
not least the senior policeman who argued 
"with quite confident and wholly sober 
civility that it might not have been such a 
bad thing to have been occupied by Hitler 
... and that anyone to the left of Enoch 
Powell was almost certainly on pot." 
Cameron In The Guardian (Grafton, 
£3 ..')0) displays a quiet but committed 
moral voice which probably has more to 
do with 18th century periodical writing 
than with modern Fleet Street journalism. 
Yes, there is a trace of fogeyisl11 - an 
attachment to flying boats and complaints 
made against theological modernisation, 
for instance - but there is also a unique 
enthusiasm for making determined forays 
into the Yast grey areas of an issue, leaving 

others to scuttle away into the black and 
white. 

Cameron was not averse to bringing 
himself into the journalistic picture 
most commonly as an invalided and 
impoverished Great Uncle. Djuna Barne~ 
was wholly averse to doing anything else. I 
Could Never Be Lonely Without A 
Husband (Virago. £3.50) presents itself as 
a series of newspaper interviews 
(1913-1931) conducted with the rich, the 
famous, and above all the 'Bohemian'. As 
it turns out, they are interviews conducted 
with herself. Each ends up as an elegant 
short story in which noting remarkable 
happens, save the dramatic entrance of 
Barnes's languid and infectious style. 
Without the encumbrance of a tape 
recorder, Barnes has licence to show as 
much respect for her subjecis' autonomy 
as a ventriloquist shows his dummy. Did 
Jack Dempsey (heavyweight champion 
between 1919 and 1926) really tllrn such a 
phrase as "Women ... like t~ see a head 
punched, but they want the head that 's 
punched to have a smattering of seven 
languages ... and a taste for poetry"? 
But then it doesn't reaUy matter. 

"What is it in a man that makes him 
desire drink and tobacco?" muses the 
elephantine but teetotal 'Diamond' Jim 
Brady (or Djuna Barnes, take your pick i. 
Twenty or so years later, the answer was 
being formulated in Bolton, Lancashire. 
Tom Harrison's Mass-Obversation 
organisation was established in the late 
1930's to construct an anthropology of 
"that large section of the community that 
do not write to the newspapers." His 
volunteer voyeurs fed back to HQ 
information on Bolton (or 'Worktown') 
that would never be available to even the 
most unassuming of overseas explorers, or 
the most cinematically docile of flies on 
the wall. The Pub And The People 
(Hutchinson, £.5.95) gives a very 
satisfactory answer to Jim Brady's 
question. Out of the mountain of data on 
spittoons and dominoes, the pub enlPrge~ 
as a social, rather than an alcoholic 
institution - and in the course of events 
we learn the precise difference in average 
drinking times between Saturday and 
Sunday nights (that is, 7.9 minutes per 
half pint, as against 9.7 minutes I. For all 
its accidentally comic apparatus, The Pub 

And The People retains the radical spirit 
in which it was conceived, and we should 
be grateful for it~ reappearance. 

There's space only for the briefest of 
comments on The Harlot's Room by 
'Melissa' IChatto and Windus, £9.%1. 
With no anger, no hatred, and no seme of 
exploitation, Melissa tells the 
autobiographical tale of finding health 
and well-being through prostitution. Her 
abiding sentiment is that of supreme 
satisfaction in having taken charge of her 
life. 1'1I1ea"e other readers to decide if an 
invisible feminist meta text transforms 
Melis~a's satisfaction into the very severest 
indictment of patriarchy. But, whatever 
else, Melissa tells a very strange story. 

And now the fattest book - the story of 
the beHt thing that could have happened to 
Hollywood, and the biggest thing that 
didn't. At the age of eighteen months, 
Orson Welles peered out of his cot to say. 
"The desire to take medicine is one of the 
greatest features which distinguishes men 
from animals:' The rest, of course, is 
history. Barbara l.eaming·s Orson Welles 
(Penguin, £4.95) is a monumental book, 
taking strength from an unprecedented co
operation with Welles, and from a 
structure which elegantly balances the 
story of that co-operation with the 
narrative it~elf. I suspect Leaming of 
having played down the brutish and the 
childish in her subject; but then Welles 
had a talent which deserves a celebration. 
As it turns out , the essential question is 
asked not by Learning, but by an 
impertinent commercials director: "How 
did you get so fucking fat'!" 

Orson, incidentally, derives from the 
French 'ourson', meaning 'bear cub'. This 
you may learn from Choose Your Baby's 
Name (Penguin, £2.50), in which every 
one of your friends turns out as 'Nymph', 
'Shining Moon', or 'Jehovah is Gracious '. 
That, of course, is no fun at all. I long for 
a name deriving from the A nglo-Saxon for 
'spoon-face' las Welles describes one of his 
vcry many sexual conquests) or, better 
still, which translates my favourite - if 
still mysterious - curse (for which I'm 
grateful to Primo Levi's The Periodic 
T8blei: "May he have an accident shaped 
like an umbrella." I now dedicate that to 
the passport officers at Oslo airport. • 

Hero by Stuart Schneiderman degrees of desire they invoke in 
(Harvard) and The Works Of us. Wr;uen in 1979, itPAPERBACK CHOICE 
Jacques Lacan. An concentrates on the Hollywood 
Introduction by Benvenuto & Golden A~e with its fetishistic 

tll-lt .'OlE! BHO'l'SI::S THI:: OOOKSHelVeS 	 Kennedy (Free Association tendencies, whetting [he appetite 
8ooks) . The twa best provisional for on update with mare TV and 

• The Periodic Tabte by Doris Lessing (Grafton). Serious routes into the greatest mInd of pop star Irlteraction . 
Primo Lev; (Abacus). Binary literawre's eqUivalent of The the last half century, the radical 
opposirians like Darwin vs God Young Ones, Lessing's most rereader of Freud. whose Parisian • The Damnation Game by 
and boffin vs rebel ore beau [ifully accessible work to date. a word to seminars were attended by Clive Barker (Sphere). Stephen 
me/ted down by Levi. on industrial the wis~ guys and gals . StateBarlhes. Derrido. Althusser and King 's '1 hove seen the future of 
cnemist, for whom (he subsidised middle-class Kr;steva, and who proclaimed horror and his name IS Clive 
21·e/ement periodiC toble isn't a revolutionaries try to join forces himself a "perfect hysterIC" Barker' cover blurb says more 
symbol of '0' Level book lornln: With the IRA. go to Russia to Purposefully abuuse to the about King's money-grabbing 
but an encapsulation of his life, express solidarity. live in squats, iMended point of Instincts (he gets paid, dig?) than 
the universe and everything. A shout at picket line police and (mis)comprehens;on, hiS works Borker's true status. But this firS( 

mini Maby Dick of a book, each finally plant a bomb in London. are considerably aided by these novel, a modern Faustian poct 
Chapter takes as its theme one of DISplaced family role-playing [..IS - particularly [he chiller, is worthwhile ,~ding, 
the elements and loads it with within the squat is constructed Schneiderman, the breathless but mainly for the sinfully undead 
associations, autobiography. fable impressively, while middle-c/ass for from kow-rowing ertrhusiasm figure of Anthony Breer, [he 
and history. eschewing any naive power acquisitIveness of which is guaranteed one-sitting Razor Eater, whose self and orher 

aspiration to absolure focr and masquerading as power-lo-theSlUff. mUfilations disguS[ way beyond 

tOM/order. Impurities. dissension people expedien(y is ((Mted indignant bonner headline 
and diversity are needed for the sharply. [0 put i[ mildly. Justifiably • Star by Richard Dyer (BFI). vocabulary . 
wheel of life to keep turning. he heavy handed. crUCial reading for An in-depth exploration of our 
asserts, fusing metaphysics and 0/1 higher education students and curious and uneasy relationships • G.O.B. by Simon Mayle 
science like no one before. Yes, their parents . with film stars on and 0(( screen, (Sphore) So bod it's good dept 
Johnny. Chemistry (an be fun . the assoclotive baggage they bring G.O. B. Slands far Goods On 

• Jacques lacan. The along to the narratives they 	 Board, terminology used by 
• The Good Terrorist by Death Of An tntellectual 	 perform in, and the various despatch riders radioing!r1 to [heir 

switchboards. Our hero is expelled 
from public school and begins 
work for the Rocket Despatch 
Company, ;s disowned by his 
parents, befriended by a skinhead 
and a streetwise boy Rasta, falls 
Iff love with a cafe waitress and 
finally crashes and ends up in 
hospital, parents on one side of 
the bed, reprobate chums on the 
other. Cringingly stilted diologue 
and on opparent unawareness of 
the existence of apostrophes 
make it hard to ignore. 

• Forty Years On & Other 
Plays by Alan Bennen (Fab.,) . 
As his re(enl radiO sketches and 
script for [he Prick Up Your Ears 
film show, Bennett's talent lies In 

the linguistic - the verbal 
interchange rother t"an the visual 
prop gog, t"e language creoting 
the tone of the piece. Most 
decent British SItcom is indebted 
to his overheard-aHhe-bus-stop 
style, the underlying sense of 
trogedy ever nagging away. Invite 
a group of friends round and hove 
a play r.ading. 
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THE COLOUR OF MONEY 

• Fast Eddie Felson gets a helated second bite 
at the cherry in Nlartin SCOI'sese's welcome 
sequel to Robert Rossen's much admired 191>1 
film. Thp Hustler, which wa~ a perceptive study 
of self-destructive ambition set in the seedy 
netherworld of professional (in the loosest 

possible seuscl pool. Paul Newman re-t:reates 
the Fast Eddie role. now well-heeled from profits 

ma(h~ in thp- hooch bu!;iness. )aeonie. realistic. 
and ~eemingly free at last of the in satia ble. 
obsessive drive which took away his YOllth. Enter 
on(' Vinernt Laurie (Tom Crui ..,el. a handsome 
youth whose innocence is surpassed only by his 
stupidity. and who sets abollt disturbing the 

precarious peace that Fe lson has made with 
himself. Vincent is a pool natural; in him Eddie 

spots the opportunity for some vicarioliS '\'orld
heating on the poollahl e. The scene where he 
first espies the boy's formidable talent . gradually 

losing interest in the conversation he is holding 
a5 Vincent ~ink8 balls off-camera. is charged 
with excitement. Onee on lhf' road. returning to 
Eddie's old stamping ground, the boy's 

ingenuolls n#tture provp.s a handicap to making 
money. Eventually. however. the mentor makes a 
monster of hi!<l protege. finally becoming caught 
in a trap of his own making. In his depiction of 

the milieu Scorst"se doesn't achieve the same 
palpahle sordidness and squalor thHt black and 
while photography did in Ihe original film. but 

in every othcr area his completc mastery of the 
medium is evident. Ma rk Brennan 

SOUL MAN 

• Soul Man has abollt as much to do with soul 

as Lou Reed . C. Thomas Howell is a rich kid 
who wins a place at Harvard but has to find 
$54.0()() to get there because his father has been 
advised by his th.rapi t not to give hi. son any 

money. So lYhat does he do? Being unable to 
raise a loan from anywhere el.., he ' blacks up' 

and wins the state grant for the best land 

poorest I black student. And before you start 

wingeing "for shame". don't worry. he's checked 
out that no bona fide black person has applied. 

Or so he thinks. So he goes to college" fall. for 
Rae Dawn Chong, who thinks he's a complete 

prato and suddenly find s out she would have won 
the grant as she waS n(!xt in line. l\leanwhile she 
has to work part·time as a waitress to 
supplement her grant and support her small son. 
Our hero inevitably gets the guilts. nobly unveils 

himself 10 hi. tutor (the wonderful James Earl 
Jonesl and Ihe rest of the clas •. pledges a 
lifctimc support to the black community and get 

just about 8S patronising as you can imagine. I 
cao't bear to tell you any more, except that it's an 

unfunny piece of teenage junk with pretensions 

to serious entertainment . By the way. it was 
written by one Carol Black. .. judy LIpsey 

THE FANTASIST 
• You must promise not to giggle. No. really. 
An innocent country girl. with 8 degree in 
agriculture. goes off to take a teaching job in the 
sinful Dublin city. whereupon she attracts the 
attentions of a psychopathic serial killer. All that 
stands between our heroine and Q spectacular. 
.kewered-to-the-sofa position is the dashing and 

one-legged Inspector MeMyler of the Garda. 
Nail-biting stuff, to be sure. Unfortunately, 'I 

don't think Ihey 're joking. Up to a poinl , it is all 
very traditional - hell, it's traditional to the 

degree that I had decided who the murderer was 

before the end of the opening credits, before we 

had met any of the principal characters, or even 
t"e victims, and before the first unfortunate 
woman had been degraded. mutilated and 

murdered (and I got it right. by the waYI. The 
Fanta.<ist had the makings of a thoroughly 

objectionable exercise in cinematic misogyny .. . 
but fortunately no-one involved seemed to have 

the talent or the chops to bring it home. Where it 

wants to be evil and foreboding and all the rest, 
it succeeds only in looking ridiculous. Robin 

hardy is by all accounts an experienced director 
with. clutch of awards and prizes along his 

mantelpiece. His previous feature. The Wicker 
Man, was favourably received. Lord knows what 

went wrong here. Marc Issue 

WORKING GIRLS 

• There is an impulse to search for somelhing 
positive to say about a film when it is clearly 

Right On, but in this case. I fear there is little to 
find. Not that Working Girls has nothing 
whatever to recommend it - there is the odd 

good line. the U8C of form and colour in the 
photography is fascinating, and it neatly 

expresses the repugnance with which sex i. 
regarded at the moment from a whole variety of 
critical standpoints. BUT - and I'm afraid 

there follows a whole list of buL. - the story is 
incoherent. inconsequential and messy. The 

characterisation is quite appallingly shallow. 

and these issues keep floating in and oul - race. 

capitalism, misogyny, misanthropy and sexual 

manipulation - leaving the impression that no

one involved had quite the concentration span to 
do more than check their names off a list. In 

portraying Ihe girls as "ordinary, everyday 

women ", director Lizzie Borden only succeeds in 
emphasising their wretchedness. without 
planting them in any wider context than this 
pokey little duplex apartment. We are called 
upon to ridicule the commercialisation of sexual 
desire wilhoul bOlhering to consider Ihe 

foundations. the sheet endurance of prostitution 
as a profession . I don't believe that Working 
Girls says the wrong things, it simply docsn't Sill' 

much at all, and what is communicated most 
clearly' is its own slacknellS. Very disappointing. 

If it only succeeds as a dirty mac movie (by 

virtue of its explicitness I, I only wish I could say 

it deserved belter. Marc Issue 

NANOU 

• Nanou is the first film by Conny Templeman. 
• graduate of the National Film and Tel""ision 
School. and it promises a great future. It 's the 
story of Nanou, an English /lirl who comes over 
all bohemian and decides to go and live in 

France before taking up a college place to study 

photography. She goes to a town in Lorraine, 

falls in love with a Frenchman. and gets tugged 
in and out of his existence. experiencing both 

alienation and warmth. It's not the most 
intricate of plots, alleast to begin wilh. bUI il 

gets its strength from some of the new a<:tors on 
show, particularly Imogen Stubbs in the tille 

role and Jean-Philippe Ecoffey as Lllc, her 
boyfriend. The film becomes rather muddled as 

a lerrorist sub-plol is introduced and <..rtain cuts 
which appear to have been made do little to 

clarify things. As a re8ull , the second half 10... 
much of its momentum and behaviour appear~ 
indiscriminate and unfathomable. turning 'what 
could have been marvellous into something 

merely rather good. Daniel Day Lewis pops up 
as the gawky English boyfriend. a much smalle.r 

role than Ihe billing would have you believe, but 

refreshingly dislikable. De.pite its failings. 
Nanou is a spry. seductive film. taking the best 

of both French and British cinema and turning 

them into a surprisingly fluent whole. 
Paul Mathur 
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FERRIS BUELLER'S DAY OFF 

• Ferris Bueller is de.tined to become the hero 

"f anyo ne who has ever skived 011 school. Adored 

by his parents. loathed by his kid sister. and 

regarded with utmost suspicion by hi ~ 
headmaster. Ferris plans his day 011 with sueh 

s(:icnlific precision that he's a role model to 

truants everywhere. His·philo~ophy... Life mow's 

too fast: if you don't stop and look around. you 

could miss it", Ie.ads him to convin ee his pHrents 

that his temperature haM reached fever 

proportions (hint: lick your hands to make them 

!Seem dammy L dupe his headmal:'te r into 

releaeing his girlfriend from dasses. and 

persuade his best friend to liberate hi. father's 

1966 Ferrari for the d"y. There foll o\\' . lunch at 

the city's best restaurant. seats at th e ball game 

and pride of place in the leading f1uat in the 

annual parade. all achieved with Ferris own 

immaculate combination of nerve plus verVE". 

IHeanwhile, helldnlUsler Rooney. unconvinced of 

his pupil 's illness , visits the Dueller ho me to trap 

the truant. and his resentful pudgy sister 

Jpannie also returns home, hoping to r.x:po~e her 

brother's wiles. Their efforts go sadly aw"" 

ending up in a slapstick baule with each other 

that paves the way to the boy wonder's 

triumphant . unnoticed return homf to his 'sick' 

bed. Director J ohn Hughes (Prelly In Pink) 

describes Fprri. Bueller as "the kind of gu), I 
alwa)'s wanted to be" and hislriend as " the kind 

of guy I usually am". Mauhew Broderick pla)'s 

Ff'lTi ~ as cute and charming, managing to turn 

the words into a (~ompliment even when applied 

to an adolescent. Jane R,tchie 

MACARONI 

• Move over the Brat Pack. he re comes the 
Pension Pack. EUore Scola's new rilm s.tars lack 

Lemmon and Marcello Mastroianni in a 

melancho ly exa mination of mid-life crisis. 

Robert (lemmonl . a tired and emotional US 

businessman. returns to italy for the first time 

since the War and is less than pleased to see 
Antonio (Mastroiannil. an old army buddy from 

fort)' years back . H e is astonished to find that 

through a series o f leUers forged owr the years 

by Antonio. his 'progress in America h as been 

rollowed keen I)' by Antonio's family. H owever. 

foct hardly mirrors fiction - where Antonio has 

created a likeable character rull of high ideals 

and moral.. Robert is in real life bad tempered. 

manipulative and ovenmrked. In the course of 

the three days they spend together. Robert 

gradually begins to respond to the other man's 

persistent good humour and optimism. 

ultimately accepting that perhaps he could ' rind 

time to ''''3ste time'. Lemmon'!; ability to capture 

the doubts and enthusiasms experienced by the 

average man is matched by Mastroi anni's 

portrayal of the gentle N eopo litan whose natural 

balancc cannot be shaken even when hi . dream 

o r forty years is shullered. 

CACTUS 

• \\ihf'ther ) Oll likr Palll Cox'~ film:-i o r not. 

th eft.' call be liule doubt that they a rc s tyli shl~' 

individualistic. I..AHIf4y /lf~arl ,)~ .H uTI Of 1:low(''''''' 
and .i\ly Fir:,t Ifl ift> all ga\l~ notH.:l.' uf a quirky 

tal e.nt whi ch combined a lightness or lOuch with 

an ironi c dC' light in human failin gs und 

eccentric ity, Cac tus. lH'rhaps more in keep ing 

with it~ ~lIbjf'd matter. is mo re sombrr in tOil(' 

and mis5c~ his u~ual \',ry hum o ur, hut it b 

TlP\"c rthpl ('ss re(;ogni~ably Paul CO~. isabdlc 

Huppert - the firS't !Star Dam p Cux has used 

play." Colo, a Frenchwoman on a tri p to 

..\ustralia. who L-; invulnld in a car i.H'cid('nt 

whie,h de~troy~ her sight in OIl(' ey!' and thn'i.llPns 

to rend~r her I.:oillp letely blind, Tht! purposr of 

the holiday \\'lIS oswnsihl~' to Jloudt'r th e.· staW 

and fllture o f ht~ r marriage. away from her 

bU l:'I incssm:.m hu sband . but ht.'r host intr()du Ct'~ 

her to RobertlRobcrt M,'nz i,,, I. blind from 

birth. whose confiden ce and apparent 

contf'ntnH'nt gin' her strength. H e is attracted to 
he r but also afraid o f any ~·moti()nalupheavHI. 

G n,duallv thpir differen t worlds. his of fresh 

inla"rilliugl'O. hf>n; of w.tlling. rel:oll(Jded imagf's. 

arc drawn tOg"etlwr. Robert '~ t.:olleetion of cueti. 

which are ful~ely i.1 ~sl1m cd to thrivr on neg-Ieet. 

provides a ~cri('s of int(,1"f'8ting metaphors. Cox 

deftly jllxtapO~f'~ the coarsr beauty of the 

Australian bU::4h with Colo's failing sight . as til(' 
camera I:mgllidly scans the forest before 

i:Ilig-hting. a lmost by lIccidrnt. on some bit of 

dvilisntion. Ht' ha~ ahm m.ushalled his CC:ist with 

supn'lllc l'iensiti",ily, at all time:; stC'ering dl'ilr of 

tht.> trap of sentim entality. nllt Cactus isn't rca lly 

abo ut blindnt·ss at all: rath('r it 's about coming 

to te rms with e mo tiona l iso lation . f"1iJr. Brenndf1 

CHILDREN OF A LESSER GOD 

• H aving won til(' n(,~t t\t!lor Oscar in 19H.) for 

his affct!ting pt;'rformal1l:e in Ki,>i." Of The 
Spidl'n vo ma.fI. William Hurt is surf' to bf' ill thf' 

running again for his portrayal here of an 
idealisti('. unOr1hodo~ teachcr in u remote school 

fur th. deal. l.c,;s c\f!.r-cut is whether his 

bpulitifui. hearing-impaired co-~tar. Marlt't" 

~'1utlin. will make it onto the eorrcsponding Best 

Ac:tr('s~ l'I hortlist - the quality of her 

performance i~ all the more a~toundillg fo r b f' ing 

her rirst film role. The IiIm opens with Hurt 's 

arri\'ul a t the oe\\' school. where his ext reme and 

(>xpcrimental methods arc as swift to find 

slIccess 85 they arc to give o ffence, but that's 

nothing cOlllpan'd to tiw turmoil ('uus('d when 

he Rtnrt!ol to show i:I roman ti l' interest in the 

Matlin ch ara cte r who ha s wilfully shut herse lf 

away from the ht'arin g: world by bl'(;oming II 

clearl('r in the s('hunl "")W((' ~he Ont'(' ('xl'f'lIed n~ 

a stud('nt. The teacher's curio!i ily is initia ll y 

aruu:.;cd by hl' r adanumt re fu~al ttl I('arn to ~p('a k 

- it is n refusal horn of fear, e mbarrassment 

and intolerance of a world whi ch eannot 

co mprehend that a deaf pcrson co uld be content 

in the isolation of ~il ence. Director Randa 

Haines st('(' rs w('11 elt~a r o f th r muwkishnt!s~ 

which t'ould so PC1l'ily hav(~ hren tilt' film 's 

undoing in I c~s spnsitivc hand~ . :.md the fact that 

Murk .\1I!duff, who WTIlle the uriginal. hugd~ 

!oillt(~('SS flll ~tagl' play. eo-wn"ltt' thil<i .,erN'!l 

adnptation is a furth('r ri'CfHllnwndation. 

M .ll k Brt'tl'M'fl 

CASTAWAY 

• Based on Lw,:y 1 rvim/s wf'lI-wriUt' ll 

autobiog raphica l Uccuunt of her year l<i fw nt on OJ 

desert island \\·jt.h Ud"'f'ntllrolls pllblish(~r Grrald 

Kingsland. whose advertiscm e.nt in Time Out 

for a 'wife' provided an unlikf'ly starting point 

fo r the cscClpad('. CHslawllycoml!s to the ~cn'f'n 

with imprc(.'ablp t"wdt' lltiais. Dire('tpd by 

N icolas Rocg. scripted by Allan ~cutt. who la ~ t 

('o\laborated with Roef! on th e powerfull~ 

fCRonant Don 'l Look .!'VOlV, and Slurring thr 

capable. charismatic Oliver H ('(~d . it is 

unfortunate ly quite a disappointment. This. on 

reflection. is a diTPcl result of harbouring ov(': r

blown "xpectation s based on the th ree g ifwd 

men named above. hel'ause thf' film i)oi by no 

meams a bad one and it doC's hoa)oit an excellently 

assured d ebut in cinema from unknown 

Amanda D onohoe in the difficult Irvine role. 

Given the brea thtaking beauty or the island. the 

theme of survival and the strong. bare emotions 

on display. the story seemed a natuml fo r th{J 

screen, but what we get i5 an elaborately OVf>r

(·mbellish ed. tiresome. aUritional dom estic 

squabble. Any number of startling. b('autirully 

eomposed images. such as di~tingui sh all Roeg's 

film5. whether he's working in a !'lilting room or 

in V~nicc's labyrinthine backs trPels. e3n 't 

disgui:=;e that banality. The mort' intriguing 

possibilitif'~ have been sal'fifiecd to the r('a lil~ 

that Irvine wouldn't have sex with her 

companion once on th e island, Donohoe 

mamlges to inject some sympathy into a 

distinctly ambivalent character. whilp Rt'ed for 

once gets thp ('hanee to prove that he t'an do 
m ore than sc:owl with taciturn menaee. 

MJrk Brennan 

BACK TO SCHOOL 

• When Thornton Melon Ith" boggle-eyed 

Rodney Dangerfie ld I. founder of the incredibly 

su tcessful Tall And Short Stores. pays a sllrpriti(~ 
visit to his son )usnn IKeith G ord on I. he is 

horrified to di::icover that rath er thMn h('ing tilt' 

golden boy of hi ~ fra te rnity. his pride and joy is 

mt'rely the towel.boy o f the diving team. a nti 

about to drop o ut. Choosing to offer mom l 

support and simultaneously make amends for 

hi)oi own lapsed educa tion. IVlc lon senior d f'ei dps 

to regbter l"lt Grund Like UniVl'rsity himself . 

But Thornton npproaches college some\"\'hat 

diffrrently to his ~on, for h(' is already a gradu8t(' 

o r the University or Life and has learnt that 

money ha~ a way of lubricating the whrels o f 

academia. H:lving gained admission by 

founding a new business school. he proceed s to 

transform his dorm into a kind of post-Hard 

Day's Night fantasy flat. NASA experts arc 

hired to help him with his physics. Kurt 

Vonnegut J r plays himself to help o ut a Kurt 

Vonnegul essay (which inevitahly gets marked 

downl . and ....I'ho rnlt)n gets extra tuitio n o\'(':r 

candle-lit souffle from heautifulliteratllre prof 

Diane Turner (Sally Kt'lit'rman I. Cam pu~ 

capers ilH~vitably :-iupply a famili a r sce nario. but 

with slight. off-beat direct ion from Alan Meuer 

keeping the screwball qnoti('nt lip to s(~ratch and 

a wry father/so n relationship pleasantly c!('ar of 

the mawkish. Bilek rIb School presents a potent 

argunwnt for rai~ing the school-leaving ag(' 

to .)1 . Bruce Dess." 

DUETFORONE 

• The film of the play. sort of. Set entirely in a 

psychiatrist's office. Kempinski's tight drama 

needed only three props - desk , couch and 

wheelchair - and twO aclors: Dr. Feldman. the 

psychoanalyst . and his patient Stephanie 

Anderson. a world-cla~ violinist succumbing 10 

depression and suic idal instihcts a~ mtJitiple 

sclerosis threatens and then destroys her career. 

Now. unless you're Roger Altman you don't 

make films with two people in one room. so 

director Andrei Konchalovsky has expanded 

things considerably, enlarging the orchestration . 

os it were. through extra characters and plent y of 

locatio n shooting. Alan Bates turns in a good 
performance as Stephanie's husband. a feebl e 

old soak who coins it as a conductor but sulks at 

the lack of recognition he's received for his own 

"difficult. atonal" composition•. Shirt un tucked 

as always. Rupert Everell shuffles arOlmd 

improbably as the favourite pupil. a wide-boy 

violinist with a quill. Bates goes off on a world 

tour with hi. secretary; Evere l! goes to u's Vegas 

to play Flight Of The Bumblebee. Confined to a 

wheelcha ir by now. Julie Andrews - for it i. she 

- throws away her records, has a fling with the 

rag-and-bone man. and swallows a bollle of pills 

while watching an old performance on video. 

Sinee all of this leaves lillie SpaL" for Max Von 

Sydow as the shrink. the play's simple Iife

verous-death confrontation gets diluted in the 

more explicit social drama of the film. OK. I 
admit it. I was touched by Julie Andrew. and 

the pathos of great, me-affirming sweeps of 

violins. but Duet For One sticks in the mind less 

as a tear-jerker than as a d e tailed portrail of 

success and its trappings in the lavishly 

upholstered world of high art. Georr Dyer 

COMING UP ROSES 

• I must admit that the idea of Wales having 

any kind of home-grown film culture had never 

really occupied much of my waking hours. 

Coming Up Ro.,es has gone a considerable way 

towards changing that. Financed by S4C. the 

Welsh Channel 4. it tell. the SlOry of Trev 

(Dafydd Hywell. a cinema projectionisl who is 

sacked when the council in a small Welsh tow n 

decid e to turn the local flea pit into a car park . 

H e gets a job as a janitor there and with ice 

cream lad)' Mona (lola Grego ry 1sets about 

rescuing the place. The plot - big business 

"e rsu. the individual - is 0 fairly tried and 

trusted o ne reminisc~nt of the Ealing comedies 

of the Fo rties and Fiftie • • but this is enhanced by 

a splendid cast. a willy script by Ruth Carter 

and a kind of desperate strength from the 

characters that ultimately restores faith in 

human nature without resorting to hackneyed 

sentimentality. At times almo.t surreal, Coming 

Up Rose. recalls Pennie., From Heaven. whilst 

d o ffing a cap to both My Beautiful u.undrelle 

and European comedy of the Fifties. low 
budget without being dowdy. and observant 

without being preachy. toge ther with the 

rccently released Boy Soldier it's a promising 

sta rt (or a newly vitalised film industry. 

PaUl Math,," 
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THE FLY 
• The Canadian nUhtrr of horror. f)llvid 

Cronenbt'rg. IWf(, t'nh'rs unusually conventional 

tt'rritofY with a rrmake' of the :'io-('alled 'da~si(" 

of tht' same nam e fronl 1l),")H. Hp dropprd tll(' 

premise of th£> original. whit'h had David 
Hf!di:.;nn ·~ seienlis t sWHppin~ hf"ad~ wilh l:I fly in 

a botched ('xperimerll in tdeportation, a :"iort or 
prt'(,lIr~or t () beaming pCQpir lip in Star Trek. 
CrOlwnbf'rg's m/lin adju;;tmrnt has been to plit 

hi s ~{'ienli st throug-h a prolonged and agnni~ing 

ntclamorpllOsis into tllP insect. Thi!". 
transformati on is df'vf'riy achie\'",'d with some 

brilliant if. ir1 thr laUrf stages . gruf'~ol1lf' special 

dfeets and make-up. Jeff Goldblum bring' a 
~ubtlrly and sen~iti\'ity tu lite wi .... of thf' 

npp('uling. slightly rcccntric f'/.!gheao. which his 
pr(l\'ious work had ill -prpparrd us for. and. ('veil 

a s the character mutates. the actor's skill brings 

01lt the pathos and poi~nancy or Crorwnbf·...i s 
and Charlf'S Edward Po{.nl(~ · s percpptiv(' ~(·ript. 

Thr din'('tor has id entified llll' nlt~tam()rphQsi~ 

as a metaphor fur drath. but it shouldn't impair 

yuur (~lljQyll1('nt if tilt' rdercnee pa~F>r~ you by. as 

it did me. TIlf're's fun to be had in spotting 

uccasional hommlJg(},'i. like the one to 

HUill.'hbark Of .r\ 'o/r(1 Dame Iwar th,:) ('nd . 

G('(>na Davis pia)':". the girlfriend who cnn onl~ 

c.) b5crV(' Iwlpl e:o<sly. Gro....s but gripping. 
Muk Brennan 

GOTHIC 
• Gothic is the first film Ken Russell has made 
in Britain in ten )·ears. and an ambitious project 

it i. too. Set in Switzerland in 1816 and 
attempting to condense all the events that 

occurred that summer into one night. it is at 
lea.t noteworthy for its bravery. although not. 
alas, for much else. The poet Percy Shelley and 

his future wife Mary. accompanied by her half
sister Claire. turn up at the mansion of the exiled 

Lord Byron. whose foppish guest Dr. Polidori is 
also staying at the hou.e. An atmosphere of 

brooding discomfort escalates fairly rapidly into 
full-blown. laudanum-soaked terror. and as we 
well know, once Ken Russell get. hi. characters 

agitated. there's a heck 01 a lot oE running about 

with bulgy eyes to be done. And so. the whole 

caSt scuttle around the house se.reaming as 
lightning lashes the building. creating 
something which gets closer and closer to Carry 
On Screaming. You half expect Charles Hawtre), 

and Kenneth Connor to pop out of a cupboard 
any minute. All the right elements of the gothic 
tradition have been gathered together - the 

gulii. the suggestion of incest, the blonde and 

the black haired women. the decay. even the 

eventual creation of the Frankensteil) stol')' by 

Mary Shelley - but the idea is ruined both by 

the construction of the film and by the acting. 
Gabriel Byrne. Natasha Richardson and 

Timothy Spall. as Byron. Mary and Polidori 
respectively. are proficient even if lumbered 
much of the time with terrible lines. but Julian 

Sand. a. Shelley is dreadful. One is left 
wondering whether to treat the film BS serious 

emotional mania or comedy or both. so that any 
interesting points Russell could have made about 

what were really society's first hippies are lost in 

the wailing rush. By the end. it might as well be 

5cooby 000 or something. and you're wishing 

the housekeeper would turn up with Horlicks all 

round and tell them to get to bed. Gothic. 
unfortunately, is the result of one man believing 

he can do an awful lot with very little indeed. A 

shoddy. far from spooky eHort which only 

succeeds in making genius look like grumpy 
arrogance. What [\ waste. Paul Marhur 

ON RELEASE 

,\ IlRL~F GLIDE 11) SO)t;; OF THE FtU1S 

ClRR;; iHLY [)OI~G TlI;; HOUNDS 

RECOMMENDED 

• Hannah And Her Sisters. Woody Ailen curns in his 
most commerci<lJ film for years. Essentially a family SJgJ wirh 
Mia Farrow in [he title role, Hannah cakes in every ching from 
arc co arcificial inseminacion. whife Allen himself plays a 
hypochrondriac TV producer. Superb. 

• Betty Blue. Erocicism. desperacion and quice a few la((s 

along che way. Jezn-Jacques Beineix's follow-up co the divine 

D iva and che da((y Moon In The Gutter SCars newcomer 

Beacrice Daile. who has capcured che heart of ac leasc one 

film reviewer in chese pares. 


• A Room With A View. lsmail Merchanc and James Ivory 
succeed where David Lean failed in bringing EM Forseer co che 
big screen. A lighc social comedy which is hard co faulc , che 
film is sumptuously phocographed ;Jnd features all-round 
excellenc performances. wirh special mencions going co 
recenc scars Daniel Day Lewis and Helena Bonham CJrcer. 

• Mona Lisa. Neil Jordan's formidable follow-up co 
Company Of Wolves. Bob Hoskins is excellent as a chauffeur 
gradually falling for the call girf who asks him for help in 
looking for her friend. Michael Caine and Robbie Colcrane 
also appear. Whac more could you wanc ! 

• True Stories. A colossally entertaining sampling of 
Talking Head David Byrne's excremely odd sense of humour. 
Supposedly ic's a 'documencary' abouc a sleepy midwese 
hamler inhabiced entirely by che kind of people who make ic 
inco che headlines of che NationJI Enquirer: The Laziest 
Woman In The World. who spends afl her time in bed. or The 
Lying Woman, who claims co have wriccen all Elvis Presley's 
songs while living w ich Bure Reynolds . There iso '! .lnocher film 
qUlce like Ie. 

• Round Midnight. A splendid essay on che jazz Ide of 
Paris in che Fifries, lovingly made by devocee Bertrand 
Tavernier. and fecuring noe only In exquisice soundcrack buc a 
super b scarring performance from saxophonist Dexcer 
Gordon. 

• The Sacrifice. Tarkovsky's finJI meiscerwerk (he died 
early chis year). a visionary and deeply choughcful scudy of a 
man who, in the face of che Apocalypse, makes a pacc wich 
che Almighty co sacrifice himself in exchange for the world's 
salvacion. A liccle shon on car chases and garish sex. though. 
it muse be said .. 

• Salvador. An excel/enc. moscly crue scary of journal/scs 
under fire in Ef Salvador, dnd one of che few American films of 
recene years co openly condemn US foreign policy in Souch 
America. By rurns amusing. pOignant and breathlessly 
excicing. 

• The Mosquito Coast. A considerable change of role for 
Harrison Ford. here playing Paul Theroux 's idealistic invencor 
who drags his family inco the hearc of che South American 
jungle in an anempt co bring ice co che nacives , and proceeds 
to degenerate inca ehe ulcimate villain. Helen Mirren is 
excellent as his fang-suffering wife. but ic 's very much Ford's 
movie. 

• Down By Law. Jim Jarmusch's long-awaiced follow-up co 
Stranger Than Paradisc. Thrillingly simple. razor sharp and 
very. very funny. The wor/d 's firsc Cool Slapstick Buddy 
Movie. 

THE RES T 	 small-screen variccy show. This 
sacire bites. 

• Running Scared. 
Comedian B,lIy Crystal and • Legal Eagles. Roberc 
hoofer Gregory Hines play two Redford and Debra Winger are 
accion-packed Chicago cops on lawyers working co escablish che 
the crail of a coke deJler. Locs innocence of D aryl H annah . 
01 buddy baneer and a ploc 01 The comedy is slighcJy more 
numbing prediccabilicy. A bic like successful than che chriller 
Scarsky and 	Hutch, really. elemenc. but overall chis is J 

disappoincingly bland 
• Ginger And Fred. The experience . 

new Fellini. as we film buffs S.ly. 

Present-day Rome has • Top Gun. If che US Navy 

surrendered complecely co A irforce really is che besc in rhe 

celevision culcure and twO world. then why can chey onfy 

ageing hoofers are persuaded co ever gec twO planes up in the air 

reuniw after chirty years co Jt che same time! The opening 

perform cheir Astaire and shot of Top Gun is stunning, buc 

Rogers cabaret routine in a from chereon in it nosedives 


inca a banal mixture of slushy 
romance and buddy-buddy 
machismo. If chere is an original 
thoughc, word or aceion in chis 
film. we have yet co spoc Ie. 

• Boy Soldier. Noc co every' 
one's taste perhaps, buc chis 
Welsh language film abouc a 
young inf.lncryman serving In 

Norchern Ireland accused of 
murder is worch che addicional 
efforc involved. A percepcive 
study of che dangers of puccing 
ceenagers in uniform. it's 
unfortunace chac much of the 
film's pocencial audience may be 
decerred by che language 
barrier. 

• A Judgement In Stone. 
Tiresome melodrama wich Rica 
Tushingham as a somewhat 
disturbed governess who takes 
ic upon herself co summarily 
execuce anyone who discovers 
chac she cannoc read. Well. one 
would, wouldn'c one! 

• The Wraith. A cwo·hour 
car chase. scarring a whole host 
of division rhree brac-packers 
and which rakes place quitc 
near a burger bar. A cross 
becween Knigh( Rider and The 
Horror From Beyond The 
Grave. only less intellectual. 

• Rocinante. Art-house scuff 
involving J quest by John Hurc 
after che soul of Real England. 
and fearuring a selecclon of 
knowing cameo appearances by 
well·known Average Work ing 
Class Blokes including Jimmy 
Jewell and Ian Dury. 

• Inspecteur Lavardin. 
ChJbrol's quirky sequel to the 
equally good Cop Au Yin of a 
year ago. A congue-in-cheek 
polic ier which once again 
fearures jean Poirec as che 
unorchodox eponymous hero 

• Crocodile Dundee. 
Whacever you mighc think of 
Paul Hogan. ;c's hard co dislike 
chis amiable comedy. currencly 
slaying em ' Staceside for irs 
scranger·in·a-scrange-Iand 
depiccion of an Aussie 
crocodilc-wrescler loose in 
New York . 

• The Berlin Affair. 
Discurbing accounc of che 
sexually obsessive relacionship 
between a married German 
couple and che daughcer of che 
Japanese ambassador. From che 
director of 1975's equally 
warped The N ight: Porter 

• Heartburn. A movie 
marriage seemingly made in 
heaven - Screep look ing 
dynamice in short brown hair 
and Nicholson.ac his most 
laidbJck . Buc in fact ic's a bic of 
a turkey. che based-on-truth 
story of marital breakdown 
between cwo journalists. ch.at 
relies coo much on rapport 
between che stars to offer 
anything else. 

• Peggy Sue Got Married. 
Despire che wonderful Kachleen 
Turner, a' disappoincment from 
Francis Coppola chac suffers 
hugely from ics close 
resemblance co Back To The 
Futurc. Turner mysteriously 
cravels cwency years back in 
cime. hoping co sorc out her 
less· chan-successful marriage ac 
l[5ouesee. 

• Heartbreak Ridge. For ail 
irs patriocic flag-waving. and 
despICe che slighcly dodgy 
cerricory provided by ies 

depiccion of che American 
invasion of Grenada. chis is 
easily fascwood's besc film in 
years . A particular plus is irs 
impressive se/cajon of foul
mouched marine-scyle insults. 
guaranteed co widen your 
vocabulary. 

• Ruthless People. Zucker. 
Zucker & Abrahams are noe. as 
chey sound. a firm of New York 
lawyers buc che filmmakers 
best-known for che zany 
Airplane! movies. This is a more 
scrucrured buc equally 
encercaining ca/e of a k idnap 
gone wrong. mainly because che 
k idnappee is such J bicch rhac 
no one wants her back. 

• Kangaroo. Dour and bleak. 
an adaptacion of DH Lawrence's 
semi-autobiographical cale of a 
wricer, exiled from his own 
councry for his subversive 
work . and sen/cd in Auscralia . 
who becomes involved in a 
para.milit;J(y ploe co overthrow 
che llnions 

• Critters. A small Kansas 
(own is invaded by hordes of 
renegade Krices - dimlnucive 
(co begin w ich) aliens resembling 
fur balls wich a loc of ceerh. You 
know the son of ching .. 

• The Name Of The Rose. 
A difficuJc book co tackle, but 
direccor Jean-Jacques Annaud 
seeers clear of che wealth of 
hiscorical decail concained in 
fco 's novel and delivers an 
efficient and mvolving mediat;val 
whodunnit. Connery. as always. 
is a joy to watch. and che 
phocography IS ofcen quire 
breachtJking. 

• The Mission. Jeremy Irons 
as a jesuit priesc and Robert De 
Niro as a former slave crader 
who is serving his penance for 
murder, and also scarring a lot 
of Souch American Indians as 
The Indigenous Populacion . 
Absolutely breathtak ing co look 
it t and occasionally a/mosc as 
excicing as a documenCiJry 
J"OUC rock climbing. 

• Big Trouble ,In Little 
China. John Carpencer creates 
che perfect cinemacic 
equivalenc of a Chinese 
takeaway. caking elemencs ouc 
of just abouc every film genre 
chac has ever existed and mixing 
them all cogether inco one 
huge. franeic. bloated mess. 

• Labyrinth. An opportunity Enormous fun while ic lases. but 
for David Bowie once again co Cwo hours later and you'l/ 
inspire innumerable sniggers forgec you 've even been co che 
from cinem.l audiences, here in cinema . 
che role of ehe Goblin King. 
Otherwise. jim Henson's film • Playing For Keep•. Much 
features many imagin.ative and synchronised dancing ~nd a 
encertaining crearures. fleshing blaring soundtrack in chis 
out a trice scripc decailing a cypically juvenile ceen·pic in 
young girl's progress from which a group of teenagers 
adolescence CO JduJchood. convert a rundown building inca 

ehe world 's first hotel for 
ceenagers only. A likely scory. 

• A Love Bewitched. Pan 
chree of Carlos SJura 's Spanish 
bailee trilogy. Superbly visual. 
che scory deals wich a love 
frustrated by cruef gypsy 
cuscom , 

• Police Story. A ludicrous 
comic·book chriller wriccen. 
produced. direcced and scarring 
Hong Kong's number one star 
Jackie Chan, whose firsc 

accempt iH winning over 

Western audiences was che 

equally ludicrous The 

Proteccor. 

• Short Circuit. A sorc 01 
pacifisc's WarGamcs. in which 
'Number Five: an artificially 
incelligene weapons syscem. 
blows a gaskec and convinces 
ieself chat ic's acrually alive and 
doesn 't wane co kill anyone. 
Mildly diverting, buc a couch coo 
soppy in places. 

• Rate It X. A solelme 
feminisc examinacion of men 
involved in che 'consumer zone' 
of che pornography business. 

• When The Wind Blow •. 
Overblown. overlong and over· 
raced. Ie would be churlish 
indeed noc co praise che 
excellence of che animation, 
which is olcen quice 
breach caking. buc a cencral flaw 
is che face chac after the first 
half·hour of doddering stupidiry 
on the part of che cencral 
figures. cwo old codgers 
accempcing co come co terms 
wlch nuclear wJrfare. you 're 
racher hoping chac chey'/J drop 
dead quickly (lnd Icc you go 
home. 

• Escaller C. A series of 
social fables cenering around life 
in a deeply trendy and ever so 
slighcly preccncious Parisian 

apartment block. 


• Heavenly Pursuits. Silly 

comedy wich religious 

overtones wich Tom Conei as a 
schoolteacher with God on his 
side. 

• Ballet Black. Slow buc 
ofcen compelling documencary 
decailing the life and rimes of 
rhe Ballec Negrc ;. Europe 's firsc 
all-black dance ensemble . 

• Cop's Honour. Dismal 
French thriller wich ageing 
heart-throb Alain Delon as a 
renegdde cop in (he 
Bronson/D ircy Harry mould. 

• The Golden Child. Eddie 
Murphy in Indiana Jones 
territory, buc closer to home 
on che crail of a Tibetan boy 
god spiriced off co Los Angeles 
by che Arch Demon Himself. 

• Raw Deal. Typically 
muscular fare from Arnold 
SchwJ(zenegger - chough chis 
time he only cakes his shirt off 
cwice - in che course of his 
mission co Single-handedly wipe 
ouc all Chicago's gJngster 
conringenc . 

• Vamp. Grace jones keeps 
her mauch shut in this cale of 
cwo adolescencs who go 
downtown in search of a 
stripper for che coffege parry 
and end up in J vampire's nesc 
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Paul Morley on Ben Elton, Jasper 


Carrott and the bleeding obvious. 


his month, the bleeding 
obvious, involving pussies, 
bleeding hearts, wish fulfilment 

.. and the spirit of routine. The 
bleeding obvious: Nina Myskow is a fat 
red pudding, Ben Elton, obviously this 
month's star, is not a dangerous outsider, 
and the strenl,rth of Freud's work is often 
obscured. Oh, and it's nearly a funny old 
world. We']] be talking to Cilia, Mollie 
and Anneka later on. 

For now, for the sake of the bleeding 
obvious, Leslie Crowther - what is he 
really feeling, and who planned him? 
There's obvious for you: ain't that just like 

a critic. But no, truly, I could never grasp 
the purpose of Leslie Crowther. There was 
the Crackerjack pencil, the margarine, the 
druggie son-in-law, but what was really 
going on? His being seemed absolutely 
sheltered from the tremors of an outside 
world: here was a man who prided himself 
on following a straight line through life, 
Balzac's idiot who believes in infallibility. 
Flat, drab, stuffed, does he ever bleed, the 
Crowther seemed committed to nothing, 
except perhaps spending his life perfecting 
the portrayal of a fish. Why should anyone 
be interested in him? What was his talent? 
To represent a version of authority? To 

mock secular charisma'? "He's the 
com plete professional," says Cilia, but 
really it takes Ben Elton to explain it all to 
us. Crowther's revolting plain-ness, his 
intense, pointless self-control, is his 
genius, and the recent introduction of a 
heroic vulgarity has sealed his position on 
the gloogoo glitzed wall of sheer shame. To 
pursue the obvious, he now has his own 
bad and foolish catchphrase, three words 
forced on him by his unromantic producer 
- a man who may one day develop a new 
game snow involving a carrot, a condom 
and Gary Wilmot called Grate That 
Sheath. Crowthie is explained to me 
here he is as the no-nonsense, never
neurotic, triumphantly narcissistic 
salesman flicking over the pages of the 
catalogue for a bunch of Rantzened 
barbarians encrusted to our Sugden 
nation who one week sing along with Cilia 
and the next week paddle into a 
Portsmouth theatre and actively enjoy 
Tom O'Connor dancing along with Pepsi 
and Shirlie. Hail Crowthie, total show biz 
bean, illuminated with fabulous 
irrelevance. 

I learn all this mysterious obviousness, 
and am encouraged to feel properly 
angered by the brutalising nonsense of it 



all, thanks to the best TV critic since 
Maxie Headroom: Bennie Elton. look, 
says Bennie, Leslie Crowther - it's our 
own fault! Maxie's critical perspective 
merely suggested that television was 
empty heads, rounds of goU and decayed 
condescension. Bennie digs in deeper. 
Through standing up on Saturday Live 
and writing up, with delicious seUishness, 
Filthy Rich and Cat/lap, Bennie wraps up 
televiJlion as a bewitching catastrophe of 
incestuous, sinful, seU-gratifying pseudo
sentimentalists, deranged TV executives, 
archaic classifications and purely fantastic 
commercials. And we're to blame, we can't 
do without it. Bennie can't do without it: 
he's the complete parasite. Bennie could 
write an entire new series of something or 
other based around one episode of Mollie 
Sugden's breathtaking My Husband And 
I, the death of Liberace and the soaking 
new set of Legal and General's. One 
superbly rehearsed stutter from Tim 
Brooke-Taylor in My Girl And Me could 
inspire Bennie to a whole season's 
columns for the Daily Mirror - and he's 
still enthu~iastic enough about pop music 
to introduce the Meatloafie on Saturday 
Live as full of vim as a butcher's dog, so 
give him the next series of The Tube. 

The Bennie-mania is happening 
because he has managed to be as snidily 
right on, challenging and irritated as 
Lennie Bennett is right off and over 
excited. Obviously, he's not as rough raw 
as Keith Allen, or as !lOre as Alexei Sayle, 
his writing not as destructive as it appears 
to dear Mollie fans. In his radical coated 
way he's as mild as Dickie O'Sullevan, as 
sincere as Frankie Bough, as seU
deprecating as Micky Aspel. His columns 
in the Mirror are, obviously, obvious post
punk Keith Waterhouse, doused in Brit
triv, His goU handicap could well be in 
single figures. He's Thatcher-Brit's Eric 
Sykes. To be obvious about it: damned if 
he ain't the mocking mainstream, etc., etc. 

Bennie, a comedy chum, comes over as 
a comic terrorist - to Mollie and Cilia 
because he's gaily concentrated on and 
exaggerated the malice that there was in 
Morecambe and Wise rather than 
cynically exploited the washy whimsy. The 
Copy Cat crew, the brightly lit LWT 
beamers, the Barrymore bounders, gag us 
on smeared cheekiness, and are pals of 
Gloria Hunniford. To keep your distance 
from Gloria these days is an obvious sign 
of progressiveness. So, when even Nina 
Myskow can become an anti-hero for 
trying out odd bits of truth - ''I'd like to 
see Mollie Sugden under a lorry" - and 
you nearly respect Jonny King for openly 
NCYf LIKING THINGS, Bennie has 
ended up a peculiar show biz saviours. 
Simply for obviously hating the comic 
crap that is the result of LWT's 
Entertainers and Derek Nimmoie and 
developing in a quite ordinarily 
contemporary way the harsher parts of 
British variety, from Miller to Drake via 
Cook, Bennie is, well, something to write 
about - like Anneka Rice and the 
Antiques Roadshow. 

As the unbelievably cute - as in Sixties 
Morecambe and Wise not Last 0/ The 
Summer Wine, as in cute thirty years after 
Spike - Cat/lap titters through the tatters 
of post-Generation Game full house Bob
rot, effortlessly hitting the huge targets 
from celebrity panels to panelled 
celebrities, Bennie's enviably indulgent 
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script repeatedly proves that he is a great 
TV critic, just about understandable and 
blessedly obvious. Cat/lap is spitefully 
reassuring, and Mayall's deformed seU
parody as rancid and restless as an Emlyn 
Hughes sat close to Prinnie Annie. The 
problem is, in the end, it might be part of 
the problem - What problem? Ask 
Bennie - because it could well be only a 
swipe and a fart over the coast from Carla 
Lane, really. Of course: just absorb, take 
the blame. 

Bennie's good at ads, if only because 
he's out on his own. Bennie explains that 
Brit life is nothing if not a steady hover 
glamorised by catchphrases and slogans, 
and maybe the hats of Pete Beale and Bob 
Carolgees, and he has to take the credit for 
inspiring the heavily monied new Renault 
campaign. Bennie stood up a while back 
and knocked on, right on, about how 
disgusting it was that the Woman knew 
nothing whilst the Man reorganised her 
entire schedule, and the company car 
would have to go back. Now Renault get 
right on, and the Woman gets 
independen t - a job and a car. The power 
of the critic. Bennie moves onto tampons, 
a loose voice of reason amidst the 
hypocrisy and cannot crap-dash, or even 

an unabashed goody-two-shoes with a 
degree in the bleeding obvious, but you 
have to love him because who else have 
you got, apart from Jaspie Carrotl. 

Jaspie's come back, clinging onto the 
auto-cue, terrifically topical , looking dead 
stuck next to Bennie, even next to Mollie. 
Bennie is kind of Squeeze/ Communards, 
if you see, quirky and caring, whilst 
Jaspie's all EW, Clapton and Quo, Cliff 
Michelmore as if he'd been born a hippy 
and had to hastily hi-tec himself up. 
Bennie would have Billy Bragg singing 
serious joke songs, but Jaspie has Loudon 
Wainwright III , who's great with cats, 
motels and narcissism but just junk with 
the weather and Wapping. We can now 
presume that J aspie wrote the duffer stulf 
for the last Phillie Coolie ~ries, and can 
he ever recover from a BBC announcer's 
description of his show as "light hearted 
banter". Worse - after an almost Bennie 
right on bleeding obvious attack on the 
police that drifted out through the credits, 
the announcer mentioned that Jaspie 
would soon be appearing on Pro-Celebrity 
Golf, partnering Tony Jacklin. That's 
that, then. 

And I think we can also safely say that 
Mel and Griff have bottomed out: their 

act is now a very common form of British 
burn banter heavily influenced by Bernard 
Bresslaw, Bernard Braden and Bruno 
Bettelheim (just checking'). 

It is bleeding obvious that in an ideal 
world our Bennie would be just the cosier, 
cornier end of some argumentative 
savagery and vicious fantasy in up to date 
comedy. Tom O'Connerie wouldn't fill a 
public house in Colwyn Bay. So, of course, 
Jonathan Ross would be the sweeter, 
dottier end of post-Me Decade British 
light entertainment. As it is, he's slipped 
through, all alone, another peculiar show 
biz saviour fronting one of those jolly 
nearly intolerant freak shows you once 
associated with Janet Street Porter. The 
hump-backed, would-be monster of 
ridicule is apparently naturally funny 
generously discount his appearance on the 
adult Did You See, where he was 
outwitted by Julia Somerville - and, 
obviously, quite loveable. Damned if he 
won't drag on and on until he's negatively 
slick, a post-Face Chris Tarrant. As you 
watch him you just know that someone 
somewhere is eating a toffee crisp, and 
that 'life ,is so bleeding obvious .• 
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Paul Mathur talks to THE BODINES about life 
in Glossop and their new single, Therese. 

Photograph by Steve Speller. 

Let's get one thing clear from the start , The Bodines are not a shambly band or a jangly 
band or whatever moniker is currently being blu-tacked to that most terrible of breeds. 
Once upon a time they were on Creation Records, releasing a trio of 'ISs that rubbed 
sticky fingers up and down the back of your neck . Maybe that 's where the shamble tag 
began. 

"Maybe," says singer Mick Ryan . "When we were there they kept on pretending we 
were all IS and trying to make us dress up in leather trousers and anoraks. I think they 'd 
even have been pleased to ,have us writing songs about it all . We're never ever going to 
write a song about an anorak." 

Bod;nes music is wilc;l British guitar pop laced with a vaguely American absurdity, 
seriously funny and a 'long way from the earnest sourness of many of their 

contemporaries. 
"Oh yeah , we've never gone for that 

serious musician crap, sulking in bars and 
trying to look dead worried about life . 
We're just into enjoying ourselves, really." 

Mick sings , Paul gUitars . Tim basses. Jo hn 
drums. The Bodines could be The Monkees 
or The Stooges but never The Icicle Works , 
Can their raggedy twiddles, particularly the 
rumbustious new single Therese, fit into the 
pop chart gurgle! 

"It's an odd chart these days, so I suppose 
we could do, but it 's never been the most 
important thing to us, I honestly can' t see us 
being that comfortable as pop stars but I'd 
rather we were there than about two million 
other people, And we are on a major label 
now so that's going to help," 

The move from Creation to Magnet 
Records was consummated in a rather 
tawdry display of rock'n'roll rebellion, 
resulting in Magnet's office being trashed, 
limos being written, off, drinks being drunk 
and even a David Bowie picture being half
inched. Not a good way for sen~ible young 
fellows to behave at all. 

"It wasn't the cleverest thing to do. I th ink 
the record company were a bit unsure of 
what we really were , They want you to be 
either The Mary Chain or The 
Housemartins, It's Hobson's Choice , No, 

they 're alright , Magnet , there's a couple of people there who we get on well with and they offered us the best deal. It's basically the money 
we're after." It all began for The Bodines on a dark night in Glossop, between Manchester and Sheffield , about two years ago. Sitting 
slurping Pils and planning pop strategies , they 
were interrupted by Jethro Bodine, st.ar of 
TV 's Beverly Hillbillies. Poncing a quid for a 
drink, he traded them his name, and on 
finishing his drink he staggered into the 
street only to be squashed flat by a passing 
traction engine on the way to a rally in 
Bridlington, The name The Bodines stuck , as 
did jethro's body, which to this day is treated 
by Glossop motorists as a small roundabout. 

"It was dead convenient meeting Jethro 
like that," says Mick . " ,It would've been a bit 
of a drawback to have tried to ma'ke it as a 
band without having a name, Fate, that is ." 

The band !lave just returned from a tour 
of Canada supporting New Order, I saw 
them playa Montreal ice rink , melting the 
ice a'ld sending the audience , into paroxysms 
of delight, something which apparently 
happened just about every night, Why such 
an enthusiastic reaction l 

"A lot of it 's to do with the fact that we're 
English, they go for that , ,I dunno, maybe 
they've just got good taste. It was strange 
playing to these really huge audiences then 
coming back here and playing a gig in 
Nottingham to about 40 people, which we 
were told was a good turnout . 

"I'd never been abroad before apart from 
Amsterdam so I was dead excited about 
going to Canada, but I was really 
disaopointed when we got there, It's so 
boring, I don't think we even saw a 
mountain, everywhere was flat. It 's not 
,inspired us lyrically. We didn ' t have any 
arguments, though, which was quite 
surprising, It's probably because we were so 
knackered most of the time. I was so jet
lagged when we got to Montreal that I fell 
asleep at a nightclub. Everyone thought I was 
pissed or dead or something." 

What's the best thing about being in The 
Bodines, Mick I 
"'Most of all you keep on getting loads of 
money given to you and you can travel and 
meet loads of people. The money's the best 
bit , though . Being in The Bodines is only 
good as long as it's fun, I mean if we didn' t 
have a big deal we'd probably still be 
together, If I wasn't in a band I'd just go back 
to what I was do img before, nothing, and 
getting the dole . At least this way someone 
else pays for you to get drunk , you can't 
complain." 

Are you very big in Glossopl 
" I don't think anyone even knows we're in 

a band there, There's a few groups who are , 
like, really massive in Glossop and all the 
places around there but no one else has ever 
heard of them and even they don ' t know 
who we are' " 

The beefed up, battered around version of 
Therese , an earlier single for Creation, is out 
now on Magnet. Starting from the " scare 
the health out of me" pun of the chorus to 
its bolshy pop sensibility, it 's the band at 
their most instantly accessible. Hopefully it'll 
inspire you to dig deeper for the likes of 
Heard It All or the peculiar William Shatner, a 
tribute to Captain Kirk that makes Spizz's 
effort look like it was written by Alistair 
Burnett. They're still looking at ordnance 
survey maps and try ing not to get the ir 
welling tons stuck in the mud as they creep 
across the pop terrain, but they 're growing 
fast and 1987 might just see them stay out 
late for the first time. Travel to G lossop, 
inspect the roundabout and you'll see that 
even Jethro's smiling,. 
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One morning I receive a lerrer from HAPPY MONDAYS, that rather tilted pop group from Manchester. "Here's a copy of Tart Tart, our brand new single," it reads. "This jingle has been 
dancing and jiving in our heads for monri'ls now. Hope you and the nation fall for it because it makes us grin a lot:' Following up last year's universally celebrated Freaky Dancing, that huge 

and lopsided dancefloor gatecrasher, their new baby is choking on even more piss and vinegar. It makes for a fairly slipshod barrage of sound that should encourage all and sundry to boogie 
on down in all kinds of kinky ways. This one is more manic, more bedraggled and far more immoderate all round. "We spent 

four weeks locked in a studio with John Cale:' the missive 
continues. "Two of the band didn't know who he was but 

NONESUCH, the American-based label specialising in modern 'Classical' music, has been 
our press officer, David Harper, was purring it about that

described as "the one label that stands apart from the slagheap of gutless conformity with 
Cale was the geezer who used to play the organ on Sale Of

musical imagination, artistic integrity or sheer know-how." For 22 years, it has both ,influenced 
The Century. Shaun, the singer, kept going up to him and 

and reflected changes in taste experienced by flowers of Reich, Glass, John Adams and kin, 
asking what it was like to work with the spazzy Nicholas 

Nonesuch's aim, in all this time, has been to cover a broad range of repertoire, primarily divided 
Parsons for all those years. Cale would just stare at him and

into contemporary American music, historical American music and ethnic music from both 
walk away." 

Western and non-Western cultures. Not as top-heavy as ,it might sound, though, Labell boss 
With LP imminent, the six Happy Mondays are rearing up 

Robert Hurwitz realises that "people come to hear music out of passion, out of lovl.ng it. They 
to convince the pop kids that their noise is a sordid pleasure 

Intell .. ctualise their reasons much later. What I want to record is the inspired performance - not 
worth pursuing.just all the right notes in the right time, but a sense of electricity in those notes." This month 

"These records appear on Factory and will make people's 
Non .. such launch .. s its first offensive on the British market with releases by Steve Reich, Kronos 

lives 'lovely and wonderful," they conclude. "By the way,
Quartet, John Zorn, Teresa Strates (pictured) and Philip Glass. In particular, Reich's The Desert Music 

where's that bleeding fiver you owe us?" jW
and Stratas' operatic interpretations of Kurt Weill are given the unreserved thumbs-up by our 


resident modernists, who like their music in movements./W 
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f certain cadres of the music press 
are to be believed 1987 is destined 
to be the year of British Soul. 
Years of self-discipline and 

denial, and frequent attendance of Caister 
weekends seem to have had their effect. 
Brit-soul really surfaced in '81 with the 
likes of Linx and the alliance between 
Spandau Ballet and Beggar and Co. Or 
did it actually surface in the nothing-else
of-note mid-Seventies with David Bowie's 
YOllng Americans'? In fact indigenous 
British soul music lias always been 
around. Musical forms are constantly 
being distilled rather than, as Richard 
Hell might have had it, coming in spurts. 
Nonetheless, the attention currently being 
devoted to the likes of Hothouse, Sherrone, 
Black Britain, homegrown rap crews and 
their ilk should at least have a beneficial 
effect on Simply Red. 

Though constantly reviled in certain 
quarters, Simply Red's success last year in 
America made Mick Hucknall and 
cohorts impossible to ignore. They won't 
go away, The downside of this is such 
unscrupulous cash-ins as the re-released 
limited edition Frantic Elevators LP 
which features a rather punky Hucknall 
howling over his original combo's 
cacophony. A long way from Simply Red's 
new release, Men And Women (WEAl. 
Produced by seasoned and slick soul 
producer Alex Sadkin, it's, surprisingly, a 
much grittier affair than the first LP. 
While its predecessor wore its loafers on its 
sleeve to earn credibility, Men And 
Women '.~ soul elan is more spontaneous, 
From the opener The Right Thing 
(suspiciously redolent of Kiki Dee's I've 
Got The Mllsic In Mel to the closing 
ba'llad l\11aybe Someday, it's a confessional 

affair, with Hucknall coming to terms 
with the fact that he can't keep his hands 
off the female form - "When I see 
someone I gotta have someone," he 
confides. With a selection of material that 
is often aggressively audacious - versions 
of both Porter's Every Time We Say 
Goodbye and Bunny Wailer's Love Fire 
are included - it nevertheless remains 
pure soul, rather than some media
vulture's caricature of a musical form. A 
rare achievement these davs. 

Part of the justification 'for this new soul 
surge is the total bankruptcy of traditional 
rock, the kind that The Psychedelic Furs 
are just getting to grips with on Midnight 
To Midnight. It's sad to think that 
Richard Butler (remember Butler Rep'? I 
originally went to New York because of a 
passion for The Velvet Underground and 
Suicide, but turned instead into an all-in
one simulacrum of Jagger, Bowie and 
Rotten. This poor man could make a more 
respectable career in a travelling CirCIlS 
performing the Dancing In The Street 
video single-handed. Midnight To 
Midnight would be halfway palatable 
were it not for the number of times Butler 
croaks the word 'heart' and for the ham
fisted HM re-reading of Pretty In Pink, I 
preferred The Psychedelic Furs when they 
had big promotional campaigns and flop 
records. 

A few years back, one wise soul 
described The Smiths as - what was it'? 
- yes, 'The Ultimate Last Rock Band', or 
something, only to see his prophecy 
fulfilled as Johnny Marr evolved into 
Keith Richards and Craig Gannon was 
enlisted as Mick Taylor. To mark time 
while they find Ron Wood, here comes 
The World Won't Listen (Rough Trade I, 
sixteen tracks collated from the last two 
years in the style of A Hatflll Of Hollow. 
Whereas in isolation the B-sides appear 
only to be Marr indulging himself, 

huddled together they take on an identity 
of their own. Com pietists of the world 
unite. 

This year's Last Rock Band seems to 
be, by popular consent, Hurrah, I even 
got sent a diary a few weeks back with the 
legend 'Hurrah For '87' emblazoned on 
the cover. Tailgllard I'm Here (Aristal 
contains ten chunks of swaggering rock 
guaranteed to get most adolescent males 
out of bed and in front of the mirror, 
cricket bat waving and legs astride. The 
Clash-meets-Springsteen ethic works well 
on Sweet Sanity, and like all good rock 
bands they've even got a drummer who 
taps his sticks together to mark the intro 
of at least one song. At points, the terrace 
bluster and echoing notes hark back to the 
classic Scars LP Allthor! Allthor! AMott 
The Hoople for the late Eighties, 
perhaps'! 

It's heartening anyway, that when a 
rock band tips the wink to a previous era, 
it's not looking in the direction of Led 
Zeppelin, In the wake of The Mission's 
disreputable success, this is becoming 
more frequent both in England and even 
among US post-hardcore outfits The 
Replacements and Hilsker Oil. 

Five years ago you could bet your record 
collection tha t any decen t guitar band 
would name Television as a major 
influence. After some silence Television 
star Tom Verlaine resurfaces on 
Phonogram with Flashlight. Where 
likeminds and near-contemporaries Lou 
Reed and Iggy Pop edge perilously close 
to the swirling vortex of video pop pap, 
Verlaine stays left field and stays hungry. 
His opener, Cry Mercy JlIdge, is almost 
too close to Cry For Love for comfort and 
once more you suspect MTV beckons, But 
Verlaine soon retreats into what are almost 
three-minute vignettes of Reed's 
Transformer and his own Marqllee 
Moon . Proof, if you even needed it, as to 

where Lloyd Cole picked up his best 
tricks. 

Three O'Clock could cite a lineage of 
influences that runs back from Television, 
through The Beach Boys to The Beatles, 
for their fourth LP Everafter URSI. To 
hear If YOll COllid See It My Way you'd 
think the British invasion had only just 
reached Three O'Clock's hometown of Los 
Angeles. A male Bangles, this naff-named 
gang have borrowed UK producer Ian 
Broudie to bring an epic feel to their pop. 
It all sounds both instantly accessible and 
spontaneous and yet you know in your 
heart that at the end of the year Three 
O'Clock will still be cult-only while The 
Thrashing Doves will be mega. 

There's a kind of vacuum in British pop 
at the moment, almost as if no one dares 
take Boy George's place for fear of the 
same treatment from the press. But 
gradually bands are 'lurching forward, 
prepared for their stab at stardom: T\yo 
People, Drum Theatre, Blow Monkeys, 
Curiosity and so on, Their talents and 
current standing are varied, but all deal in 
no-frills pop/rock pastiche. Safe but sure. 
The Thrashing Doyes have no gimmick 
to speak of but are hotly tipped, Their last 
single, Bea lItifll I Imbalance, was 
lightweight and jangly and, more 
importantly, had a frothy pastel-coloured 
video, Bedrock Vice (A&MI continues the 
formula, though, as one track follows 
another the vocals suddenly appear too 
mannered, the hooks too considered and 
the middle eights too inevitable. But they 
do appear to manifest a certain wit - the 
final track, the one with the Go-Go (yes, 
Go-Gol rhythm that gets the old foot 
tapping against your will, is entitled JeslIs 
On The Payroll. , .. 

So what else merits attention'! 
Grandmaster Flash makes good with 
Badop Boom Bang (WEA I. Bragging 
seems to be slowly making way for 
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humour here, but in a post-Beastie Boys 
environment both attempt to cohabit the 
same vinyl. Flash lays down a suitably def 
beat for the sell-deprecating Underarms. 
where a guy gets all Gucci-ed up, goes on 
a date and, just as he thinks he's got it 
made, raises his arm only to be arrested 
for 'Malicious deoder-intent '. Ho ho. This 
is then followed by an out-of-order 
warning to all men about a lady who 
doesn't follow through on She's .lust A 
Tease,a s if al/ a man needs to do is splash 
on the Arami. to make any woman lose 
control in h is presence. 

Formerly Prince's saxophonist, 
'Doctor' Eric Leeds avoids being 
misunderstood by bringing out a largely 
instrumental LP Madhou.~e (Paisley 
Park/Warner Bros). Ear-easy jazz funk on 
one untitled track is jolted by Coltrane
style excesses on the next, while the third 
finds mock classical piano being chased 
around the grooves by a furious fretl ess 
bass. Mostly far closer to a jazz LP than 
Miles' Tutu, .Madhouse·s many moods 
force it to find a home somewhere between 
the club and the study. 

As ever, Dead Or Alive are well
entrenched ill some northern town where 
there is only one decent club, sorry, disco 
and even that usually spills out into 
streetfights on a Saturday night. On Mad, 
Bad And Dangerous To Know, Pete 
Burns remains loyal to his beloved Hi
NRG/ Eurobeat but little else. Here is a 
world where everY beat is a sexual throb, 
and every track a'discourse on Pete Burns' 
need for a grea t deal of such throbbing 
from many II different source. In a climate 
where sexual promiscuity is looked upon 
with a certain disfavour, this kind of thing 
is audaciously ignorant but more daring 
than wearing a frock . And as Pete Burns 
says at the beginning of Brand New 
Lover, "I want surprises" , Don 't we a ll, 
Pete, don't we all .• 

I met Nick Currie . alias NONUS . in the Kensington branch of Tower Records and find him 
almost in tears. He has JUSt stumbled across his Brei EP in a cut-price bargain bucket and 
he looks as though his world has turned to broken biscuit. When he leaves, I remove the 

sale sticker and place it back where it belongs, fully priced in all its glory. 
In between. he tells me about his new 

Creation single , Murderers. The Hope Of 
Women, and why he wants to become as 

pornographic as possible. 
"The single ," he says, "is a kind of shaggy

dog story. A series of sign posts . It 's like 
when you take a journey and the journey's 

always more interesting than the destination. 
In another way, it's my parent's story, their 

generation'S attitude to marriage. Really, it's 
some kind of crime of collaboration. You fall 
in love and you're supposed to marry when, 

really, it's the last thing you should do. 
Marrying someone is just like murdering 

them. As usual, it is a Momus mix of satire 
and melancholy, full of contradictory 

impulses: ' 
Rather like his magnificent album. Circus 

Maximus , these three new songs spread the 
poison across the shiny surface of his 

te~de r ballads, comical and sinister at the 
same time. 

"Dark sort of humour," he admits. "What 
II'm trying to do now is to make my music 
erotic without being morbid . Momus has 

come to understand the mechanism of 

glamour. I want to take my images into more 
dangerous areas . 

"Of course, I steal off everybody! Not 
always consciously, though . Often, I listen to 
something Italian and try to imagine what is 
being said. Ther. I write down what I think 
ought to be said . Misunderstanding is 
important. It's how you misunderstand your 
influences that makes you original." 

What Will Death Be Like? is perhaps his 
most stirring moment to date , a definitive 
list of what death will not be like. "I just love 
lis} songs," he admits. "Of course, with this 
one, I never go so far as to admit what it is 
like . The intention was to use words as 
rhythms, with a kaleidoscope of images. I 
wanted to create a richness of uncertainty ." 

Momus might not turn massive this year, 
but these bitter twists should be corroding a 
few hearts before the month is out. 

"Yeah," Nick smiles, "it 's about time 
people stopped seeing me as some 
woebegone brooder. I'm just on the coal
face of meaning, chipping away at what 's 
possible, on the cutting-edge .. ."JW 
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ewly remixed on import is 
Hypnotic Tango ('87 
powerhouse mix 1by My 
Mine (Danica import), 

This new mix of a pop fanta sy classic 
is devastatingly refreshing - a bubbly 
svnth sound combined with a strong 
dance beat produces a phenomenal 
piece of cosmic pop. Tracy Spencer's 
Run To Me (CBS Importl was 
released here some t ime ago to 
surprisingly little effect. This simple, 
infectious track is totally superb and 
deserves a second hearing - clean 
baby vocals o\'er a mesmerising beat. 
Greyhound have released several tracks 
in the UK this month - Tullio de 
Piscopa's Stop Bajan (Primavera I, 
crossover Eurobeatjazz, a mellow cut 
featuring the understated trumpet of 
Don Cherry and the drums of Don 
M oye, creating a disco fantasy film 
music sound. Ken Lazlo's Tonight is 
combined with Hey Hey Guy as a 
double A-side release - exciting Euro 
classics, fast dance beats with magical 
,,,nth, Jolo's Soul, already high in the 
c~rrent Eurobeat charts on US import 
and now released in the UK, has a 
d"namic sound, in a similar vein to 
Modern Rocketry's Guba Libre 
ultra disco, Finally from Greyhound, 
Diamonds N ever Made A Lady by 
Lift Up - strong, typical Euro, a 
brilliant sound with hypnotic beat and 
charming vocals . but a dire chorus, so 
tach it almost sabotages the whole 
track, but this is obviously and easily 
remedied by the instrumental on the 
B-side. Already in the dance charts on 
import and now on UK release from 
Cha mpion is a superior Ho use release, 
Let Th e Music Move U by Raze, a 
busy polished track containing all the 
ingredients for a mega hit. Lola's Wax 
Th e Van , currently II hot import (US 
Jump Street), is a mellow garage 
sound with fascinating vocals, an 
important dance track purely designed 
for dancing. Scrat ch My name by 
Creative Connection (Teldec l 
features vocals b" Lian Ross, making 
it slightly remini~cent of her own It 's 
Up To You. an exceedingly boppy 
dance track with some very nice 
synthesized church organ sounds in 
the full power remix. Stacy Lattisaw's 
Jump Into My Life, her second release 
on Motown, remixed by J ellybean, is 
subtler than N ail It To Th e Wall. a 
sophisticated sound with a South 
American feel . highlighted in brilliant 
d.ub mix, Do What You Wanna Do by 
the Helium Brothers (Blade 
Records ) is an ultra-powerful cover of 
T, Connection 's hit ten years on 
raunchy vocals combined with a slick 
production result in a strong, 
incrediblv fresh sound . Can 'r Love by 
Suzy Q {ARS import I is a bouncy. 
accessible track with plenty of 'woah 
woahs ' and rather a lot of beats per 
minute. Finally, Koto's japanese War 
Games (ZX Y1is magnificent oriental 
disco party techno-pop.• 
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SHOKK'S rogueish Julian Francois is teasing me with the most ludicrous how-we-formed story I've heard in, oooh, hours. 
"We were flying over the North Pole in a private jet when the captain of the plane suddenly decided he didn't want to take us to 
London. So he bailed out with the only parachute. The rest of the passengers were in a state of complete panic but I grabbed 

Audrey and we just jumped out, 40,000 
feet up. Landed In a gorse bush with 

only a few bumps and scratches. When 
we gained consciousness, Audrey was 

humming this song and I thought it 
would make a great record. So we 

went ahead and did it." 
Beats the standard 'met through a 

Melody Maker ad', I suppose. 
Drummer and former chimney

sweep Julian and singer and former 
Miss Barbado s Audrey Beharie 

describe their debut single as "a sticky, 
sexy soul masterpiece", and make up 

huge lies In thei r spa re time. Formerly 
known as Nirvana, they've been busy 

perfecting their brand of slick, vaguely 
Chic-ish smooches, encouraging you 

lot to wiggle all your loose bits one 
more time. Lock Me Out is 

"something the postman can hum and 
the milkman can make love to", 

sounding sweet and sultry all the way 
through. 

Julian, formerly with Brothers Of 
Funk and Pressure Point, claims that 

Shokk Is the realisat ion of his musical 
dream. "All along:, he says, "I've 
wanted somet hing that sounded 

pr t ty and suga ry, but also made the 
veins stand out on the listener's neck. 

I'd delicribe it as an erotic elegance, 
loaded with sex and sense. It's ready to 

seduce the hell out of people."JW 
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I keep asking TOM VERLAIME the same question . 
Where does all' the time go, Tom) 
" Time passes much slower here in Britain. I've heen here for two and a half years now. 

What 's the private Tom Verla ine ? Maybe that 's what you 're asking. I am probably vague 
and somewhat irresponsible. But not as a self-protection function. I just don't feel I have 
any secrets." 

Verlaine's latest confessions, his fifth solo album, Flashlight, is released this month . 
Some more splinters, some more personal asides. Is this just another Verlaine' excerpt? 
Another expected episode? 

"Well, I don't really know what the expectations are. Personally, I recognise the 
limitations, y'know. The thing about work ing in these structures and recognising the 
narrowness of these structures is that it keeps you close to your instincts or intuitions 
more than streaking out in a bunch of intellectual pursuits. The confinement , knowing the 
limitations, works as a point to expand in and not necessarily away from . Just knowing 
your limitations ... as Dirty Harry used to say." 

Verlaine's new work is as taut and compelling as any of his solo works. At times , it 
seems as combustible as his Telev ision period, those familiar chaste but passionate refrains 
... those simple, stinging melodies. Less brooding than a Words From The Front, as direct 
and evocative as a Cover or a Dreomt;me. Still, it might not have been the album Verlaine 
wanted out at this t ime . 

"There's three o ther kinds of albums I've had planned for the last five years ," he tells 
me , "but the labels I've been with haven' t wanted me to do them. Mind you, that doesn' t 
make me an imprisoned person . I know things will get out eventually." 

How does he view his position these days) 
" I don' t know," he grins, " what ;s my position) If anything, I always refer back to how 

someone described me a while ba~ k .. , as a sculptor. I find that corny and Silly, but it's also 
true in a way. In writing songs and playing guitar, there's a constant chipping away at 
something, breaking down something very hard and dense, a kind of destructive element 
that is trying to arrive at this beautiful whole . 

" Then people keep tellng me my songs have no meaning," he sighs. " Well , what I 'm 
trying t o do is to use the song itself as some kind of environment, language as an 
environment. I keep saying, why use one word when you can use a thousand) A thousand 
is much more fun usually." 

But where does all the t ime go, Tom) JW 

The Hustler isn't what he used to be. 
But he has the next best thing.
Akid who is. 
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r During a career 

which has spanned nearly 

three decades, Oliver Reed's true 

life adventures have tended to overshadow 

the films in which he has appeared. 

Now 48, Reed has mellowed somewhat 

and his latest performance, in Nic Roeg's film 

liver Reed rises unsteadily from hisCastaway, is 
deep leather armchair and follows a 
slightly deviating course across the 
hotel foyer in search of the Gents. As 
if suddenly aware of the stagger in his 
step, he turns and with an affablepossibly one of 
growl announces, ''I'm not pissed. I'm 

concussed", to anyone within earshot. I smile 
involuntarily, assuming this is just his little joke. 

It turns out he is completely serious. "You can't

the best he has 	 invent a story like this," he insists, pre-empting my 
scepticism, before launching into the one about how 
he fell and hit his head on a step, having knocked out 
a light bulb while trying to shift a bed into the orchid 
room of his Guernsey home. An angry graze on his 
forehead is some corroboration of this claim. turned in. 

At one time or another Reed has had most of the 
English language's more unsavoury epithets tagged 
onto his name by the media, not to mention those 
from several other languages. Around the world he is 
linked with infamy and gross misdeeds rather than 

--------------------------------~ 
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~	any acting ability, which the unfaithful still call into 

doubt. Most people, if challenged, would be hard 
pressed to name one of his films, but many would 
remember some recent drunken escapade they had 
read about. His life has been such an appalling litany 
of indiscretions and public misdemeanours that he 
has become almost a figure of myth, Falstaffian in his 
appetites, and a rake of epic proportions. At one time 
he could be positivly relied upon to shed his trousers 
on late-night chat shows, to the feigned horror of his 
host and the unrestrained delight of the bleary-eyed 
studio audience. This may seem a rather 
undergraduate, even adolescent, transgression, but it 
has never failed to scandalise polite society. All the 
while Reed seemed to thrive on such hypocrisy. 

More recently, however, it is said he is a changed 
man, a proselyte to staid domesticity as a result of the 
onset of middle-age and the quietening influence of 
his young wife Josephine, whose very shortage of 
years did much for Reed's rape'n'pillage image in 
their courting days. Doubtless he hasn't the legs for 
trouser-dropping these days either. 

Notwithstanding this alleged conversion, the 
legend has seen to it that [ contemplated our meeting 
with some trepidation. There was also the small 
matter of a bottle of champagne deposited over a 
photographer's head just days earlier, or so I was 
informed by the publicist for Castaway, Reed's new 
film. And then there was the dim recollection of a 
fracas with a journalist in the course of which the 
hapless hack sustained a broken arm. 

Imagine, then, my surprise and relief to discover 
not the fire-breathing cloak-swirling monster of 
popular repllte but a benign, avuncular man with a 
gruff but gentle voice. His mood was expansive, his 
waistline more so. Glazed and anaesthetised after 
several large gin and tonics, he took on the air of a 
decaying academic. The oak-timbered hotel in genteel 
Dorking provided an appropriately sedate setting. 
Josephine was never far away, nor was his brother 
and business manager David, urbane and dapper, in 
stark contrast to Oliver's more rustic, island-dwelling, 
all-beard-and-sweater demeanour. I remember a 
feeling of disappontment. 

Reed recently took up residence on Guernsey, 
although the move had nothing to do with his 
experiences during the making of Castaway, which is 
based on the Lucy Irvine autobiography covering the 
year she spent on a desert island after replying to a 
small ad in Time Out. In fact Reed nearly didn't make 
the film at all. The rot of disillusionment had set in. 
He had grown tired of the adverse press, of people 
trying to make punch-ups out of accidents in the 
orchid room. Most importantly, all the lurid, 
unedifying comment tended to make people leery of 
his behaviour. He wasn't being offered the kind of 
work he wanted. 

"1 was just getting worn out. People were beginning 
to believe the publicity they invented. So I 
determined that Castaway was probably going to be 
my swansong. But when I saw the film it brightened 
me up. It's difficult enough at my time of life. I'm 
almost too young to play Prime Ministers and too old 
to play captains, too young for brigadier generals and 
in the wrong country to play Patton. But I can play 
this sort of part on my elbow. It's within my scope. I 
don't have to be screaming and shouting, climbing up 
and down decks all the time whipping people and 

punching them out." 
As this comment reveals, Reed is disarmingly frank 

about the mediocrity of most of his films and the fact 
that he willingly accepts lucrative but 
undistinguished work purely in order to pay the bills. 
Castaway, on the other hand, at least on paper, was 
something altogether more worthy and prestigious. 
Directed by Nicholas Roeg and scripted by Allan 
Scott (who aliso scripted Roeg's Don't Look Now) from 
Irvine's best-selling book, it o .. 'ered two of the most 
coveted roles of the year. A complete newcomer to 
cinema, Amanda Donohoe pulled off a considerable 
coup by winning the Irvine part. Reed plays her 
desert island companion, Gerald Kingsland, whose 
idyllic year of sexual abandon and self-sufficiency 
turns into a nightmare of rejection and abstention. 

''I'm a little bit pleased with this actually," says Reed 
of Castaway, with typical understatement. "It's given 
me the strength to survive a couple of job-holding 
films in the hope that somebody with money in his 
pocket will see this film and maybe another 
important film will come out of it." 

In the meantime he'll be playing a slave trader in a 
film provisionally titled Dragonard, which seems 
likely to have him brandishing a whip and flitting 
from deck to deck again. "It's nothing I'd normaHy 
leap at, but if I'm going to accept things that don't pay 
as much in order to do something I want to do, then 
as a professional actor I'm going to take the job. Even 
Lester Piggott rode a few losers. You can't be expected 
to ride winners all the time, unless you're Vanessa 
Redgrave or Glenda Jackson, and they rush off and 
do the theatre. I don't think I would have that kind of 
diSCipline." 

Apparently Roeg was suffering from a similar bout 
of profeSSional and personal despondency during the 
filming of Castaway. Reed recognised in him a kindred 
spir it, "who thought maturely about things like 
whether he should go on making love to young ladies 
and having babies by them and marrying them (Roeg 
is married to American actress Theresa Russell), or 
whether he should put himself in debt for the rest of 
his life and retire with a stick. He was a real shot in 
the arm for me, a breath of fresh air." 

"Nic is in the fortunate position of being able to 
make commercials and keep his head above water 
that way. I don't think that, like me, he does jobs 
simply because they're offered to him. He'll pay the 
bills by making commercials but if he commits 
himself to a movie it'll be one he strongly believes in." 

Reed says that Roeg's direction is founded on 
observation rather than interruption, and that the 
director doesn't believe in rehearsing - spontaneity is 
all-important. "If someone starts dictating to me, I 
just switch off and think about how much they're 
paying me. I just phone it in," he says dismissively. 

He speaks in the most flattering terms of his co-star 
Donohoe, whose resemblance to the real Lucy Irvine 
is uncanny. The part is an uncommonly demanding 
one, not just because the film is essentially a two
hander but also because she is required to appear 
naked throughout. Furthermore, she lacked the sort 
of experience her leading man had gained wrestling 
in the nude with Alan Bates in Ken Russell's Women In 
Love, let alone his fondness for disrobing during 
interviews. 

"It's marvellous to work with an unknown actress;' 
he says with artless enthusiasm. "1 hope it does her a 
hell of a lot of good. Always interesting to play with 

young people. Not so much the men, because the 
whole chemical ideology with a young actor is one of 
antagonism - you're either playing his father or his 
uncle, or you're playing his rival. But with a young 
actress you can see how she works without the actor's 
arrogance which sometimes belies what's going on 
underneath. There are very few actors who admit in 
their youth, 'I know fuck all: A woman would never 
admit it either, but it's easier to spot in a woman 
because she's not hiding it with this 'They don't 
understand what I'm talking about' shit. If anybody 
was like that nowadays... " There is a hint of menace 
in his voice before he continues: "Except for that poof 
Penn, or whatever his name is - he hasn't fought a 
fella yet. He keeps going round punching defenceless 
photographers when they're trying to focus on him." 

Reed's pronouncements on the young acting 
fraternity contain a certain irony, for in his youth he 
was scarcely noted for his modesty. In the early 
Seventies he told a New York reporter, "00 you know 
what I am? I'm sllccessful. Destroy me and you 
destroy the British film industry. Keep me going and 
I'm the biggest thing you've got. I'm Mr. England:' He 
was also much given to assessments of his 
irresistibility to women. 

Admittedly by this time he was already an 
established star of sorts, and such arrogance was 
therefore almost obligatory. Yet fame had been an 
agonisingly long time in coming. His uncle, the 
brilliant veteran director Carol Reed, presumably had 
little time for nepotism since his nephew's path to 
celebrity was faltering to say the least. As fate would 
have it, however, it was the aptly named musical 
Oliver (1968), directed by his uncle, which finally 
brought Reed to the attention of a wider audience. 

He began as an extra in the late Fifties and 
progressed to larger, if hardly earth-moving, parts in 
a series of films for Hammer. They persistently and 
unimaginatively cast him as the baddie, even though 
he harboured more iconoclastic pretensions. "What I 
really set out to do," he enthuses, recalling those 
halcyon days of youthful ardour, "was to conquer the 
Brylcreem and the grey suit. It was very difficult to do 
because Jimmy Dean and Brando were doing it so 
well on the other side of the Atlantic. Over here they 
were still strongly into John Gregson and Jack 
Hawkins, so it was a hard one to crack. The only way 
I could do it was to play werewolves for Hammer 
until people began to take me seriously." 

Curious though this strategy now sounds, it 
appears to have done the job. Around this time Ken 
Russell put Reed in a couple of television semi
documentaries about famous composers and can 
therefore take a large portion of the credit for 
extricating the aspiring actor from the rut. The two 
became firm friends and the three further features 
Reed made for Russell (Women In Love, The D(~lJils, 
Tommy) were easily among the most successful and 
popular for both men. 

However, it was another up-and-coming English 
director, Michael Winner, at the time confined to 'B' 
pictures, who gave Reed his first Significant break 
when he cast him in The System (1964). Winner had 
tried to get Reed earlier but the producer Danny 
Angel baulked at the prospect. "He tried to get me in 
West Eleven but Danny Angel called Julie Christie and 
me 'B' picture actors. Michael's never forgotten it and, 
more to the point, never let us forget it." Even before 
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"That poof Sean Penn, 

or whatever his name is 

he hasn't fought a fella yet. He 

keeps going round punching 
defenceless photographers." 

Russell could muscle in on the act, Winner fostered 
Reed's career by giving him starring roles in three 
further movies (The Jokers, I'll Never Forget What's 
'isrlame, Hannibal Brooks), although any comment 
must be tempered by the realisation that Winner's 
other protege of note was, and still is, Charles 
Bronson. 

In 1967 Reed had this to say of Winner: "I think 
Michael has a reputation for being difficult. I like him 
because he's very honest and there's nothing phoney 
about him. As long as you're honest and 
straightforward and don't cower around I've always 
found he's OK. I've worked with him three times and 
had no trouble. We've always got on very well. 
Michael and I joke around a Ilot because he's got a 
good sense of humour. Behind Winner's megaphone, 
voice, cigar and chair there beats a heart of gold 
sort of I" 

Today Reed still holds Winner in great affection but 
speaks cryptically of his idiosyncratic nature. "I've got 
a soft spot for Michael; he's always been gunning for 
me. I understand as well as anybody his faults and, 
probably more than most, why he is like he is." When 
pressed to elaborate, Reed simply says, "That's 
private." 

Reed maintains that "Winner gave me my bread 
and Russell gave me my art", but art was not the word 
on most people's lips when Womerl In Urtle (1969) and 
The Devils (1972) were released. The world was far 
from ready for the sexual candour of the former and 
the supposedly heretical prurience of the latter. The 
critic Alexander Walker vilified The Devils in The 
Standard, seizing on one scene in which Reed, a 
priest accused of sorcery, is castrated (off-camera) and 
burned (on-camera), and earned himself a cuff round 
the ear with a rolled-up newspaper from the director. 
But critics everywhere were eloquent in their 
condemnations. Leslie Halliwell called it "a pointless 
pantomime for misogynists," while Stanley 
Kauffman, giving the American view of things, saw 
the film as a "farrago of witless exhibitionism." 

Quite what Russell had in mind is open to 
speculation, but for Reed the vituperative carps of the 
press were like "water off a duck's back. I remember 
noticing the gleam in Russell's eye while everybody 
was working away on the set, so I knew something 
good was going on. What they said afterwards was 
totally incredible. We were regarded as 
pornographers in Italy. We would have been arrested 
if we'd gone there. We ended up getting the Silver 
Mask, which is their equivalent of the Oscar, because 
they changed the law after the Venice Film Festival 
and then re-released Women In Love. There was a stage 
in Italy when I couldn't cross the road without people 
appla'Uding." Reed remained in Italy for some time, 
living the life of a film star, and made five films back
to-back. He concedes that none of them was exactly 
career-enhancing. 

Before long he was back working with Russell on 
Tommy, duly befriending a fellow misfit, The Who's 
Keith Moon, who later took his own life. "Can you 
imagine having to deal with Moon when he was 
really coming down? It was quite an amazing thing to 
watch. He was a natural, would have been a 
wonderful actor - what a waste. I feel, like a lot of 
other people did, that when I was working very hard 
and he was phoning up from Los Angeles, maybe I 
didn't spend enough time talking to him. Maybe 
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there were things that he was barking about that I 
wasn't listening to because I was tired or had to get 
up. 

"I think he just wanted somebody to cuddle him 
very hard. And with all those friends, all the pop 
glamour and sychophancy that went along with it, 
there were too many clappers and yes men, 
otherwise he wouldn't have charged off and 
pretended to commit suicide. What he was looking 
for was his girl to come back and find him again. I 
mean, he used to do it - sticking his head in the 
oven and slicing his wrists now and again. Four 
times. He'd always blame it on glasses breaking or 
whatever. Nevertheless, amazing talent. Miss him 
dearly still. 

"I remember exactly where I was when it 
happened, in the South of France. Somebody came 
up to me and handed me a newspaper and there it 
was. I remember climbing a long flight of stairs to a 
hotel and eating too much strawberry flan, chased by 
too many brandies. And I remember walking down 
those sticky steps the next morning. I've been back 
twice since - never walked those steps or had one of 
those strawberry flans." 

Reed states that his own hell-raising image was 
originally a deliberate attempt to get noticed. "If in 
doubt, hit him" was apparently the governing tenet 
of his life. "In those days I couldn't give a monkey's 
toss about anybody," he says, while admitting that he 
seemed to get hit more than do the hitting. Remorse 
did not figure in his vocabulary. Such feelings only 
intruded when, at the age of thirty, he began to get 
hangovers. "I thought I had concussion, strangely 
enough," he recalls, still seemingly vexed by the 
memory, "because everything went all funny. I went 
to the doctor but it turned out to be my very first 
hangover. And that's how I know that this (he points to 
the graze on his forehead) is concussion." 

I ask, perhaps ill-advisedly, if he has ever 
considered himself an alcoholic. He says not, 
claiming he's no longer a heavy drinker. "In the end 
one gets frightened of hangovers. If they terrify you 
enough then you begin to cool it. If I ever thought 
that I was constantly offensive to my friends without 
meaning to be then I think I would admit that I had a 
drink problem." 

If I have given the impression that the erstwhile 
raging bull of British cinema is a fully reformed 
character, then I have misled you. Just recently Des 
O'Connor, live on television, asked him where his 
famous tattoo was located. What on earth did he 
expect? "On my cock," Reed snarled. 

Nevertheless, Reed's pursuits have become rather 
more sedate. "In Barbados I drew some characters in 
a book and they began to monopolise my thinking, 
probably because I was smoking some good shit at 
the time. I started to draw them in different ways and 
then I started to invent stories about them." He hopes 
that his professional future lies in these cartoons. 
Certainly, the future lies in Guernsey. "It's very 
peaceful; bit straight, bit puritanical, but then I don't 
mind that at my age. I don't want to go around 
blowing hooters up people's arses anymore." And 
with that he gives a bellow of laughter as if to say 
there's life in the old hooter yet. 
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The street gangs of Los A ngeles number over 50,000 

members from South Central's 

LA Crips and B loods' to Downtown's 

Korean Killers . The oldest 

soLdiers are to be found in the barrio of East LA, the 

traditional home of five 

million Mexican 

A mericans. Here 

they've lived the gang 

life - 'Ia vida loca ' 

fo r three generations, 

fro m the Zoot Suiters LOCA of the Forties to 

today's homeboys, who now find themselves threatened 

REPORT BY LAURA Whitcomb WHITCO~IB PHOTOGRAPHS BY MERRICK MORTO N by newcomers recently 

t's a three-day weekend in los Angeles, arrived from South 
the kind that always ends with at least 
three casualties of gang violence. At 
5.30pm the LA Police Department 
receives a tip from an ano nymous caller A merica. 
abou t a ga ng shootout. In a sidestreet 
off Broad way in East LA under a haze of 

circling lights a Mexican-American gang member lies 
splattered against the pavement, shot three times 
w ith a 12-gauge rifle. The coroner arrives and the 
fifteen year-old is whisked away on a stretcher in a 
parade of anonymity. O nlookers sta re blankly while 
the victim's fe llow homeboys return the stare in an 
attitude of angered defeat. 

In a few days' time, these same gang members will 
meet again, this time to mourn their brother at 
Resurrection Cemetery, the only place where all 
gangs can ga ther without threat. With cruel irony the 
safest place fo r cholos is the graveyard. But even here, 
while atten ding the burial of one of th eir number, the 
homeboys will make resolutions to ave nge h is death. 
From one death another dea th is born and th e cycle 
goes on . ~ 
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.. Of all American cities, Los Angeles has been hardest 

hit by the gang phenomenon. Approximately 400 
gangs add up to around 50,000 active member , 
compared with 7,000 in ew York and 10,000 in 
Chicago. The sun belt city is a paradigm of the 
overpopulated urban sprawl of the Eighties and as 
the inner city expands into subur.bs, so do tbe gangs. 

.From Veniql trHoJlywood, this is a War Z.one 
from South <;entral's Crips and Bloods to 
Downtown's Korean Killers; from the bigtime 
Chinese Mafia to little scenesters like the Wanders 
and the Shaking Cats. These ranks of city soldiers are 
changing every day as the battle for turf in an 
overcrowded city goes on. 

The oldest and most notorious soldiers in town are 
the cholos of East LA . Across a bridge dividing 
crowded, emblazoned highrises trom scattered, 
graffiti-splashed tortilla flats is the barrio - seven 
square miles of pastel-coloured bungalows, burrito 
takeouts, Spanish-style churches, crimson and gold 
shrines to the Virgin of Guadeloupe, coloured murals 
and freeway in! rchanges. There is scarcely a concrete 
surface that does not carry a placa, a spray-painted 
graffito proclaiming a gang's home turf. Each varia 
(neighbourhood), be it four blocks or a mile long, has 
its reigning gang, each with its own code of conduct. 
These armies emerge with the night, convivial in 
nature and deadly in capability. One step on the 
wrong side of the pavement could make you a 
weekend casualty. 

Over the decades the gangs have had different 
battles to fight. The zoot-suited warriors of the Forties 
waged war with US Marines; in the Seventies 
internecine Chicano gang warfare reached its height; 

and today's gangs find themselves threatened by the 
new influx of Central and South Americans into 
already overcrowded East LA . Whoever the enemy, 
the gangs are pledged to live la vida loca - the gang 
life - and to kill and die for their own piece of 
ground. • 

'Fhe.origins of the gang phenomenon can be traced 
as far back as the end of the last century when 
Chicanos (Mexican Americans) were brought to the 
cities as cheap labour. New generations found 
themselves excluded from the American Dream and 
alienated by Anglo SOCiety. Hence the Zoot Suiters 
emerged - young Chicanos looking for 11 sense of 
pride and distinction . 

The look was not Mexican in inception, just pure 
folk fashion, stylish and loose in the spirit of 
jitterbug. It featured a long coat with wide lapels that 
hung down to the knees. high-waisted, baggy 
trousers ending in 'stuff cuffs' so tight around the 
ankles that the pants couldn't be pulled over the 
shoes, a pork pie hat and the final touch of 11 gold 
watch chain. 

!t was in the summer of 1942 that the Zooters first 
came to international attention. When soldiers 
stationed in LA moved into the barrio looking for 
excitement, the Sleepy Lagoon riots ensued. For a 
firsthand account, I spoke to an old Zooter, Pachuco 
Smiley. at his home in Boyle Heights. 

"When I look back [ guess [ sort of get pseudo
nostalgic," he told me. "Cuz, yah , we were 'cool cats' 
and for once we got back at the system for telling us 
to be nothing cuz they were gonna give us nothing. 
We walked tall - it was a stride of pride and a pachuko 

step on the wild side, but the truth was it was 
probably the worst time for East LA. I was 17, too 
young for the war effort, but my brother was fighting 
as a 'soldado raw' (foot soldier) in Sicily. We were 
being called traitors and Hitler's subversive overseas 
counterparts. AJI this while we waited to be catt le
carted to Europe's trenc.he . .. My brother died two 
months later. 

"One night we were rounded up and thrown in the 
joint for a murder that was only a set-up by the cop . 
They gave thirty of us a life-time sentence for the 
death of one Va to. . . One guy and we all killed him, 
right? If that wasn't enough for one summer, the 
Marines stationed in LA started hunting us down. 
They raided the dance halls and found us in a 
jitterbug frenzy and with our gyrating spirit we had 
to fight them off. Anyone in a zoot suit was doomed, 
so I learned to fight and from then on we stuck 
together. It was tough but in those days we weren't 
killing our brothers, we were killing the ones who 
were invading our side and looking for trouble. 

"But then when it was all over we were once again 
the forgotten side of town, the Fifties had its silver 
screen lind we were left in the rust . We were 
frustrated and started turning on our brothers. We 
designated our turf. White .Fence had Boyle Heights, 
the Hazards took Ramona Gardens, Clover got 
Lincoln Heights, Dogtown got north of Chinatown, 
and Frogtown took the Elysian Valley. From then on 
we divided into smaller factions and only a decade 
later we were literally killing our cousins cuz they 
lived in enemy turf. My days were like chivalry; for 
my kids now it's chaotic. .." 
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These two boys are aged 12 and 
14. They are alread)' vtott-ran!" of 
gang warfare. 

Rival gang member!!! at Juvenile 

Hall - a detention centre for 

Iht- Under 18·s. Fa~hions in the 

barrio ha"e hanlly changed (or 
thirty years. 

I met Johnny when I was shooting portraits of his 
gang in front of their mural, a homage to a dead 
brother shot last summer. Johnny was the silent one, 
looking back cold and calculating, He stared as if he 
could see right through me and had conquered the 
barrids terror by overcoming the fear of death. He 
had been through the period of the Seventies, when 
gang homicides were the highest in history. 

He had a scar behind his ear and another from a 
knife wound on his chest that must have been about 
an inch from his heart. He had a sardonic sense of 
humour. "You're sure you're not a narc," he asked me, 
"cuz, I mean, you'd be a good one. Who woulda 
thought goldilocks would be workin' ior the fuzz? (He 
poillts to my blollde hair,) So where are your three 
bears?" When I assured him my three bears were 
only photographers, he was willing to talk. 

"The way I see it, la vida loea is like this. You hold 
your mug (hang tough), no matter what. If one of your 
homies needs you, no matter how bad it looks, you 
stay and fight ; you don't rank out (rull away) no 
matter what happens, If you do run you're dead 
because it's better to get your ass kicked by them than 
to take it from your homies ior running out on us, 

"Once they crossed into our turf. Lil' Valley, and it 
was our duty to fight 'em out. There were six of them 
and only Spider and me , One had a gun and we 
fought till we were, like, drenched in blood. They hit 
me in the arm and Spider in the shoulder, but we 
held our rank and showed them down. When I went 
to the hospital I was all right but once I had to get an 
X-ray and I realized it's the pellets that do all the 
damage. When the picture came out it was like this. I 
had thirty pellets all squashed in my bones, so that's 
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all I am, meat and metal. But like after that I didn't 
have to lift a finger; my homies took care of that and 
all I have to say is one of 'em met their Maker a few 
days late.!. 

''I've been busted a few times and when I went to 
the joint. like, this is what happens. The guys from 
Boyle Heights or Lynwood or whatever will all stick 
together cuz you gotta have protection there, more 
than on the streets, It's too much at first cuz you gotta 
stick with guys who you tried to kill a few years back, 
but you get used to it. Then when you're out you're 
fighting again, and for what? That's what I think 
sometimes, but it doesn't last. I know this is the most 
important thing I got, mi vario, 

"See these murals? To us they're like gold and 
anyone comin' close to X-ing this is looking for a 
bullet. Each neighbourhood 's got one and they're 
usually dedicated to the loss of a brother. When the 
other dudes had someone messing with theirs, they 
looked to us cuz they thought we did it. They loaded 
up, and when they recognized us at this carnival 
thing, in the middle of a crowd, they just shot at us 
and got Joker. 

"[ just stood there holding him and I kept sayin', 
'Joker, man, come on, don't go to sleep, stay awake so 
we can get those bastards; but he couldn't; he was hit 
too bad, and I knew right then what I was gonna do 
to them. Then for some reason, when I got home, I 
took out my rosary and held St. Christopher and 
wailed , Me and Joker grew up together, were midget 
brothers and he was the closest of all my homies. I 
prayed to the Virgin that she'd take him and protect 
him cuz his homeboys couldn'! protect him no more. 

"See this tear (he points to a tattooed teardrop ullder his 

~e) ? This is for Joker and we Rifa forever." 

Over the last decade, while gang membership in 
New York and Chicago has dropped significantly, in 
Los Angeles it has quadrupled, The gangs too have 
changed - today they are more mobile, better 
organised and more highly armed'. A gang is judged 
by the number and quality of weapons it possesses 
firepower is the name of the game. Drug involvement 
is commonplace and gang members now 'load up' on 
drugs such as PCP and Crack, the resulting lack of 
judgement leading to a ninety percent increase in 
bystander homicides. 

Despite all this, gang member homicide is, 
remarkably, down by about fifty percent on the mid
Seventies. However, the situation looks set to change 
drastically in the near future with the recent influx of 
Philippino, Korean and Vietnamese immigrants 
moving into South Centra'l and Downtown's black 
neighbourhoods and Central Americans moving into 
already overcrowded East LA and Compton. Unable 
to assimilate immediately into their new environment 
and threatened by already established minority 
groups, these new immigrants feel they need the 
protection that the gang phenomenon provides and 
they are forming factions of their own. 

Chico is a 13 year-old BMX boy who is already in 
training for life as a soldier of the barrio. He is part of 
the new generation who must face up to the biggest 
threat of all - imminent full-scale war between 
Mexicans and Central Americans. Because of 
unsettled scores he is unable to leave his own 
neighbourhood without trouble. ~ 
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Membe... of East LA'. largest 
gang. Each faction has il.lii own 
special hand!'Jign. 
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"'omen are simply auxiliaries 
in the gang life. They do not 
take part in battles and have no 
!!By in decision making. Trealed 
very badly hy the men, out of 
fruetration they sometime!!! 
form their own factions and 
fight with other women. On the 
whole they marry young andL most are mothers before their 
18th birtbday. 

A 
~ "j try hard not to get into hassles but it's impossible 

to get around 'em. I'll be walking to school (Chico has 
to pass through rival territory), they'll check me out, 
want to bang with me because they know one of my 
brothers or something, anything for a hassle. I've 
already been shot at by one of those dudes trying to 
hit one of my homies (homeboys) on a payback but 
they missed, see, and like we knew who did it so we 
have a contract on 'em. It won't be now, we're gonna 
get them back in a few weeks. 

"Things have been better, though. Used to be about 
a month go, man, you like walk fast or run in their 
turf cuz they'd like shoot you on sight, so I had to 
walk all slow and by then they'd have time to hassle 
you anyway, so that's sorta why I joined. Man, you 
need protection here; I don't need that shit. But don't 
be telling my homies, they'd think I was chicken." 
What other reasons made you go in for la vida loca? 

"Cuz like this it, my dad even his were here, this 
the neighbourhood, this is what I live for. This is 
what I die for, I guess. One a my homies in trouble or 
gotta take care of business, now it's my turn and I'm 
learnin' how to survive." 
Have you been fighting with the Central Americans 
in and around your neighbourhood? 

"At first there wasn't any problem cuz there wasn't 
that many of them. But then a lot of them started 
moving in, and they didn't want to rank into any of 
our gangs, cuz they didn't want to hassle. But when 
the cops started moving in on them cuz they ain't got 

no green cards, they started joinin' up for protection. 
That's when the Central Americans started trouble 
with us, cuz if they're in our turf either they're in our 
club or they're dead. Yah, we've been banging 
(fighting) with them. Now they're getting guns and 
getting serious, so we watch out for them more:' 
What do you need to do to join? 

"Well, we gotta be fighters or we gotta become one 
to be a Rascal, we like rumble, you know, line us up 
five or six and you gotta fight your way out and rage 
your way out, otherwise it'll be fixed, you won't make 
it out. Anyway, you know a gang-bang comes along 
and you drop like a fly unless you know how to kick 
ass," 

A car goes by and three apparently loaded rival 
Vatos flash a handgun at us identifying who they are, 
teasingly threatening us. Little Chico t1ashes back the 
Ficket St. sign and shouts, "Rascals Rifa" (Rascals 
Rule) and then closes his hand into a fist. 

"See those asshole Chivalas? I could call over my 
homies right now and blow them away but like you 
might get caught up in it, so we'll get 'em later." 

The problem remains of how to put an end to Los 
Angeles' gang warfare. Ideas are plentiful but none 
promise an easy solution. Much has been made of 
the community approach, in which alternative outlets 
for gang activity are encouraged. Car clubs 
proliferated for a while, where gangs could race 'low
riders' against each other instead of fight. Nervous of 

potential t1are-ups, though, the police quickly 
outlawed these, just as they did popping and break
dancing contests in the early Eighties. 

Conservatives have for some years supported a 
law-enforcement clampdown, which has in some 
ways only exacerbated the problem. Rather than 
reduce gang-membership, arrests tended only to 
int1ame opinion and tighten resolve. In addition, 
rounding up established gang leaders only allowed 
wilder, less disciplined youngbloods to take over. 
That in turn led to increased fragmentation of large, 
often more peaceful, gangs, and consequently 
increased rivalry between factions. Furthermore, 
there was no better breeding ground for criminal 
technique than prison itself, and gang members often 
came out with far more sophisticated methods than 
they had gone in with. 

Recently a ray of hope has appeared in the shape of 
the Peace Treaty solution. After violence broke out at 
their concert at Long Beach Arena late last year, Run
DMC held a phone-in forum on KDAY local radio. 
This inspired a handful of gang members to hold a 
peace convention on December 17th. In all, 52 rival 
gangs met and the truces they pledged have on the 
whole lasted. Now a fully t1edged peace campaign is 
on the way and in March an anti-Gang Warfare video 
featuring Run-DMC and Los Lobos will be released. 
It could be the last chance for the barrio of East LA 
before the outbreak of Total War. 
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As hemlines go 

in and out of g 
fashion, so, it n 

would appear, a 
do countries. 

The newest name for 

the fashionable 

globetrotter to over

enthuse about is 

Spain. And why not? 

A group of new 

young designers 

reflect the socio

economic changes 

which have occurred 

within the country in 

recent years, 

Icombining their own 

rebelliousness with 

the country's oldest 

traditions. 

photographs by JOSE CARBONELL 

represented by .mile manIlSf!ment. 

u:ord.... by MAT,LDI M. ORIOLA. 

modelled by CHlun,"A al booking.!. 

IUN.C. al HaUula.! and JHIU.IANDY. 

IUL,ALIA a JUAN CARLOS at new group. 

h,i, and mak€,-up by JORGI DI LA GARZA. 

&hOI ., OTTO ZUTZ discolhl!que. 
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OPPOSITE PAGE: LUI. 'OllTI, (Barcelo,.,,). 

dreueg which imprison their victim. lie hal 

no lime for fun ctional. comfortable clOlheJ. 

forte.! Jnap! Ihe woman in • luxurious, 

lind SIUten to make hi! clothe~ shine. elll fur 

coincides with mink. Hi,"i clothes provoke, 

They are Mlittle H'JIIYu.'lJod (glamour) lind IJ 

lot London (tough). 11)P I.n, ... Rf1TTOM RU~IIT! 

IT_ILLA ( j\l.dridJ. Sybilla s creativity is 

;n."ipired in Ihe realms 0/ fantasy. Her clothes 

appear to be almost ,,/h'e - Ihey .re warm, 

soft, light lind mobile. Some 'Ire covered in 

soft berry-like tanle.', whi/.", others bear lin or 

wire spirltl". Th e degigns !ugge.u.l1l unknown 

mythology. They lire delicate lind tragl'le, and 

animal-like. Tnp MI('NT, '''''NCII MONTIIINOI 

I Vall'ncia) . Typically Spllni!lh . Francis 

A·lontesino.~' designs are MJmerimes well 

defined•.•"me,;mes suggested. He combinE'S a 

great number of fabrics and textures: bright 

dama~k, culle. transparent gauze. He shows 

his c10thps in the bullring I,(li,h harnessed 

hor.le.l. fans. Spanish flag.~. and dozens of r"d 

carnations, BonOM LEt" ANTONIO ALVAUDO 

fiWadridJ, Antonio Alvarado is in IntJe wich 

the night. His clolhes, and attitude. are 

eccpntric and outlandish. His .'itruggle to 

af/ect people is traMu.ted into a mixture of 

Andalucian folk/orp rags and hard punk 

leather. The re,ul, is decadent and urban. His 

leather jackets are full of holes. hi" lapels hat:-€ 

u.,eleu zips. He takes old curtains and makes 

/I dre:-<i.'i, His work is • parody 0/ haute 

couture. l1/hat he does he call.. 'low couture: 
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TOP OF 


Since Another 

Country and Dance With 

has lain dormant, to say the least. However, this year 

the 

A Stranger, the career of Rupert Everett 

he is not only set to appear 

in a spate of new films but is also 

about to embark on a new 

•career - as a pop singer. 

No, honestly Rupert, I don't make snap judgements 
like that. At least let 
me listen to your demo. Maybe I can form some sort 
of opinion then. I won't lie to you. If I don't like your 
music I'll tell you . 

"1 can't possibly do that. If I did, this situation 
would end badly and I don't want that. I couldn't 
look at you after you'd heard this." 

FAITH - Simon Napier-Bell has it; Chrysalis have 
it; Bruce Woolley has it; Connie Filippello, the 
publicity person, has it. But Rupert Everett mislaid it 
between 5.30pm and midnight. Insecurity - Rupert 
has it. Paranoia - Rupert had a heavy dose of it for 
six hours. 

Why is this very successful actor and much-in- • 

0, might we be seeing Rupert Everett 
on Top of the Pops later this year? 

"You just think I'm a joke, don't you. 

Look at me, look into my face. I can 

see you can't take this seriously at all. I 


You find the idea of me on Top of the I 

Pops totally ludicrous, don't you?" 


II 
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R "I've got my glasses on and 

U I can see exactly what you 
P think of me. You look at me 
E as if I'm a deranged giraffe, 
R a completely juvenile 
T remedial Hooray." 

~ demand person behaving like this? Conversations 
like the one above took place in the photographer's 
studio, the pub and several times at his Chelsea 
home. I was fascinated and relentless, he was 
unyielding. Fear and loathing - Rupert has that too, 
particularly for the press, ever since he got "stitched 
up" by the only other journalist he's invited to his 
house. But he'll pull off this pop thing. He's 
attractive, clever and, in his own words, can "knock 
people Sideways with charm". Who needs a voice 
when you possess all that? 

Yet despite the fact that my continued requests to be 
treated to a brief burst of Rupert's recordings are met 
with continued refusals, I have it too. Faith, that is. I 
suspect that the cautious Everett is planning to hide 
his light under a bushel until he's made it onto the 
cover of Smash Hits. Consider this: would Simon 
Napier-Bell be involved in anything that doesn't smelI 
of Cash with a capital C? I can see we both agree. But 
what about Rupert, surely he can't be as ingenuous 
as he likes to appear. 

"God, that's really weird if that's your immediate 
reaction. If people think Simon Napier-Bell's 
interested in money, or rather, in other words, in 
commercial properties that do well; if, as you say, his 
interest is going to reflect so much on me, then it 
means that whatever I do, people will think that my 
music's just 'l ike Wham! and so they' ll buy it. But 
people don't think that way, not the way you think, 
I'm sure. I don't think of it as a cash job but maybe I 
could see it as a step backwards, that would piss me 
off, but I've been out of my depression long enough 
to try this." 

Perhaps I should go back to the beginning. Rupert 
Everett, former star of Another Country and Dance With 
A Stranger, is about to two-time his profession and 
embark on a Top 40 career. To say that he's reluctant 
to talk about this new direction is an under-statement 
to say the least. Like getting blood out of a stone, you 
have to squeeze Rupert very hard indeed. An hour 
later he's contradicting himself. 

"Chatting is my hobby. People say they hate doing 
tilms. English actors are always complaining about 
sitting around and waiting. I love it, I love drinking 
coffee and talking about all the other people. That's 
what's really good, watching all the people on the 
crew, especially if you're on location, staying in hotels 
and all the actors are fucking each other. You can 
watch the way they interact. You know that they're 
having an affair, but on the set they're really 
professional and distant ... the crew are always much 
nicer than the actors. Actors tend to take themselves 
so seriously and it's so boring. But I suppose you 
have to take yourself seriously sometimes, don't 
you'" 

Certainly he takes the photo session seriously. He's 
so nervous about having his photograph taken in my 
presence that I have to hide round the corner. I 
thought this was a trifle odd since he spends much of 
his time in front of whirring cameras. "If you have 
your photo taken over a number of years," he explains 
later, "you realise that they become scaringly accurate 
and judgemental. I feel very insecure about the way I 
look and about all the things I have to do to look 
good . I know the reason I'm successful in films is 
something in me that doesn't come across in the stiU 

camera." 
Vanity kills. I express my surprise at this strange 

lack ot confidence from such a pin-up actor, a sex 
symbol with a faithful gay following. He disputes this 
comment quite shirtily. 

"For a start I won't admit that I'm gay because I . 
don't believe that I am, so I don't care what people 
say. I don't want to deal with that. And I don't think 
that I'm particularly sexy. I don't think other people 
do. I think you're wrong, people don' t believe what 
they read in the papers". 

But surely he must have noticed that during the last 
two years he's originated a new look - that 
particularly public school 'English' look which has 
gained considerable momentum from Michael 
Roberts' ultra-camp Tatler fashion spreads, featuring 
Everett-style pretty boys lounging in punts and 
Gaultier. 

"Shut up! Fuck off! I hate all that. Listen to your 
tone - 'you're sooo English'. God, you're so damning! 
Anyway, I'm not, so there. You're just missing out." 

I must add here that the last comment was broken 
up with a lot of laughter, although I'm not sure what 
I'm missing out on . One thing I do know is that 
Rupert doesn't try to propagate the myth put about 
by most good-looking people that good looks are a 
curse. "I don't think anyone feels good-looking. I 
certainly don't, so it's not a curse for me. I feel I have 
to try and be good-looking rather than try not to be... 
You really don't believe me, do you?" 

This is the problem. Rupert Everett is either a very 
charming person or a brilliant actor-cum-conman. 
After chatting in the studio when the tortuous ordeal 
of having his picture taken was over, we adjourned to 
a pub in order to wait for a taxi to take us to his home 
just off the Kings Road . Just an hour with Rupert and 
we're laughing and ribbing each other like old 
friends. Do I really believe him? 

Upon arriving at his house we spent fifteen minutes 
deciding where to sit to conduct our 'interview', 
which gets increasingly bizarre as the evening draws 
on. I begin by asking why he was, at the age of 17, 
kicked out of the London School of Speech & Drama. 

"I don't really know why I was kicked out. I wasn't 
into what they were creating. I know that sounds 
pretentious, but they were so into everybody doing 
everything perfectly, playing any situation or any 
part. it was like acting by numbers. I always thought 
acting was an extension of yourself. The most 
interesting thing about really good actors is that they 
extend themselves across the screen into the 
audience. That doesn't mean that they don't act, 
because they do. But it's very difficult to portray the 
things that are interesting about yourself, because 
they're very small things. Good examples of actors 
that can do it are Garbo, De Niro and Jessica Lange. 
Peter O'Toole as well at one time. They have a real 
spark of something that you couldn't see anywhere 
else. Films are only interesting if you really get 
individuality across, and the only way that happens 
is by the actor being truthful... 

"What I was trying to do at acting school was to 
project the things that I thought were interesting. So 
my performances started off by being terribly 
mannered, incredibly overstated in a way that some 

people saw as cheap because it was obvious. But I 
saw it as acting that was based on little idiosyncrasies 
that were heightened. I see that as truthful acting, 
others see it as hammy. I went much further with it, I 
took it into my everyday life as well. 

"Also, another problem was that I became very tall. 
My hair was cropped so short that I literally had no 
hair and I was very thin and wore really tight 
trousers, so when I was playing the part of the 45 
year-old burgher as part of my filofax of characters, I 
looked completely bizarre. I was very hung up about 
my height. I still am. When I was 15, I was 5'6", when 
I was 17, I was 6'1" - I found it very difficult to deal 
with. You get used to dealing with people on a certain 
level and when you get tall, people assume you have 
confidence. I found that a great strain. Also, in the 
theatre, it's not a good thing to be tall. It's the 
opposite in ballet. I mean, Wayne Sleep had to leave 
the Royal Ballet because he was too small:' 

Gosh, I never knew that, but I'd rather know what 
really happened. 

"Oh, alright. It happened at the end of the term, 
which is quite a nervy time, and they said they were 
very worried about me and had to see me, so I knew I 
was fired, because I'd had a warning. They told me in 
front of everyone else that I had to leave. They said, 
'the talent is not in question but we don't think you fit 
into the theatre as we see it'. 

"After that, my main motivation was to prove them 
wrong. If you're thrown out of drama school it's the 
end, you're finished before you've begun. The whole 
profession is so mad and weird. Six thousand people 
apply for twenty-eight places at drama school. When 
you leave school you know that there are five 
hundred Equity cards and ten thousand unemployed 
actors. Every step of the way the difficulties become 
bigger and bigger until, by the time you leave, you 
think that the tattiest rep theatre is a glamorous 
Hollywood studio. You're manipulated into a position 
of such fear by the profession that if you're fired from 
drama school. .. well, just forget it. It was a very 
upsetting time for me." 

The story goes that Rupert turned into a sort of 
vagabond, walking around barefoot, cruising down 
the Kings Road and not being very selective. He 
confirms the bare feet but not the cruising, naturally. 
He then went to Glasgow to work at the Citizens 
Theatre, where he was picked out by Philip Prowse. 
From there to the stage production of Another 
Courrtry, at which point his career entered an entirely 
new phase. Admirers included Orson Welles, who 
chose Rupert to play the young Welles in an 
autobiographical film which WelIes was set to direct. 
This is the point at which alI information on Everett 
stops. Where did he disappear to? What was he 
doing' 

"Well, Orson died. That was when I became really 
depressed. The film fell apart before he died but I had 
spent all the money I had thought I was going to earn 
from it. It was so much. Let's say I would have been 
in trouble if I couldn't pay it back. I got into huge 
debt, so badly that it became more of a problem than 
just not having enough money. I nearly had to sell 
everything and be declared bankrupt. which is very 
humiliating and it would have made me look so 
stupid. My depression took the form of great physical~ 
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"For a start I 
won't admit that 

I'm gay because 
I don't believe that 
I am, so I don't care ..what people say. 

~ exhaustion. 1 became completely immobilised. I 
stayed in bed and slept a great deal. I still answered 
the phone because 1 was always hoping to get a job 
and I was up for some good jobs which I didn't get, 
so I wasn't able to make my depression passive. 1 
became very negative and aggressive. 1 was terrified 
of becoming a failure. The last film 1 did was Dance 
With A Strallger which I finished in May '84 and I 
hated doing that film as well. I didn't enjoy it at all. 

"I began to lack confidence a lot, more than I'd 
anticipated . I'd always anticipated a certain worry. I 
think it's creative to question yourself in everything 
you do, but 1 went way over the top, becoming 
pretentious, narrow-minded, idealistic, romantic. It's 
very easy to fall into so many traps and suddenly you 
wake up five years later and you've become the most 
boring person in the world . I was also depressed at 
not being in the position to be free if I didn't solve my 
money problems. I felt I was being forced to do stuff 
that I wouldn't do normally. That's one of the reasons 
why 1hated doing Dance With A Stranger. I really 
hated the process of it. I'd always thought that I could 
pull out if 1didn't like it, but of course 1 couldn't 
because I'd become financially dependent on it. 

"But I didn't do any films after that because I knew 
they'd ruin my career, although they'd have solved 
my financial problems. Meanwhile, I was being 
threatened more and more by the fact that I was so 
indebted to my bank. lowed a great deal of money 
and my house was mortgaged. I was straitjacketed. I 
had to get a job but I didn't, at first because I didn't 
want to, and then, when I became desperate, of 
course I didn't get offered anything. An amazing 
thing happens in the film business. My scent went in 
the wind and nobody would touch me. Film 
producers can smell disaster. They're insensitive on 
almost every other level, but they can sniff a failure a 
mile off. That's when I became really insecure and 
lost my footing, not just in acting, but 1 couldn't deal 
with having the phone reconnected or a puncture. 
My depression and lack of confidence turned me into 
a cripple." 

So now you know where Rupert Everett was for a 
year and a half. In bed. An unwanted sleeping 
beauty. But just when he was on the brink of giving 
up completely, his fairy godmother appeared, once 
again in the guise of Philip Prowse, who took Rupert 
back to Glasgow to act in another Citizens Theatre 
production, Hearlbreak House. Although Everett had 
only a small part, he considers it to be one of the best 
performances he's el{er given, "a very good and 
efficient little piece of.acting". He regained his 
confidence and the ball started rolling very quickly 
again. He was offered fifteen films simultaneously 
and he's doing them all. He's just started his fifth but 
he skims over the previous four - three of which 
open this spring and summer - with great speed, 
pausing only to tell me a little about Hearls of Fire, in 
which he stars alongside Bob Dylan . 

"It's about the music business. I play what 
American audiences think of as the archetypal comic 
strip version of an English rock star - it's a very 
dodgy and embarrassing area to be dealing with." 

Of course that is exactly what Rupert is doing now 
- becoming involved in a real-life dodgy and 
potentially embarrassing area. Obviously I'm still 

fishing for clues about his newly chosen quest for 
pop stardom, but still he remains awkward and tight
lipped when it comes to the question, once again, of 
hearing his music. Some people might think Rupert 
Everett is neurotic, others may decide he's a tease. 
Personally, I think he's both and more, but you can 
draw your own conclusions. 

Why can' t 1 hear what you've done so far 
music-wise? 

"Oh, I couldn't. I'm too nervous. You're just dying 
to hear it because you know it's going to be so bad, 
don't you? Don'I you? That's what you think:' 

I don't know what I think. I can' t imagine it at all. 
"You can. You'll think it's awful." 
Maybe you're going to be the new Pepsi and 

Shirlie? 
"That would be great . I'd love that." 
Come on Rupert, let me hear a bit. 
"OOOOH, it's fab but bad. But don't you think it's 

clever? It's really interesting. I look at it just how you 
said all that, that's how 1 feel. Do you know what 1 
mean?" 

Not at all - go on, just a quick blast. 
"I would be so embarrassed for you . Also, I'd be 

really upset if you said you didn't like it." 
This is ridiculous. Everyone will hear it when it's 

released in a few weeks. How will you cope if it's a 
terrible flop? 

"Well, it's a responsibility I've taken on. If you really 
want to do something and you don't do it, it's really 
depressing. It's when you start getting gallstones and 
cancer. They sink into your subconscious as this thick 
growing fibre of cancer. I've always wanted to be a 
singer but at the start, when I was trying to assess 
inside what type of performer I wanted to be, I saw 
singing as such a short career and I was afraid not to 
have a career." 

Well, no-one can accuse me of not doing my job. 
I think I know what Americans mean when they say: 
IS THIS GUY FOR REAL? Of course he's not, he's 
just got a great sense of humour. However, Rupert 
continues to volunteer more scraps of information. 
Maybe he thinks he's feeding a dog. What can anyone 
be thinking when they turn round and say to you, 
"I've got my glasses on and I can see exactly what you 
think of me. You look at me as if I'm a deranged 
giraffe, a completely juvenile remedial Hooray." He 
ploughs on in the same breath. 'To perform as a star 
is a very difficult act to continue." It's double-take 
time, for me at least. Is Rupert a card or a cad? Once 
again, I think he's the proud owner of both qualities. 

I continue with the hounding hack routine. So, 
who approached who? How did the musical bit come 
about? 

"No-one approached me. Finally, it happened, uh, 
I don't know how far to take you back on this one, ha 
ha, um, put it this way, it successfully happened after 
I'd made attempts to get deals over the last two or 
three years and never really got anywhere. I also felt I 
had to prove myself as an actor and also, honestly, 
there wasn't enough interest. Otherwise someone 
would have pursued it much further. 

"What was I just saying? I'm being so boring, I just 
remember going da-da-da-da-da. Oh yes, 1 
approached a manager and a record company and I 

got my agent to take me to see Simon Napier-Bell . Ha 
ha, what's wrong with all these people? Why are you 
laughing? You thin!< it's a really improbable thing for 
me to sing, don't you. Let me ask you a question: if 
you saw me on Top of the Pops wouldn't you be able 
to take a film that I did seriously?" 

Maybe, probably. 
"That's awful. It's so narrow-minded. I think people 

in inner city areas with delusions of sophistication 
think that. Most people accept the weirdest things if 
they're done in a fundamentally truthful manner. 
They may not like them but they can accept it. I want 
to sing, it's a project I have to do, it's a serious 
endeavour, it's just as serious as acting." 

I really wasn't scoffing at all but I did learn 
something else about Rupert - he has a temper. He 
literally screamed those last words at me . Why he's so 
defensive I have no idea, but I'll prolong this 
frivolous mood and tell you a few not well-known 
facts about Rupert . For instance, did you know that 
his ideal male bed-mate would be James Dean? Or 
that he holidays with Bryan and Lucy and takes high 
tea with Bob and Paula? He loves Brookside and has a 
fetish about going to restaurants. He would describe 
himself to a blind person as "a tall , pale giraffe". He 
asks, "Are 'the proles' the people who read the News 
of the World and The Sun, or are they the people 
who read BLITZ and The Face?" Plus! His brain tells 
him not to trust anybody. Plus! The only time he 
argues with people is when they're not there. 

Rupert is also very adept at turning the tables by 
answering a question with a question. I asked him if 
he expected fidelity from his lovers. 

"Do you expect truthful answers to all your 
questions? Well, I don't think I've ever been in a 
position to expect fidelity from anyone. That can be 
taken two ways, and both of them are equally 
plausible - what did I just say? Ha! 1 am absolutely 
lost, er, ah yes. Eilher I haven't been a person with 
whom they can expect fidelity, or I've never been in a 
situation where I was alJowed to demand it. All your 
questions are so questionable. What is your self? 
God , what kind of a person are you, I wonder? Tell 
me. I feel I change all the time and I'm turning into a 
different person as I get older - um, I keep going 
blank, I don't know what I'm talking about'" 

Another burning question is just how does Mr 
Napier-Bell intend marketing Rupert? Again, I drew 
another blank, so we toyed with a few ideas. 
Manipulating the tabloid press is a popular ploy but 
the rule is that the headline must tell the whole story 
within five words. 1 suggested CASH CRAZY 
EVERETT GOES POP! but Rupert preferred CASH 
STARVED ACTOR TURNS POPSTAR! which he 
changed to CASH STARVED PSYCHO. Apart from 
Don Johnson, who doesn' t count anyway, Rupert 
Everett is the first actor to do this. He could be the 
start of a new breed . Rupert smiles intelligently and 
nods: "Yeah, a tasteless new breed!" 

At one point in the evening he asked me to tell him 
what I thought of him. I'll repeat my answer because 
my opinion hasn't changed: amUSing, clever, a wind
up merchant, insecure, shy, neurotic, self
contradictory, but most of all absolutely lethal. Lethal 
but likeable. 
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"For anybody 

who has seen 

a whale in the 

wild it is a 

most 

marvellous 

experience. I 

think one of 

the worst 
\ 

things about 

the kill is that 

when you see 

them coming 

in you see the 

whole family 

- the young 

ones with the 

bull leading 

the herd. 

Then you 

have to stand 

there and 

watch them 

all being 

sliced to 

death." 
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Fall & RISE 
INTERVIEW BY HILLARY JOHNSON 

PHOTOGRAPH BY DEBORA H FEINGOLD / OUTLI NE 

Cybill Shepherd's career has been marked by an 
astonishing series of ups and downs. A glittering 
start as teen temptress Jacy in The Last Picture 

Show was followed by a series of cinematic 
disasters. "A no-talent dame with nice boobs and a 
toothpaste smile and all the star quality of a dead 
hamster" is how one Hollywood writer described 
Cybill Shepherd as 

little as ten years 
raless and shoe less, Cyb W 
Shepherd is lying on five paisleyago. Now, with the 
cushions she's flu ng on the living
room fl oor of her house in enormous success of California's Encino hills. The thirty
six-year-old star of the televisi nthe television series series M oonliglllillg has bar Iy moved 
her fi ve-foot nine-inch frame in an Moonlighting, hour. She is wearing a sheer white cotton shirtwaist 

dress. "Interviews are like therapy," she says, whi h Shepherd has perhaps explains her posture. "The only thing is, you 
don't get the same kind of feedback. But it 's cheaper."

achieved the kind of critical acclaim I A week ago, Shepherd says, she visited her therapist 
after a year's hiatus and resolved to start up again on

that many other actresses only dream 	 a monthly basis. "There's so much stress; ' she says 
"that, ah, I had an anxi ty attack. About going back 
to work . One day I woke up - I'd had this dream I about. 
wa going back to work, and it was like .. . all the 
wrong .. ." and he stops short." 0 , I don't want to 
talk about it." She's cringing now. "Leave it at that." 

Shepherd's dream happened nearly two weeks .. 
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Shepherd as teen 

temptress Jacy Farrow 


in her cinematic debut, 

The Last Picture Show. 

With Robert De Niro in 
Taxi Driver. According 
to Martin Scorsese, the 

part of political aide 
Betsy was practically 

custom -built for 
Shepherd. 

The disastrous At Long 
Last Love. Despite the 

presence of other bigger 
names, it was Shepherd, 

here with CO-SUle Burt 
Reynolds, who took 

most of the critical flak. 

With Moonlighting co
star Bruce Willis. 

.before shooting was to begin on the first episode of 
the second series of Moonlighting. The brainchild of 
thirty-two year-old producer Glenn Caron, the 
programme has garnered critical raves and more 
award nominations this year, including one for lead 
actress, than any other American television show. For 
Shepherd, it's a triumph that really can't be measured 
in money or ratings. 

With her portrayal of the glamorous model turned 
private eye Maddie Hayes, Shepherd has achieved a 
show-business comeback worthy of an old Frank 
Capra movie. If the renowned director were to 
mythologize the actress's career, the story would 
begin with a brash heroine. Overnight her beauty, 
brains and pluck - and her talented director
boyfriend - sweep her to movie stardom. But the 
dream sours. She's cast out by sinister studio bosses 
and a cynical celebrity press. Seeking solace and self
knowledge, she returns to her home town and her 
family to recover the values that nurtured her, marry 
a local boy and experience motherhood. In the last 
reel, she begins anew - at the bottom - singing to 
patients at a war veterans' hospital, perhaps, until a 
well-earned break lofts her into the stratosphere 
again . This time she's made it on her own. Up music, 
credits. 

Real life is rarely so tidy. But Shepherd, who once 
was characterized as "the most clobbered actress in 
Hollywood," is undergoing a public resurgence she 
frankly admits is "enormous - a greater fame than 
I've ever experienced." In an industry that had 
virtually blacklisted her, one is now hard pressed to 
find a producer or director willing to give her 
anything but high marks for her talent and 
bankability. It's as if a form of mass amnesia had 
overtaken studio executives. A little less than a 
decade ago, a Hollywood writer concluded that 
Shepherd had come to be viewed in that town as "a 
no-talent dame with nice boobs and a tooth-paste 
smile and all the star quality of a dead hamster." 
These days she's being hailed as the new Carole 
Lombard. 

"I knew I had talent, but I just had to prove it to the 
world, I guess," Shepherd says. 

The actress's slope-roofed, one-story house sits at 
the end of a cul-de-sac, looking deceptively small. 
Twin stone lions at the top of the steps survey a 
manicured lawn. At the appointed hour, I ring the 
doorbell, which seems to activate a lawn-sprinkling 
system as well as summon the housekeeper. We are 
alone in the house. She pours me root beer in a 
stainless-steel and Formica-laden kitchen . An acrylic 
plaque reads 'NO SMOKING UNDER PENALTY OF 
DEATH ... CYBILL SHEPHERD." Viewed from the 
street, Shepherd's house looks like the dwelling of a 
moderately successful plastic surgeon. 

The actress appears forty minutes later. She is 
singing 'Zip-a-dee-doo-dah, zip-a-dee-daaay' in full 
voice. In the late afternoon light, Shepherd looks 
younger than she does on Moonlighting, probably 
because the fuzzy "beauty shots" she's framed in 
make her seem suspiciously older than she is. ''I'm 
middle-aged," she says, "and it's fabulous. I've been 
acting since I was twenty. I've been acting sixteen 
years. It's just getting fun now. I'm just starting to 
learn how to do it. And I know enough about myself 
to enjoy life. And I do enjoy it. It's so divine. I love it 
- being in the middle of my life:' 
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There are certain predictable moments during 
actress interviews in the Eighties. Shepherd, at least, 
avoids the cliches. She doesn't confess that her goal is 
to be cast in a Woody Allen film. Nor does she 
confide that her heartfelt passion is less acting than it 
is writing or painting. In fact, though, Shepherd is 
reportedly a diarist, and her first imagined career 
path was that of a writer. She scripted a first draft of 
the Peter Bogdanovich-directed Saint Jack from the 
Paul Theroux book. She has also co-authored a 
screenplay from Shelby Foote's novel September, 
September with writer and friend of fifteen years Larry 
McMurtry. 

Unlike others in her professional sorority, she will 
name roles she's sought and lost. And she is as 
willing to drop a wicked bon mot about another 
actress as she is to praise one. Perhaps being the 
"most-clobbered actress" in Hollywood has given her 
permission to be the least coy. Asked to verify a quote 
attributed to her - that she had a poor education but 
read a lot - Shepherd looks insulted and, without 
missing a beat, jokes, "I think it was Jane Seymour 
who said that. That's who said that. I had a 
marvellous education:' She reports she tried out for a 
role in Francis Coppola's upcoming Gardens of Stone 
that went to last year's Oscar winner Anjelica 
Huston. "I think it's a compliment in itself that I was 
up for the same part as she," Shepherd says. 

Her own work has garnered few awards, although 
she earned a Golden Globe award last year for her 
I\-foonlighting role. Her performance in The Last Picture 
Show resulted in a Golden Globe nomination as the 
most-promising newcomer. "I didn't win," she says. 
"But you always have to remind yourself that 
Delacroix never won a prize, that Cezanne never sold 
a picture." 

It's probably a small matter that Shepherd ,is 
mistaken in both cases; what's important is her 
invincibility and resolve. What comes through in 
conversations with her is a certain toughness, even a 
slight implacability. Though she initially promises 
candour - ''I'll answer just about any question you 
have" - there are, in fact, topics she clams up on or 
answers cryptically, sometimes in ways that make her 
begin to seem hard or defensive. Perhaps 
understandably, she is at her most reticent when the 
questions focus on her relationships with men. 
Director Peter Bogdanovich, who cast her in his first 
major movie, and hers, The Last Picture Show, and 
who became her professional collaborator and lover 
for eight years, is a particular cause for diffidence, 
even though the two are close friends. 

His impact on her life has been fairly obvious. What 
impact did she have on his life? 

"Why don't you ask him?" Shepherd says quickly, 
her demeanour more defiant than friendly. She's 
sucking on an ice cube and rattling others in her 
paper cup. 

You must have some opinion? 
"Yes, but I don't know if I want to say." 
Do you consider him your greatest love? 
"That's bullshit," she parries. "I think that 'great 

love of your life' stuff is bullshit. That there's one 
person, Prince Charming, who's going to come in and 
sweep you off your feet, that you'll never love again, 
all that dramatic ... treacle." She fairly spits the last 
word. It's as if she's remembering a lie she heard 
while a little girl in Memphis - and she's still mad. 

Books, ideas, her own convictions are what animate 
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Shepherd. Lately, she's been reading Reynolds Price's 
Kate Vaiden and Reign of the Phallus, which, she 
explains, is a "reevaluation of Attic culture by a 
woman classicist. It is maroellous." She's expecting a 
shipment of thirty boxes of her books from Memphis 
soon. She is a fan of erotic art and erotica authored by 
women. "Have you read the Kensington Ladies Erotica 
Society? It's really neat." She detests pornography. "As 
a woman, I'm humiliated by it. It makes me feel... 
less." She is opposed to most nudity in films, because 
it strips actors of their "power" and "mystery" and 
because it's gratuitous. "Women are expected to 
expose themselves, men aren't. It's not fair. And in 
my experience, men have had their clothes off a olot 
quicker than I did. In films, it's usually the reverse." 

Actors dread being confused with the parts they 
play. To assume a connection is to insult their craft. 
Even so, it is often irresistible to wonder how much of 
their own personality enters into their 
characterizations, particularly if, like Shepherd, they 
play the role more than once. Sixteen years have 
passed since Shepherd launched her career with her 
portrayal of Jacy Farrow, the teenage temptress of The 
Last Pictllre Show. Yet Shepherd's coolness, her bitch 
epitomized, was so convincing that she became an 
icon of the breed, a standard. When Martin Scorsese 
and Paul Schrader conceived the part of Betsy in Taxi 
Driver, the pristine political aide courted by Robert De 
Niro, they fantasized a "Cybill Shepherd-type 
actress." "It was paul Schrader's and my idea of what 
an ideal woman would be - an amalgam, a type," 
Scorsese said recently. Scorsese searched for six 
months and came up cold. When he finally met 
Shepherd, he remembers, "Sh~ was perfect." 

Bogdanovich was waiting in a supermarket 
checkout line when he first saw Shepherd's face - on 
the cover of Glamour magazine. When they met, she 
sat on the floor of his hotel room and carelessly toyed 
with a rose. He was 31; she was 20. She told him she 
was reading Dostoyevsky, but when he asked her 
which book, she was unable to remember the title. 
She seemed unconcerned whether or not she would 
be hired for the part of man killer Jacy, a pivotal 
character in his first important film. It was her 
carelessness, Bogdanovich said later, that won her the 
job. Director Bob Rafelson, whose production 
company financed that film, still remembers what the 
young model was like when she read for the part. "I 
thought, 'Jesus - here's a really talented lady - so 
cool and poised'. There was something in her eyes, a 
kind of collectedness. It was as if she was looking at 
you through sunglasses." 

Unlike Shepherd, Bogdanovich is positively 
garrulous when he's asked about their relationship. 
When he's reminded of that first meeting with 
Shepherd, he laughs, then he explains. "Cybill's 
often used a kind of coolness to mask insecurity and 
lack of confidence. She also has a mechanism to seem 
impassive - on the surface. But there's a lot 
happening." And a few moments later, he adds, 
"She's tough - she can be tough." 

Despite an occasional show of panic, it's likely 
Shepherd has harboured a quality that could be 
variously labelled "self-possessed" or "collected" or 
"tough" or something worse, all her life. The label 
you choose to apply probably depends more on your 
own feelings than hers; it's the reflection you see in 
those invisible sunglasses that determines your 

reaction to her. Reportedly, she's been dubbed "the 
female Clint Eastwood" by her friends. To her 
Moonlighting costar, Bruce Willis, she's merely "very 
self-possessed. She knows exactly what she wants 
and what she doesn't. A lot of people react to 
confidence in different ways. A lot of people are 
intimidated by it." 

Certainly Shepherd knows what she wants. If she 
were in Maddie Hayes's shoes, she says, broke and 
faced with a gaggle of dubious assets, "I wouldn't 
have ended up with the detective agency. I would 
have gotten rid of it." Neither, she says, would she 
have gone for David Addison, the wise-cracking 
gumshoe played by Willis. Why? "He's too 
immature:' 

If, when she's interviewed, Shepherd fails to evince 
the sort of breathless, gee-whiz, wide-eyed 
friendliness of the star who has just made it, she's got 
her reasons. Her fall from grace was steep and rocky, 
and the press helped bring her down. A perusal of 
clippings about the actress over the last decade finds 
them scattered with comments from her like "If I 
didn't have to talk to you, I could be sleeping." One 
writer described Shepherd as "the pretty girl next 
door one migh t yet feel safer about if she lived a 
couple of blocks away." Shepherd's always been easy 
with photographers, but then photographers have 
always been on her side. Theirs was the medium • 
through which she was earning $80,000 a year by her 
twentieth birthday. They have enhanced her Ufe; 
journalists have denuded it. 

It's possible that Shepherd's inherent toughness, 
her steel spine, is what hurt her in Hollywood. But 
it's a fact that she was typecast, that when she tried to 
play something else, Hollywood turned her out. 
Years later, lying on the floor of her house, she says, 
"The funny thing about fame is that you're never 
really a famous person. It's like you get famous, and 
you're like a wick - you have this wick that you stick 
in this bottle of red oil, and the wick turns red very 
quickly, and you're famous all of a sudden, and then 
after a while the wick dries out. And it's like you 
were never famous. It happens very quickly. I saw it 
happen." 

Shepherd is really on her third career swell. Before 
she was a movie star, she was one of the country's top 
models. Her image permeated late-Sixties culture. 
She was too cover-girl clean to remind anyone of a 
hippie, but she broke the standard of near anorexic 
daintiness that reigned among models of the early 
Sixties. "Cybill," said Glamollrs editor, Ruth Whitney, 
"has a strong, open face. There's nothing cute or 
Kewpie dolLabout her." 

Shepherd was 22 when Elaine May cast her in The 
Heartbreak Kid alongside Charles Grodin. "She wasn't 
supposed to be this loosey-goosey woman she's 
developed into on Moonlighting," Grodin says, "but 
you could see sparks of it. I remember standing with 
her and her mother once, and I saw a whole other 
person - a wisecracking, snappy young lady." 

Bogdanovich, too, saw a different side of Shepherd, 
and it inspired his film adaptation of Henry James's 
Daisy Miller. He's still convinced his vision of 
Shepherd as James's late-nineteenth-century 
American girl in Europe was apt. "There was a 
tremendous similarity between Daisy and Cybill," 
Bogdanovich says, "Cybill flirts reflexively. Daisy was 
a relentless flirt. But Cybill, like Daisy, was often 
misunderstood. But there was an innocence behind ~ 
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S " Women are expected to expose 
H themselves, men aren't. 

E It's not fair. 

P And in my experience, 
H men have had their 
E clothes off a lot quicker 
R than I did. In films, 
D it's usually the reverse." 

~ Daisy and Cybill which was at odds with the flirting. 
Daisy Miller is about a whole society that doesn't 
understand her." 

In an instance of life imitating art , critics failed to 
share Bogdanovich's vision. "She's hard and snippy 
and artificially mechanical," wrote the influential 
Pauline Kael. Another commented that the actress 
looked more like "a Memphis baton-twirler" than a 
Jamesian heroine. "After Daisy," Shepherd once told a 
reporter, "I could walk in a room and feel a 
concentrated hatred:' 

Bogdanovich wouldn't give up. A year later he cast 
Shephe.rd in his musical comedy At umg Last Love. 
There were other actors in that movie, which tends to 
top reviewers' lists of 1975's ten worst films, yet 
Shepherd was a lightning rod for media 
thunderbolts. "Cybill Shepherd cannot sing, dance or 
act," it was claimed. No one seemed to care that Burt 
Reynolds, who played opposite Shepherd, failed 
equally. 

Bogdanovich encouraged Shepherd to sing. She 
studied opera for three years. In 1974, the director 
produced her first album: Cybill Does It ... to Cole 
Porter. He took the record to Fred Astaire for a 
publicity blurb. "Where do these kids get their 
talent?" the ageing star effused . "She's as good as 
Streisand." Bogdanovich, pushing the outside of the 
envelope, sought Frank Sinatra's blessing. According 
to press accounts, Sinatra listened to Cybill do it, 
then wired the following response to Bogdanovich : 
"Some guys will do anything to ball a broad :' 

Shepherd's love affair with Bogdanovich was 
gossip-column fodder for years . Bogdanovich's wife 
of nine years gave birth to their second daughter only 
months before Shepherd and Bogdanovich 
consolidated their living quarters in the Ramada Inn 
of the Texas village where The Last Pictllre Show was 
filmed . Shepherd remains free of guilt . "One person 
never ends a marriage," she says. 

Bogdanovich, says Shepherd, "was the first man 
who ever treated me as an equal intellectually. If you 
think of a person as a circle, I had a huge wedge of 
myself that was empty, which was confidence. And 
he helped fill that. And then he helped me get to the 
point where I could do things to fill myself up." 
Shepherd and Bogdanovich flaunted their passion; 
they expected their affair to endear them to 
Hollywood . After all, in the movies the world loves 
lovers . When Hollywood failed to embrace them, 
they attributed it to envy. "We were too happy," 
Bogdanovich says. The Peter-Cybill affair began to 
disintegrate along with their careers. Hollywood 
treated Bogdanovich like an artist who stumbled ; it 
treated Shepherd like a fallen woman. 

The director remembered that David Begelman, 
head of Columbia Pictures, refused to allow him to 
make his next movie, Nickelodeon, if Shepherd was 
cast in it. "You can't entirely blame them," 
Bogdanovich says today. 'There was a kind of mood in 
the town." Still, Begelman's ruling was a blow. ''It was 
a movie I wrote for her," Bogdanovich says. "Most of 
it was Cybill as she really is, at her most vulnerable, 
together with her dangerous, sexy part, which she 
doesn' t have to work at - it's just there." 
Bogdanovich's comment is telling; it was the part of 
Shepherd that 's vulnerable that she needed to work at. 
Ironically, the same executive let Shepherd be cast in 
Scorsese's Taxi Driver. Shepherd would be allowed to 
play only cold, unobtainable ice maidens, roles she 

had already proved so capable of filling. 
As her movie career bottomed out, Shepherd 

turned more seriously to her singing, performing in 
places where she could afford to make mistakes, like 
a local war veterans' hospital. In 1978, she went to 
New York for an engagement at a jazz club, the 
Cookery, but she was merely a curiosity to patrons. 
Why don't you just come home? her mother asked. 
She complied. "You know, I had enormous fame," 
she says, "and then I went to Memphis... I'd go to the 
grocery store, and no one would even ask me if I was 
someone:' She speaks the words without a trace of 
self-pity. For her, the irony is that she's famous again. 

While in Memphis she met and married auto-parts 
dealer David Ford, who promptly quit the parts
managing business to become his spouse's manager. 
Six weeks after the birth of their baby daughter, 
Clementine, Shepherd took her husband and her 
newborn on the road . In places like Granny 's Dinner 
Theatre in Dallas, she gained the experience she 
lacked when she was a star. 

In 1983, Shepherd landed a part in Th e Yel/ow Rose, a 
TV series in which she played a tough sexy rancher. 
Her character was not at all cool and definitely 
obtainable. Michael Zinberg, the show's producer, 
remembers his notion to cast Shepherd was greeted 
with "pretty tough resistance." He admired 
Shepherd's willingness to read "not once, but many 
times, at the network and the studio. She was a real 
trouper," Zinberg says. He applauds Shepherd's 
departure from Hollywood , and her return . "It's 
terribly courageous just to say, 'Hey - I've got to get 
out of here. I've got to look in the mirror and find out 
who I am : A lot of people have turned to drugs or 
gone to the nut house for less . It's like 'Wow, there's a 
woman who came back from just everybody in 
Hollywood dumping on her':' 

Nineteen people are crammed into Maddie Hayes's 
office in the Blue Moon detective agency, a room with 
three walls on Twentieth Century Fox's Stage 20. 
Sixteen of them are technicians. They are motionless 
and silent, spread around the edges and into the 
corners of the room; a few are slouched in chairs or 
on the floor. Executive producer Glenn Caron and his 
stars, Shepherd and Willis, are a mass of animation 
and noise in the centre of the room. Caron, a portly 
man clad in an untucked button-down-collar shirt, 
dark pants and penny loafers, is trying to 
choreograph the actors' movements in a way that will 
get maximum laughs in a particularly complicated 
scene. "How about if you did it like this?" he says to 
Shepherd. He grabs a chair on castors next to 
Maddie's executive desk and gleefully races with it to 
the office door where a Blue Moon client will sit on it. 
"Come in!" Caron bellows, his expression comically 
maniacal , and he rushes the chair back to Maddie's 
desk . Appreciative chuckles emanate from the crew 
and stars . 

Before the client arrives, Maddie must get down on 
her hands and knees to search for a cheque that has 
fallen to the floor. The shot will open on her rear end, 
followed by David Addison's entrance. Addison~s 
opening line will be "Are you praying - or have you 
finally come to your senses?" Shepherd is on hands 
and knees now. She looks behind her at Caron. 
"Glenn, wouldn't it look more like I'm praying if 1sit 
up like this?" "No," Caron responds instantly, 
"because I'm less concerned about the prayer joke 

making sense than the fucking-you-from-behind joke 
making sense." There are more laughs . Suddenly, 
Caron's down on the floor demonstrating, his belly 
grazing the carpet. "1 know you're athletic, and you 
work out," he says to Shepherd, who has risen to her 
full height above him, "But it would be even funnier, 
in fact, if instead of getting right up, you sort of look 
at him from under your heel." 

Shepherd, according to Caron, is an actress without 
star turns. We are in his cluttered office , a space made 
smaller by a pinball machine and a juke-box loaded 
with records by Ruby and the Romantics, the Doors, 
the Turtles and Tammy Wynette. A black-and-white 
glamour photo of Shepherd signed " ... You're the 
most sensitive and talented producer I've ever 
worked for - let's do it for a long time..." hangs at eye 
level o n the wall nearest his desk . 

Two years ago, Caron was given carte blanche to 
come up with a private-eye series. Caron wrote about 
fifty pages and decided he was creating a part for 
Cybill Shepherd, whom he had never met. He claims 
ignorance of the Cybill bashing that went on in the 
Seventies. " 1was John Q. Public when that was going 
on;' he says. "Cybill has always been an 
underappreciated and, I think, slightly miscast 
actress. The warmth has always been there, the 
spontaneity, the vulnerability. All those things that 
for years no one knew she did. There isn't an actor in 
the world that hasn't been in the picture that ill suited 
him or her. Brando or whoever. Cybill just had more 
of those than most peo ple." 

Caron was surprised when, a day after reading the 
script, Shepherd asked for a meeting, "I saw her 
and my chin hit the table and my tongue hit the floor. 
It really killed whatever negotiating strength I had." 
Caron was impressed, too, by her insight into his 
material. "She understood that America thought of 
her as a slightly spoiled, bratty, uppity, cold bitch 
goddess, and that the script sort of took that and 
pricked it. She seemed very much to relish the idea of 
playing to that." 

lf ABC resisted the notion of starring Cybill 
Shepherd in a prime-time comedy, Caron minimizes 
it. "There was some concern her coldness would be a 
problem on television. And I said, 'lt is precisely that 
perception of coldness that works in our favour: 

"1 think one of the greatest things about her is that 
she's had it , she's lost it, and she's got it again ," Caron 
continues. "So there aren't a lot of airs there:' There is 
ju st one concession to luxury, though - Shepherd's 
forty-foot Newell Coach, parked just outside Stage 20, 
which dwarfs another mobile home twenty feet away. 
The latter is Bruce Willis's modest corollary, the 
standard trailer the studio provides for its stars. 
Shepherd wanted a more commodious retreat, so she 
brought the Newell bus, valued at around $300,000, 
and charges the studio a sum equivalent to the rent 
Fox pays for Willis's trailer. It's outfitted with c1osed
circuit television as a security measure, cream-toned 
leather sofas and sea-foam-green carpets, a queen
size bed , a bath and shower, a microwave oven and 
skylights. 

To Caron, it's a small price to pay for his star. "I tell 
you ," he says with a smile, "she could buy a 
goddamn aircraft carrier as long as we could park it." z 
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Report by Hugh Morley



VICTORIA PRINCIPAL GETS SNAPPED. 

YOUNG, ALAN DAVIDSON, DAVE HOGAN. 
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s arIon Brando scours the restaurant 
and surveys the situation. He 

N pushes back his chair and prepares 
to rise, but even before he moves, 

A three paparazzi, who have been m
anticipating this action for the pastP 
half hour, have slipped outside. 

Brando heads for the door, takes one step through, 
and without changing his slow unfaltering shuffle, 

P closes his eyes completely and walks on past.
A "Good evening, Mr Brando. Enjoy your meal?" 

starts one pap. No reply. They hang on in. "Erm, in 
C London long, Mr Brando?" Still nothing. So they start 

answering each other, all the while stretching up, 
K bending at the shoulder, straining the frame to get the 

perfect angle; walking backwards, snapping at the 
same time: click, dick, click, snap, snap, snap... 

Brando continues steadily. Two hundred yards up 
the street, round two corners. Eyes still closed. 
Oblivious. These people are /lot there. Now what good 
to a paparazzo is a shot where you can't see the 
whites of his eyes? He turns into the Mayfair Hotel, 
climbs the step, and is about to slip through the doors 
when he pauses, turns, and mutters in a low drawl .. 
"Goodnight boys!" 

Dave Hogan relates the story with relish. A large, 
genial Welshman in his late twenties, he has climbed 
the ladder fast. Art school was followed by a job first 
as unpaid go-fer at a local photographers, then as a 
25p-a-snap Butlins photographer; finally as in-house 
snapper at Stringfellows. A short step from there to a 
position as one of Fleet Street's top freelance 
showbusiness photographers, one of the paparazzi, 
circling the world in search of the rich and famous for 
The Sun. In return he has a four-bedroom house in 
North London, a Porsche with a car-phone, and he 
reckons to make £50,000 a year. But despite a sackful 
of stories relating 'how I spent eight hours in a broom 
cupboard to snap Wham', or about car chases with 
Duran Duran and altercations with a make-up-Iess 
Boy George, the Brando story is his favourite. 

How much truth there is in these tales is something 
you can judge for yourself. But then tales are the 
backbone of paparazzi folklore . And all the better for 
an extra helping of chutzpah. 

Brando, Bowie, Jagger, Tina Turner - they don't 
make stars like that anymore, remarks Hogan as he 
replaces the black Cellnet phone into its cradle. He 
manoeuvres his red Porsche Targa towards the kerb at 
the top of the King's Road, heaves his hefty six-foot
four-inch frame out of the car and strolls up to the 
door of the Main Squeeze Club, behind which a host 
of 'celebs' are celebrating Tina Turner's birthday. A 
tall, thick-set East Ender named Callahan, hired 
muscle to the elite, blocks the way. 

Hogan mentions his name. Callahan checks the 
guest-list unimpressed. Suddenly a skinny woman in 
a white mid-length designer dress appears at the 
bottom of the stairs, barking nervously as though a 
colony of lepers had just walked in. "No, no, no. Not 
today, thank you. No, no ... " 

Hogan puts up a vain attempt at reasoning, but 
Callahan steps out and gently closes the door behind 
him. "She's in there already," he remarks, in case 
Hogan is thinking of hanging around waiting, and a 
smile twitches on his face. It becomes clear that the 
two are old adversaries, and that Hogan has been 
pipped at the post. "You're twenty-five minutes late, 
mate. Ask Richard tomorrow morning, he'll tell you!" 

'Richard' is Richard Young. Forty and bearded, 
with jet black hair around a bald pate, a hint of a 
hunch, and the face of a seasoned East End rag
trader, he's probably the godfather of the English 
paparazzi. Twenty years ago the closest equivalent to 
the British paparazzo was the odd off-duty news hack 
covering a HIm premiere, or a member of the Tatler 
Society-Snap per-Squad (the word 'paparazzo', in fact , 
was invented by director Federico Fellini for his 1960 
fiLm La Dolce Vita). 

But then came Young. Having left school at 16, he 
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worked on his father's East End rag-trade stall before 
leaving for the States when he reached his "Kerouac 
period". He returned a few years later and was 
working in a books hop when he was, by chance, 
introduced to Paul Getty, recently released from his 
kidnapping ordeal. Young took some pictures with a 
borrowed camera and showed them to the Evening 
Standard. They were impressed. 

"They thought I was somebody who had some kind 
of hidden knowledge about nightlife," recalls Young, 
who didn't. But both the Standard and the Daily 
Express' William Hickey column eagerly employed 
his services regardless. 

'Then I found out that the people I was interested 
in were staying at certain hotels. You'd ring up a film 
PR and they wouldn't want to know. So the only way 
to get hold of these people was to hang around 
outside the hotel and wait for them to come out." 

For the next three years or so, Young's lone figure 
could be seen hanging around West End hotels, 
restaurants and any parties he could inveigle his way 
into. Anywhere that might yield a bunch of 
celebrities, defenceless, and with their neatly pressed 
public personae fraying around the edges; stars 
caught drunk, or with their trousers down - or 
better still, drunk and with someone else's trousers 
down. Young once described his job as "trying to get 
pictures of people doing things they shouldn't with 
people they shouldn't." 

Nicknamed the 'Bagel Snapper' from his early days 
spent high-tailing around London in a leather jacket 
on a motorbike, Young has honed his work into a fine 
art and become rich, as well as well-known, in the 
process. Among the guests at a recent housewarming 
party for his new £250,000 house in Notting Hill Gate 
were nightclub impresario Peter Stringfellow and 
promoter Harvey Goldsmith. William Hickey 
columnist Compton Miller once named him as one of 
the 450 people in the country "who really matter", 
while Peter Langan remarked that he was "the only 
man in London who can grease his way through a 
door without opening it." 

'The subject hasn't changed, the only thing that's 
changed is that there's more photographers doing it," 
says Young, reflecting on the genre in a soft and 
friendly manner that wholly contradicts the image of 
some brutish snapping thug. "Sometimes it can get 
pretty lonely being the only person outside the Savoy 
for three hours on end with no one to talk to and it's 
freezing cold. But you know you're alright if there's 
three guys in the front, three guys in the back, and 
you're still standing there. At least you know no one 
has slipped away." 

These days, however, the business has become 
more complex, with the emergence of a steady stream 
of publiCity-hungry celebrities eager to invite him to 
their parties, and a network of informers prepared to 
spill the beans if they don't. 

"As long as you don't get obnoxious and rude with 
them, you're fine. I m~an, over the years I've got to 
know all their bodyguards and their drivers and all 
these kinds of people and they know who they can 
trust and who they can't trust. If they know you're a 
pain in the arse, that you're going to jump in and 
shove a camera up their nose, then of course they're 
going to avoid the situation. 

"I don't think it's important at all to take good 
pictures. What's important is how you are with 
people. Taking pictures is very, very easy. But it's your 
attitude to what you 're taking ·the picture of that's 
important. And if you can be nice to people, then 
people will be nice to you. 

"It took me a long time to learn that. I mean, I was 
sometimes a real pain. You know, standing outside 
places and hustling people and not getting it right in 
the sense of a relationship. But as you get older you 
understand that you wouldn't like to be treated like 
that yourself." 

The name of the game these days is not how long 
you can stand there but who you know. "It's all about 
knowing who to ask and knowing who wants to tell. 

There's always somebody who wants to tell you 
something. You just need to know the right questions 
to ask ... " 

A Wednesday night at the Limelight and the 
paparazzi are out in force. Young already has Tina 
Turner in the can; the rest of the evening is spent 
beetling between here and The Hippodrome, waiting 
for something to happen. Ninety per cent of being a 
paparazzo is hanging around. Most of the rest is 
sniffing around. "In London there's only about five 
restaurants and five clubs anybody goes to," says 
Young and checks off the regular paparazzi round: 
Limelight, The Hippodrome, Stringfellows, 
Annabels, Cafe de Paris, San Lorenzo, Langan's ... 

At one point two groups, traipsing from one club to 
the other in search of prey, cross paths for a pow
wow: Richard Young and Dave Bennett, and Dave 
Hogan, who's got with him Alan Davidson and Alan 
Grisbrook. With the exception of Bennett, .these are 
the big-leaguers, all freelance, but under contract to 
the tabloids. 

Alan Davidson, late of The Mail, and now with 
Maxwell's Daily News, was formerly a news 
photographer and has been at the paparazzi game for 
nine years. Large, brash and swarthy, with a selection 
of nicknames including The Thug', The Beast' and 
'The Bruiser', he was the first contender for Young's 
cro\vn. 

An old Daily Express clipping records how Young 
and Davidson used to stick together, dining in 
Langans and mulling over scoops, snatches and near 
misses in the paparazzi game. These days, however, 
there's a barely concealed animosity. "He's got on, 
though", remarks Young, picking his words with care. 
"Good luck to him. Most Jewish boys do well in the 
business. Because you've got to have the certain kind 
of finesse, the chutzpah, to do it. You've got to have 
that to really make it work ." 

Alan Grisbrook of The Mirror completes the 
foursome. A small Londoner with the appearance of 
the quintessential grown up 'scruffy-kid', he's not 
keen to be interviewed, claiming there is nothing to 
talk about. "There's nothing special about those 
pictures. If they were of ordinary people and not 
famous people nobody would be a bit interested." 

But of course they aren't and they are, and, like 
foreign correspondents, paparazzi have a pack 
instinct about the way they go about the business: 
cover your arse, stick together. If someone disappears 
and you don't know where he is, remember - he 
could be where you should be, snapping the scoop. 
To avoid such an embarrassment, and in the name of 
friendship, this evening Young will slip Hogan a 
picture of the Tina Turner bash. 

In accordance with these instincts, the dingy 
entrance hall of the Limelight is packed with 
paparazzi waiting for action. Suddenly there is a 
signal from outside and pandemonium breaks out. 
The tiny, waif-like figure of Koo Stark appears in the 
doorway, and flashbulbs start to explode. As she 
reaches the writhing, twisting mass of the Snap Pack, 
they bulge outwards into a horseshoe shape as 
though deflected by some invisible force-field around 
her. Meanwhile Koo is wide eyed, staring straight 
ahead, unflinching, a veteran of such occupational 
hazards. The whole mass inches slowly but noisily 
back along the corridor into the club. 

For all the fuss, however, there's nothing in the 
papers the following morning. The Snap Pack had 
hoped to corner two of Prince Andrew ex's together 
- but Caroline Seaward failed to materialise. The 
days when Koo Stark was good copy on her own 
have gone now. 

Though none of the snappers claims to know what 
makes a picture worth standing outside someone's 
house for days on end, a brief perusal through the 
most spectacular paparazzi portfolios gives a good 
idea: Koo and Andy, Fergie and Andy, Madonna and 
Penn, Princess Di, Rula Lenska and Dennis 
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"However much they say 
they don't want to be 
photographed, most 

people do really" 
ALAN DAVIDSON 

Waterman (when both were married but not to each 
other), Le Bon and Yasmin, Boy George. Sex, scandal, 
Royalty, marital break-up, divorce, fame, pregnancy ... 
those are the biggies. Bread and butter, on the other 
hand, is made from the stars of Eas/Enders or from 
minor pop-stars, the sort that buzz around press 
bashes like flies around a honey pot . 

The most succesful snaps, though, have less to do 
with the subj,ect's relative stardom than with the 
drama of the confrontation. Billy Connolly, as a 
result, holds a special place in the affections of most 
paparazzi. 'That was a good one," recalls Hogan . "I 
remember o ne night there were three of us with 
walkie-talkies down at Pamela Stephenson's house 
hiding behind dustbins, going 'photographer one to 
photographer two - they're coming now.' It was a 
game in that sense. You'd end up singing into the 
walkie-talkie until two in the morning, freezing your 
bollocks off. It was like overgrown schoolkids 
sometimes." 

The running battle between Connolly and the 
paparazzi began when the comedian ejected a 
Sunday People reporter from his house with the toe 
of his boot. Fuel was added to the fire when Fleet 
Street caught scent oi his illicit affair with Pamela 
Stephenson. 

A series of oiten quite violent confrontations 
ensued, during which punches were thrown and 
cameras broken. "Photographers are that magic breed 
of men," Connolly later quipped, "who sit on your 
roof with a telephoto lens and then accuse you of 
being a publicity seeker:' 

Alan Davidson is unimpressed. "However much 
they say they don't want to be photographed, most 
people do really." The logic runs thus: celebrities are 
pUblic property, and being photographed is all part of 
the job. If you don't like the rules, don't play the 
game. 

"I've never done anything illegaL" says Davidson . 
"Everything I do is open and above board. I've 
missed pictures because I stand out in the street in 
front of people where they can see me, instead of 
hiding in the bushes with a long lens. 

"For instance, Billy Connolly and Pamela 
Stephenson. When she got pregnant with the first 
baby she got very coy. I mean, you just didn't see her. 
But I popped into Langans one lunchtime and they 
were sitting there having dinner with some people. 
Now if I'd sat in the car outside with a 180mm long 
lens, they'd probably have stood on the doorstep on 
the way out and I'd have got my pictures. But I didn' t. 
I worked the way I always work, stood with the wide
angle lens at the door. .. He nearly beat me up. I 
mean, they gave me a very hard time. And I didn't 
get my picture." 

"We're not poking into people's lives," adds Young. 
"If they're out there on the street, or at a restaurant or 
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"If they know that you're 
going to jump in and 

shove a camera up their 
nose, then of course 

they're going to avoid the 
situation" 

RICHA'RD YOUNG 

at a party, nobody's prying into anybody's private 
life." 

But what about staking out someone's house 
they don't get much option there, do they? 

"Well , we're on the street. Public footway, old boy," 
says Young tartly. "Not much you can do about that l " 

'There are limits, though," Hogan suggests. "[ 
mean, [ wouldn't break into somebody's house. [ 
remember there was a French photographer who was 
stuck in the little porthole window of the toilet of 
Princess Di's old flat. He'd shinned up the drainpipe, 
tried to get in and got stuck ... [ wouldn't do 
something like that." 

For all the attention lavished on Princess Diana, in 
recent years the most consistent and most lucrative 
target for the paparazzi has been not a member of the 
British Royalty, but an American pop singer. 

"Madonna . Yeah. She was okay until Sean Penn 
came on the scene." 

Dave Hogan is a veteran of the Madonna and Sean 
Penn campaign and has the scars to prove it. 'That 
whole business at the airport was one of those crazy 
situations. There were a bunch of us waiting there for 
them to come in to shoot some iinal scenes in the 
film. A couple of security guys carne up and said, 
'look, they really want no pictures', and one of them, 
Gerry, who's a really good friend of mine, carne up to 
me and shook hands and said, 'Look, whatever 
happens now, we're still friends at the end of it , OK?' 

"The plane arrived, and as they came through the 
door, everybody started swinging in trying to get a 
picture. Some off-duty policeme n joined in with the 
American security men that were there, and people 
were being picked up and thrown about. Madness. 
And I got picked up and thrown as the car started 
moving. I had two cameras, and the driver of the car 
had grabbed one of them, and was strangling me, 
dragging me along like a dog on a leash as he took 
off. I reacted - everybody over-reacted. I turned and 
lashed out with my foot, and just literally got spun 
over into the path of the car. I got my foot caught in 
the wheel arch, and I was thrown back into the kerb, 
winded, totally out. All I could feel was this terrible 
pain. ,I really could- have lost my leg there ... " 

The affair made front page news everywhere 
MADONNA MAIMS PHOTOGRAPHER - and Dave Hogan 
found himself a minor celebrity in his own right. 

"1 was suddenly big news. All the newspapers and 
magazines I work for were calling up and you could 
hear the slight disappointment in their voices. One 
TV crew guy actually said what they were all thinking 
- 'Oh, it's a pity you didn't lose your leg. It would 
have made a much better story .. : " 

Ironically, on the other side of the car, as it dragged 
Hogan away, was Richard Young, auto-wind in 
overdrive, snapping the pictures that made the front 

"There are limits. I 
mean, I wouldn't break 
into somebody's house" 

DAVE HOGAN 

page of all four tabloids the following day. 
Worldwide, the pictures made Young somewhere in 
excess of £10,000. So Hogan got his leg trashed and 
Young made a small fortune - proof that the 
paparazzi game bites both ways. 

The British airport reception for Madonna was 
nothing, however, in comparison with the circus that 
surrounded her marriage . 

'That was one of the most ridiculous things I've 
ever seen in my life," recalls Hogan. "It was like 
something out of Apucalypse Now. You had seven 
helicopters all hovering around like a Vietnam war 
story. And if you didn't have a Vietnam vet for a pilot 
you couFdn't get in close enough." 

The first problem was that no one knew where the 
wedding was going to take place. Even the guests 
were asked to assemble at a neutral location and were 
ferried to the reception by coach. But Sean Penn 
couldn't resist a joke at the photographers' expense. 
The marriage was to be held on a cliiftop so, the night 
before, he and some cronies wrote 'FUCK OFF' in the 
sand underneath. A nice little backdrop for the 
paparazzi. "So all the helicopters would go along the 
beach, see it and say, 'Oh look, Sean Penn's 
wedding: " chortles Hogan . 

Some of the European paparaZZi, the original and 
most determined of the breed, went to quite absurd 
lengths to get a picture. One, who had been unable to 
get good enough pictures from the helicopter, 
returned to the scene in a dinner jacket, and slipped 
through the fence. He was dancing with the guests 
and awaiting the right moment to pull out his 
camera, when an extremely inebriated Penn spotted 
him as the only guest he didn't recognise, and 
proceeded to teach him a lesson. Rather more 
unfortunate was the Italian photographer who, 
having got word of the reception venue in advance, 
dug himself into the ground and stayed there for 48 
hours, waiting for the party to begin, only to be 
discovered at the last minute when a guard trod on 
him by mistake. 

Meat for the paparazzi is getting scarcer, though 
there are too many television celebrities over-eager to 
be snapped, too many equally eager young novice 
photographers, and the real stars are getting harder to 
find . Davidson is returning to news coverage, while 
Hogan and, to a lesser extent, Young are being 
tempted by studio work. 

But as long as there are stars, there will still be 
paparazzi ready to capture them in compromising 
positions. "We're involved in a war here," Richard 
Young points out. "It's a social war. An ego war. We're 
fighting the war of the egos of famous people. And 
sometimes it can be just as fierce as a bloody battle." 
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From Beyond 

The Fringe to Private 

Eye to Not Only But Also to Derek & 

Clive to a hundred chat shows and 

more, Peter Cook remains the fa ther 

figure of contemporary British satire. 

This month he appears 
was aU set to make Satyricon 

Fellini once. I said, as the British I see the script, 
realenco(, but he replied, 'It is 
with me, it is in me. We work,Prime Minister in we have fun, we do this, we 

o that. It is not necessary. It 
is an idea ... we flooow: The next day I get a call the film version of saying it was all off because I'm a Scorpio - 'Mr 
Fellini can't work with Scorpios' ... I've never seen 
the thing but apparently I would have had to writhe Whoops Apocalypse. around in manacles, stark naked." 

6ft l'jz inches of throbbing satire, Peter ('Peach' to 
the girls) Cook arrives with 13 newspapers under his 
arm, wears trousers which look as if ruffles have been 
ironed into them, carries 20 John Player Extra-Longs 
and a pot-belly, and brandishes a very tasteful 
cigarette lighter. Apart from having one inclusion in 
Halliwell's Filmgoer's Book Of Quotes ("I don't like 
watching rape and violence at the cinema - I get 
enough of that at home"), Cook is also well-known as 
an avid TV-peruser ("I got quite involved with the 
rape in Brookside") and the legendary father-figure of 
modern something-or-other. 

I proffer him a Bruce Forsyth Press-clipping. The 
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C "A muddle-up in the packing or distribution department meant that 
o a few hundred people got Derek & Clive when they thought they were 
o getting a version of Black Beauty... To which I replied, 'It would be' 
K equally alarming expecting Derek & Clive and getting Black Beauty.''' 

~photo-caption reads: 'Bruce Forsyth, 56 - a young 
wife and a new wig: 

"He's got a very nice wife," Cook ripostes. "Winn ie 
used to be Miss Puerto Rico, is very attractive and 
pleasant, and fairly good at tennis - probably better 
than Bru cie, but she is not so foolish as to let him 
know. Don't print that or else Winnie may have to 
remove all copies of BLITZ from the Forsyth 
household ... Umm, it is a wonderful-looking wig , 
Are you sure that's the newest one? It almost makes 
me want to go bald." 

Do you have a favourite 'Peter Cook' clipping? 
"They're all in a huge heap in my garage 

sackfuls. The Italian press have had me in lots of 
affairs - Raquel Welch and Candice Bergen, I seem to 
remember." 

What about the News Of The World story a year or 
two back - the black teenage girl who said, 'Peter 
always cracked gags while we made love'? 

"Ah. My only kiss and telll Haven't I been lucky? 
All the rest have kept their mouths shut, or else my 
hit-men have been effective. She didn't even notice 
the affidavits she signed, and the lawyers around the 
bed ... That headline was 'MY CRAZY NIGHTS'. I 
thought she was very flattering, actually." 

Is it true you once turned down a romantic lead in a 
film with Brigitte Bardot? 

"Bridgitte - yes indeed." 
Why? 
"Out of stupidity. I thought she was the most 

attractive woman in the world , but I didn't like the 
script. In those days it was almost mandatory to go to 
bed with her ... and I turned it down. I mean, how 
fucking stupid can you get?" 

John Cleese once referred to Peter Cook as the 
world's most quick-on-the-feet developer of comic 
ideas (Michael Palin came second). Much exercised , 
Cook's mouth often takes on the guise of a gentle 
flame-thrower. He is a charming conversationalist 
(despite or because of a slightly nervy and sweaty 
self-consciousness), and he has produced more than 
any man's fair share of classic comedy chestnuts. The 
man is a wag, a witling, a cutting merry-andrew ... a 
chain-smoking card. 

"Only in my forties have I realised a lot of my sense 
of humour comes from my parents - that's quite 
humbling in a way" he offers. 

His father (now deceased) served in the colonial 
service ("He used to receive news six months after it 
was published - by boat, then up the river ... He'd 
open The Times and say, 'Good God, Worcester are 
78 for 6!") His mother was a factory-worker from 
Evesham. 
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Cook spent six years as a pre-teen OIl the rock of 
Gibraltar, and considers his parental upbringing 
"very gentle, really ... there were cerlain things I 
knew not to do with them present. But their attitude, 
really was 'Find out what you want to do, do it and 
enjoy it: " 

After a stint at Radley public school, Cook avoided 
National Service through "childhood asthma" and 
took a year off in Europe - "Paris, Hamburg, Berlin 
. .. I stayed with friends of the family and worked as a 
waiter and beach photographer." Then onto 
Pembroke college, Cambridge - where he joined 
Footlights for the 1959 revue and in 1960 became 
Chairman, teaming up with]. Miller OBE {"He can 
go to the Falklands"}, A. Bennett and D. Moore to 
appear at the Edinburgh Festival and in the West End. 
Cook became the financer and majority 
shareholder of Private Eye magazine in 1961, set up 
The Establishment Club in '62, and then took 
'Beyond The Fringe' (scripts of which will be 
published shortly by Methuen) to New York. 

"One day the producer rushed round in a state of 
excitement saying, 'President Kennedy has asked us 
to perform at The White House' - in some state 
drawing-room. What a nasty thought! My reply was, 
'We're not some fucking cabaret! He can come to the 
theatre: So he came, and this wonderful security 
operation took place - only they completely failed to 
notice a prop replica of a .45 on my dressing-room 
table ... All the Kennedys came backstage, and I 
remember Jackie saying to Jack, 'Oh, you're so 
naughty with taxes!' " 

Five films followed (including The Rise & Rise Of 
Michael Rimmer and his favourite, Bedazzled, with 
Moore), and the TV series which made Dud & Pete 
household names - Not Only But Also. 

Tasteful product-endorsement beckoned. 
"The ideal commercial I did was with Dudley and 

Ursula Andress, directed by Dick Lester, for a soft
drink called 'Solo'. Before we signed the contract I 
said, 'For god's sake, Dudley ... don't tell them what's 
wrong with this drink: 'What?' 'The name for a start. 
It implies you drink it on your own, which is 
ridiculous. The second thing going against it is that it 
tastes absolutely disgusting .. !' The things never got 
shown and we got a bundle of money. I am very 
much open to expensive campaigns like thaI." 

Cook and Moore's finest captured moments arguably 
come in the brutal, coarse, conversational Derek & 
Clive album trilogy and on the video Derek & Clive Get 
.The Hom. Of the latter, 300 copies were once seized 
(then returned) by Manchester Police. 

"I think it's very close to the edge of prosecution. 

The Board Of Film Censors advised us we could be 
prosecuted for obscenity and certainly blasphemy ... 
As far as I can tell , it is obscene - if it isn't I'll have to 
have another go. I think if I was setting out to make 
an ofiensive record I could be a bloody sight more 
offensive that those. 

"Once, a muddle-up in the packing or distribution 
department meant that a few hundered people got 
Derek & Clive when they thought they were getting a 
version of Black Beauty ... To which I replied, 'It 
would be equally alarming expecting Derek & Clive 
and getting Black Beauty:" 

Did Dudley ever play his mother the track 'My 
mum came into my bedroom and sucked my little 
knob'? 

"'I hope he didn' t. My mother read about them, 
knew she wouldn't like them, and avoided them. 
Which is perfectly fair. I don't listen to them at all now 
... but I get kids, who must have been scarely born 
when they were released, coming up and quoting 
them to me. I hardly think The Young aries and Filthy 
Rich & Catflap are shocking when those have been 
around for ten years." 

Bruce Forsyth, the Royal Family, Russia, mother
love, masturbation, the blue-tit on Mrs Coletart's 
roof, the agony of eternal horn ... Obscene chat from 
powerless reactionaries, 'Derek & Clive' produced a 
new think skin on listeners' backs and sent the usual 
conventions of der wilz - stealth, subtlety, 
anticipation, 'the big laugh' - reeling arse over tit. It 
was almost as if the hacking, coughing, wanking 
gentlemen had stretched themselves to the limits ... 
exhausting comedy boundaries perhaps. After these 
personas, Cook & Moore would inevitable appear flat 
or restrained in other roles. 

Such linguistic fun ... but where to next? 
In the mid-Seventies the Moore/Cook axis came 

apart, 'Cud Dud' stepping sideways into the comfy 
arms of Hollywood , 

"We'd done a New York stage show," remembers 
Cook, "and I was a bit disappointed he didn't come 
back and continue the duo, because it was the most 
enjoyable time of my life from a professional point of 
view." 

A void? 
"A divorce! It produced a gap in my life which is 

probably still there today, I wasn't envious of him 
because I didn't want that life, and I certainly didn't 
wish him ill as the papers claimed. But when people 
asked, 'What are you going to do now?, I really didn't 
know - still don't, really. I've written with many 
other comics, but I couldn't imagine doing four TV 
series with them." 

Cook has since moved in mysterious ways. A radio 
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wine commercial here and there, a TV special, host 
the music programme Rroolver and once of Saturday 
Night Live, chat-shows, guest-spots, the film 
Yellowbeard ("a great soript I wrote with Graham 
Chapman, which was damaged ... by the director I 
suppose"), Amnesty International shows, a role in 
Supe/girl, two or three days spent every two weeks at 
Private Eye ("It's that atmosphere of sitting round, 
writing spontaneously") and - a year or two back 
a cut-rate 30-show US sit-com series for CBS. Titled 
The Two Of Us, it was "an English series trans'lated to 
New York, shot in LA and directed by an Egyptian". I 
did three pilot-shows to start off, each with different 
actresses and II thought, 'Final1y they'll suss out what 
is wrong with it - me: " 

What next - Broadway? 
''I've 'conquered' Broadway twice - conquered it in 

the Sixties (with 'Beyond The Fringe'), conquered it in 
the Seventies (two years of 'Good Evening' with Dud) 
... and I've no wish to conquer it again, thank you." 

TV? 
"I don't have that desire to be on TV for its own 

sake anymore, if ever I did. And I chat-showed myself 
to death with Joan Rivers last year. ! don't want to do 
six 30-minute shows on my own in a row - I don't 
have enough ideas. I don't even know if I have 
enough ideas for one I-hour show. Maybe 45 
minutes, but that doesn't fit any slot." 

Do you find it hard to put pen to paper? 
"I just think that things which are thought of on the 

spot come out funniest. I'm useless at repeating 
funny stories. The skill of embellishing a story every 
time it's spoken is not really a skill I'm interested in 
acquiring II 

Professor Freud said that once a joke is pondered to 
the core it loses it's humour, in a similar way to the 
'exorcism' of a neurotic symptom. 

"Yes, and knowledge or memory of your own past 
jokes and other comics' jokes is also inhibiting 
when you start thinking, 'This is so obvious, I must 
have heard or seen or read it somewhere else' ' 
Whereas, when you're young you never think such 
thoughts." 

Do you write humour with conscious messages in 
mind? 

"No' I just flare off intermittently without consc·ious 
thought." 

What did you think of Margaret Rutherford? 
"Oh, wonderful'" 
'Female' comedy seems to be the best or the 

subtlest around nowadays - Victoria Wood (when 
she's not doing stand-up) and Adrian Mole have a lot 
of charm, don't you reckon? 

"Women comedians aren't 'grotesques' anymore. 

That's good, because I like women being funny 
without trying too hard. Victoria Wood writes and 
performs well - she never enormously exaggerates 
people you meet in real life." 

In Whoops Apocalypse, released into cinemas this 
month, Cook heads a brash cocktail of comics 
including Loretta Swit, Alexei Sayle, fohn Sessions 
and Rik Maya'll. The grand theme is East /West 
tension and general political inanity, and Cook - as 
British Prime Minister Sir Mortimer Chris - gets to 
update and hone some of his past satirical and 
eccentric roles as he sends Earth towards its doom. 
He is one of the better ingredients in a sometimes 
uneven and ill-paced epic (stealing ideas from 
everyone from early Woody Allen to Python) which, 
nevertheless, is unrelenting in its mission to send-up 
super-powers, the Falklands saga, the SAS, 
parliament, royalty, The Sun et al. Jokes range from 
the 'silly' to the cleverly surreal, from straight parody 
to the bizarre (a 'Princess Oi' character accidentally 
castrating a British sailor, and dressed in bondage 
gear by kidnappers), to the completely OTT and 
Freudian Super-Ego suppressing (Rik Mayall's SAS 
team blood-letting and 'fuck, fuck, fucking' without 
restraint). Some of it works. 

Cook, as PM Chris, is a mind-numbing prophet of 
perdition and vacuity, oblivious even to the 
demonstrations outside Number 10 and the 
perplexity of his own right-hand men. Thus he sets 
about organising euthanasia (off the edge of Beachy 
Head) for Britain's unemployed, distributing plastic 
umbrellas to members of the public as fall-out 
protection, and denouncing all oppositionists as 
pixies or witches. 

"He's certainly moved to the right, politically" notes 
an observer drolely as Chris initiates public 
crucifixions at Wembley Stadium and sends a Rambo
gram to the female US President. 

"There is no alternative'" repeats Cook 
unquestioningly in a TV interview-parody in which 
he warns the British public of evil leprechauns 
lurking in their bread-bins and causing 
unemployment. In that scene (perhaps the best) and 
assorted others, Cook constructs a stern, slimy 
unneJving, ludicrous character out of elements taken 
from EL Wisty, Anthony Eden and Margaret 
Thatcher. 

"Sir Mortimer is confident in his own madness," 
explains Cook. "I was inspired by Anthony Eden 
hyped up on speed and all kinds of drugs after his 
operation at the time of Suez. But Mortimer's slightly 
more optimistic than Eden, with Thatcher's resolve." 

It will surprise some (but not others) that Cook 

considers himself "issue by issue a bit rightist ... out 
of self-interest." However, he considers the Young 
Conservatives on parade to be "one of the most 
unpleasant sights in the world. Not just at the recent 
(,Hal1g 'Emf') rally". this goes all the way back to 
when I was 16. They're awful." 

"Looking back," he muses, "the political event that 
most pleased me in my lifetime was the abol'ition of 
capital punishment." 

As for the future election "I think the Tories will 
win by a lot. In a few years this country will be even 
more populated by what I call spilJS ... those awful 
get-up-and-go merchants ... This is a country run by 
estate agents. But I will cling onto my house despite 
ten years of notes fluttering through the door, 
advising me 'Now is the time to se'll'. The Tories are 
money-grabbing oiks with no values except 'Do deals, 
do deals, do deals.' And snobs. 

"I think what Kinnock ought to be doing is using 
his sense of humour. I've met him a few times and 
apart from being nicer than anyone else I can see 
around me, he can be very, very amusing. But all we 
hear of him is this outraged 'moral' person with a 
steadily decreasing voice because of hoarseness. If 
you shout at Thatcher in Parliament she'll only come 
back with her statistics. But send her up and she 
hates it. She's given the elbow to colleagues who've 
made jokes about her. The thing Thatcher hates is 
humour." 

Have you ever read Sigmund Freud's lakes And 
Their Relatiol1ship To The Unconscious? 

"Yes. It's very funny! ... There's also this dreadful 
American book by someone or other, called The 
Rationale Of The Dirty foke, which takes you through 
every joke from time immemorial and attempts to 
analyse why they're funny". and it doesn't work at 
all. 

"I've written another TV Special, which I mayor 
may not do - the linking scenes of which involve a 
psychiatrist trying to work out what is funny. 'Every 
komic idea in ze vorld,' he explains, was first invented 
by a German couple called Fritz & Boris. Part of the 
scr ipt involves different amounts of people slipping 
on bananas. First one person - 'We laugh .. haha! 
The gag is there!', then it builds up to 'But is it funnier 
if 4,000 men are walking along and slip on two 
bananas)' 

"Have you read Bergson on comedy? ". Books 
about the theory of humour are very funny ,indeed." 

Peter Cook is 49. 
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Raymond Carver interview by Jonh Wilde



RAYMOND (ARm 
IIRII 

CARVER 
In the second 

part of a study of 
the renaissance in 'Sudden Fiction', Jonh Wilde 

interviews Raymond Carver, 
best-known and most successful 

of the new breed of American 
short story writers. 

he stories aren't completely 
autobiographical, but they come 
from somewhere. In all the 
stories, someth ing really 
happened. You pull something 
from here and something from 
there. Somehow, it all comes 

together as a whole ." 
Oh, go all then, tell me a story. Tell it as it 

happened. 
Shy, laconic Raymond Carver takes another Now 

100 from the pack, leans back and delivers a neat, 
succinct literary anecdote. 

"I met Charles Bukowski back in '71, at some 
upstate New York college where he was doing a 
reading. He started off by insulting everyone in the 
hall, saying he was going to start throwing people out 
of windows if anyone stepped out of line. 'There's 
only one poet in this country tonight: he was 
bragging, 'and that's me!' 

"Later, we aU went to this party that the students 
threw for him. Buk just slumped out on the floor 
smoking cigarettes, ignoring everybody. Someone 
would come up to him and say, 'Oh, I've admired 
your poetry since I was twenty years old.' So Charles 
would just spit on the carpet and growl, 'Yeah, that 
shows how much you fucking know! If I want your ~ 
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c "When I was twenty 
A I had this idea 
R that I was going to 
V wake up at the age 
E of thirty and turn 
R into a great writer. " 

~ opinion, I' ll ask for it' Now, get to Hell" 
"Later, we went back to my room to finish a bottle 

and he talked about himself 'til dawn, The next 
morning, we went out to a diner, Well, breakfast 
arrived and, every five minutes, he'd rush outside to 
puke against the walL Then he'd come back in and 
carryon eating as though nothing had happened, 
still talking about hurling people from winclows, 
There was all this sick hanging from his beard, Hke 
dripping slowly into his breakfast. He didn't even 
notice, 

"He's the genuine article alright. Very strange man, 
Has nothing but contempt for the people who read 
him , Interesting outlook! The audience love the 
antagonism of course, He's filthy rich now and lives 
in this huge Californian mansion, drives arollnd 
town in a new BMW, These days, he can write as 
much rubbish as he likes and get away with it ," 

Two very different chroniclers of the low-life 
experience, Bukowski, the absurd hero, escaping 
from the boredom to sexual and drunken 
gratification, Carver, less low perhaps, but pausing 
his characters at the state of emotional deadness, Not 
escaping at all, just victims of their own circumstance, 
just ensnared in their own worlds, 

Much like a character in one of his stories, Carver 
appears oddly detached, chewing everything over 
with a daydream abstraction, A kind face, weathered, 
serious without being solemn, Pensive , He mumbles 
a lot, s ips at his can of Pepsi, his replies full of pauses 
and silences, his voice faint but exact. This is a man 
you could trust. 

We meet in his room at Manhattan's luxuriant 
St Regis Hotel on East 55th Street, directly across 
from La Cote Basque, Capote's favourite gOSSip-pit. 
Carver sighs a lot and lets his attention wander, You 
can sense something bothering him somehow, 
something you're not going to find out about. You're 
dy,ing to ask him about his first wet dreams, but 
pursue his writing career instead , 

"I wanted to be a writer ever since I was a squirt," 
he smiles, "Then, when I was twenty, I started taking 
some serious steps, I also had this idea that I was 
going to wake up at the age of thirty and turn into a 
great writer, Ludicrous, really! For years, I didn't have 
any expectations at aiL I was a practising alcoholic so 
my self-esteem was very low, Diminished 
expectations were all I could expect. For all that time, 
my life was a wasteland, I destroyed everything I 
touched , Stopping drinking was the biggest 
challenge, but I'm prouder of that than anything in 
my life, I'm a recovered alcoholic. I'll always be an 
alcoholic, but I'm no longer a practising alcoholic." 

Carver's whole life, before his literary career really 
took off, has been heavily populated with such 

tribulations and complications, Born in 1939 in 
Clatskanie, Oregon, he grew up in a little two
bedroomed house in Yakima, a small town in Eastern 
Washington , After school he worked for six months 
in the same saw-mill his father worked in, beginning 
a series of jobs that included janitor, delivery man, 
service station attendant, stockroom boy and tulip
picker, He married young, at eighteen, and had two 
children before entering his twenties, 

He put himself through college, attended the Iowa 
Writers Workshop and was later an undergraduate at 
Huboldt State in Arcata, Around the middle of the 
Sixties, he began to publish his stories and poems in 
small and then national magazines, 

1976 was his turning-point. He spent most of that 
year in and out of hospitals and drunk farms, His first 
book of short stories was published, He was awarded 
the coveted National Book Award, His twenty year
old marriage finally diSintegrated under all the 
pressures, 

From there, though, he hardly looked back, His 
reputation as a short story writer and poet escalated 
dramatically. 

"Things have happened in the last seven or eight 
years," he reflects, "beyond my wildest imaginings, 
Things 1could not possibly have conceived of ten 
years ago, 1suppose ,I started 'living the kind of life I 
read about in books, started experiencing the kind of 
things that always happen to oiller people, Now they're 
happening to me, without question they are, There 
were long stretches when I just couldn't write, I was 
either messed up with alcohol or messed up 
domestically, There were times when 1 just gave up, 
thought I'd never write again, when I didn't have the 
heart for -it ," 

Since 1983, he has held the Mildred And Harold 
Strauss Livings Award from the American Academy 
And Institute Of Arts and Letters, which guarantees 
him an income of $35,000 a year for the next five years 
and, if renewed, for the rest of his life, He now lives 
with the poet Tess Gallagher in the small mill town of 
Port Angeles, Washington State, He drives a big 
Mercedes, lives comfortably, writes prolifically, He 
hasn't touched the bottle for nearly ten years, 

"At last everything is not fractured ," he sighs 
heavily, "I can stay in one place and write, write, 
write, I know there was a time back there when 1 was 
finished as a writer and as a human being, I've had 
two lives, The second began on June 2nd 1977, when I 
quit drinking," 

What makes Raymond Carver America's most 
distinguished short story writer? His compulsively 
descriptive eye? His lean, spare, inventively idiomatic 
prose? His marvellous constrai!!t of style, the way he 
employs words so delicately and selectively? 

It all comes down to The Voice, basically. Carver 
tells us about everyday victims, straight off desolation 
row, bewildered and singularly average sou,ls, He 
speaks about these characters and shares his view of 
the world with us, with remarkable simplicity, Mostly 
in the first person, he'll sketch these lives as they trail 
from their cluttered three-roomed apartments to their 
dead-end jobs, taking in the all-night cafes, the 
backyards and the front porches, He tells us about 
their broken marriages, their domestic squabbles, 
their sudden realisations and their quiet sense of 
desperation, He is funny in a dark, uneasy sort of 
way, His stories leave you puzzled or stranded, They 
finish but they never seem to end, not properly, 

His approach has been described as unadorned , 
stripped down, even minimalist. But there is nothing 
average about these tales, They come loaded, 
suggestive, barbed , Behind these uneventful 
delineations lies a constant danger, emotional 
disasters always threatening to strike, These could be 
described as marginal lives, tormented by hidden 
menace, hoping that something will turn up, drag 
them out of these messes, 

Of all the voices in the new short fiction, his is the 
most distinctive: personaL vivid and intense, This is a 
dark and penetrating voice, compressed and highly 
charged, These are stories that suggest possibilities 
rather than endings, 

Unlike the other main exponents of the American 
short story form - Ellen Gilchrist, Lorrie Moore, Ann 
Beattie - Carver doesn't try too hard to get at the 
gritty truths, Where those writers tell of their 
characters facing up to their dilemmas on their daily 
route, Raymond Carver writes of people who seem to 
lack the will to change their course, His victims are 
far from lifeless, though, often looming larger than 
life through the dead-ends and the endless, aimless 
waiting, He stresses the importance of his endings, 
placing meticulous care in his last words and his last 
lines, When he decides to leave us hanging on, an 
entire lifetime is often left to our inferring, 

Carver goes along with the belief that there is a 
renaissance taking shape in the American short story. 

"I remember," he says, "ten years ago, even five 
years ago, writers couldn't give away their collections 
of short stories, The publishers weren't interested 
because people just weren' t going to buy them, Now, 
collections of short stories are treated very seriously 
- by publishers, by reviewers and by the general 
public. When 1visit colleges and universities these 
days, 1see students writing short stories with a view 
to publishing collections of shorts, No longer do they 
use short stories as a jumping-off point for writing a 
full-scale noveL The readership has always existed 
really. Now, there's a recognizable audience," 
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Last year, he edited the annual Houghton Mifflin 
Best American Short Stories collection, drawing 
together twenty of the most outstanding works, from 
New Yorker magazine and a wide range of the lively, 
smaller literary magazines. The collection included 
some of the best-known short story writers of the 
new generation - Donald Barthelme, Alice Munro, 
Tobias Wolff, Thomas McGuane and Richard Ford 
as well as some completely unfamiliar names that are 
sure to make a strong impression in the future 
Charles Baxter, Ethan Canin and David Lipsky 
among them. 

In his editorial, Carver stated his bias and 
preference. 

"I lean towards realistic, life-like characters," he 
wrote. "That is to say, people in realistically detailed 
situations. I'm drawn toward the traditional (some 
would call it old-fashioned) methods of storytelling: 
one layer of reality unfolding and giving way to 
another, perhaps richer layer; the gradual accretion of 
meaningful detail; dialogue that not only reveals 
something about character but advances the story." 

In addition to suggesting a link between the stories 
he had selected for publication in the collection, he 
was also talking about the threads in his own work. 

Does he then see this shift away from more 
experimental forms as typical of the drift of the new 
short fiction? 

"Well, there's certainly a renewed belief in the old
fashioned convention of telling a story," he says. 
"There is a real movement away from formal 
innovators and experimentalists. Walter Abish and 
Donald Barthelme are two notable exceptions. But I 
think that readers and writers are moving away from 
those wild experiments of the Sixties and Seventies. 
A conversational, intimate quality is coming back into 
story-telling. 

"Ultimately, I'm not very interested in haphazard 
revelations, attenuated characters, stories where 
method or technique is all - stories where nothing 
much happens, or where what does happen merely 
confirms one's sour view of a world gone out of 
control. Also, I believe in the efficacy of the concrete 
word, be it noun or verb, as opposed to the abstract 
or arbitrary or slippery word, phrase, sentence. I'm 
glad the day of the campy, or crazy, or trivial, 
stupidly written account of inconsequential acts that 
don't count for much in the world has come and 
gone. I just think it is more important to say what it's 
like out there, stories that throw some light on what it 
is that makes us and keeps us, often against great 
odds, recognizably human. Stories full of feeling:' 

Haven't some of those criticisms been used against 
his own work, though? Stories where nothing much 
happens? Stories whose literary power is achieved by 
rendering the absence of feeling? A certain lack of 

passion? 
"Well," he sighs. "What counts after all? Love, 

death, dreams, ambition, growing up, coming to 
terms with your own and other people's limitations. 
Dramas, everyone, and dramas played out against a 
larger canvas than might be apparent on first glance. I 
wouldn't say my own stories are uneventful. I'm 
personally interested in having stories that work 
invisibly, without the author intruding. Just setting it 
in motion and letting the story assume a life of its 
own. It is fine to leave things out as long as you know 
what you're leaving out. As I said in my essay, On 
Writing, it is possible to write about commonplace 
things and objects using commonplace but precise 
language and to endow those things - a chair, a 
window-curtain, a fork, a stone, a woman's earring 
with immense, even startling power. That's the sort of 
writing that most interests me. Also, if you are 
writing about things that are close to the human 
heart - grief, greed, jealousy, or whatever - you 
have more of a chance to succeed." 

At the heart of his fiction is that overwhelming 
sense of unease and that often overlooked warmth of 
humour. 

''I'm not the first writer to say it or think it, but the 
writer's worst sin is to bore his audience. A story 
should, to use an old word, always be live/yo It could 
create an unease in its reader, keeping him off 
balance, making him uncomfortable. That is one 
element and I think some of my stories succeed in 
doing this; something that leaves you feeling strange 
or creepy, that makes your blood run faster. 

''I'm always surprised when reviewers say that my 
tales are not fun to read but I think, more and more, 
people are noting the dark humour that lies there, 
rather than seeing it as j!lst dark. I'm hardly a comic 
writer, but there is a double-edged humour running 
through it all . I mean, people don't always find 
someone like Samuel Beckett funny but I've always 
thought he was one of our greatest comics." 

Carver insists that his approach to his short stories 
and his poems are much the same. 

"The scope and compass of what's intended in a 
short story and a poem are closer than what's 
intended by a novel," he explains. "There's an 
economy, a precision in common ... the way one 
word or phrase feeds into the next. There is no room 
for slackness in a poem or short story but there is 
within the novel. Most of my poems, certainly, are 
nearer to narrative in a sense. They don't necessarily 
tell a story, but there's a usually a narrative line there. 
The language is used, in both my poems and stories, 
with the same objective. Basically, the idea is to bring 
it to life, to hit all the notes." 

Up to now, his poems have yet to receive the kind 

of attention now given to his short prose. So far, the 
only poetry published in Britain is contained in the 
patchy Fires, a collection of essays, stories and 
assorted poems published by Picador late last year. 
His poetic works have been criticised for their Jack of 
flow and their tendency towards a kind of literary 
reductionism. Indeed, employing the same 
techniques that make his stories so successful in their 
sparsity, his poems seem to fall flat more often than 
not. Compared to his three collections of short 
stories, Will You Please Be Quiet, Please?, What We Talk 
About When We Talk About Love and Cathedral (available 
as a single volume in Picador), the conversational 
tone of his poems appears ineffectual, the sense of 
inertia perhaps coming too close to the surface. 
Turning in on itself, so to speak. 

However, any Carver scribbling is gobbled up these 
days by insatiable publishers and public alike. 
Doesn't it ever become too easy once a writer reaches 
this stage of celebrity? 

"Certainly," he admits, "there comes a point where 
whatever you do is going to be paid serious attention 
to. But that can work against one too. Not everyone's 
going to like what you publish when you've written 
enough to be taken that seriously." 

It's difficult for him, though, to take for granted the 
amount of attention he now receives. When I 
mention the word celebrity, he visibly recoils. 

"When I write, I don't think attention is one of the 
things I crave. I'm very uncomfortable with it and it 
never ceases to amaze me. If you start taking it 
seriously, it can do very strange things to you. 

" It helps in a way that I live out in the wilderness. I 
can work well out there. Where I live, in Port 
Angeles, my readers would probably recognise as 
Carver country ... very isolated, junk-ridden side 
yards, woodsmoke in the air, very small world in a 
way. There's one theatre in the whole damn place, 
which shows Rambo or Walt Disney. I get a little stir
crazy every six months and have to get out to socialise 
a little ." 

Just as we're finishing up, Tess Gallagher enters, 
loaded down with shopping. "I couldn't find those 
shoes I've been looking for anywhere," she tells 
Raymond . 

I leave the two poets discussing the mid-winter 
chiH, the traffic on 5th Avenue, the smoke that sprays 
out of the Manhattan streets. 

Very domestic. Very commonplace. Very real. 
Very Raymond Carver. 



Until ""y recently, Amer
ica's concept o( black cinema 
was epitomised by the 
Seventies' Blaxploitation 
movies, plot-thin thrillers 
lollowing in the wake 01 
Shajl and riddled with 
cliches. Then last year came 
She's Golla Have II. "I 
make Iilms lor mysell lirsl 
and secondly lor a black 
audience," chuckle. writer, 
editor, director and actor, 29 
year-old Spike lee, over a 
di.h 01 broccoli soup. 
Attracting a white audience 
was not a major 
consideration, but the 1il00'S 

wry observations of ~..xual 
peccadilloes made lor a 
successlul cross-over hit that 
surpassed race barriers, 10 
take, .., lar, more than sa 
million at the US box ollice. 
Not bad lor a Iilm that cost 
less than $200,000 to make 
and very nearly didn't get 
made atall. "I was originally 
gonna make a Ii1m called 
'Me_nger' about a 
Brooklyn bike messenger 
but couldn't get enough 
lunding:' However, he did 
get an 118,000 grant Irom 
th. Npw York State Council 
01 the Arts which he 
translerred to the production 
01 his lirst post-college 
movie, She's GOlIa Have II. 
Working on a minimal 
budget - each day would 
commence with the opening 
01 the post to see il his 
begging letters had drawn 
any response - the Iilm was 
shot in ' just twelve day •. "I 
kne\\' we were never gonna 
raise a million dollars, so we 
just had to make it as 
cheaply as possible but as 
good as po ••ibl .... 

In luture, lee will not 
appear 80 much in lront 01 
the camera. a shame because 
hi. B-Boy Mars Blackmon, 
replete with elephantine 
nameplate almost steals the 
movie from its main star. 
Tracy Camila Johns, with 
his Irantic sell-deprecatory 
antics and never-removed 
trainers. His next project, 

having just completed a pop video (evel),body 's doin' it 1101' Miles Oa"is, tackles the college movie 
genre - the Zitcom, as it has been called by some. Schoo/daze will once again I.ature an all-black 
cast, includingjazzman Branlord Marsali., picked out after hisjovial. easy-going real self was seen 
by lee in Brillg 011 The Nighl, 

Spike lee's plea is lor black people to take more control over their career •. " Black people have 
excelled in traditional activities like music and athletics but they seern reluctant to do anything 

SPIKE LEE 
words by Bruce Dessau photograph by Russell Young 

dillerent because they can'l see any role models. Not only that, lilmmaking involves a lot 01 hard 
work, But it's not just that that hold. them back, there's also a kinda self-inllicted racism - people 
using that as an excuse 101' not getting round to doing !lOmething." Spike lee hu certainly got round 
to doing something. 
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TOM DIXON 
words by Hugh Morley photogr8.ph by Tim Richmond 

Tom Dixon would ra ther not 181k about his days with Funkapolitan, the late Seventies hOllse band to 
the Ta tler crowd and the froth on that era's White-Brit-Pop-funk wave. He'd rather talk about his 
more recent days as a furniture maker. Born 27 years ago in North Africa, he came to England and 
flitted from bands to nightclubs, founding London's origina l rap club the Language Lab, then 
moving On to the Titanic, a host of warehouse parties and vario us drive-in d i~cos. In the meuntime 
he did odd printing jobs to pay the rent, and evening cia sse. in welding led to experiments with 
objet., trouves - chunks of old metal, gas bottles, discarded bathtubs found in the st reet and in 
scrapyard", which he 8eulpted into nascent versions of the delicate ly industrialised baroque metal 
furniture which is now his trademark . 

"It wasn't a con~c i ()u s decision to make art or furniture," he admits casually. "But the fa ct that 
I'm making furniture is an 
excuse to do art. People can 
call it what they like. If th ey 
think it \ artistic. then it's 


. artis tic. I lo\,{' to hea r the 

labels people put on it. You 
can make your own up if you 
like ..... 

Whl' thank, . Tom. but 
le t '5 . talk .bout 'lest 
Department and the 
collaboration in which he 
constructed 'instruments' 
for the band's Mini. try Of 
Power show to mark the 
dem ise of the G LC last year. 
"I agree with them on the 
politica l "iew but I hate the 
music: ' he says . laughing . 
.. It was . lot like being in a 
band again .. . there a re so 
many compromises," 

D ixon's work has 
appeared in pop promo. for 
the likes of Spandau B.llet , 
Power Sta tion and Five Star, 
on th e pages of Elle, Vogue 
and the Sunday Times and 
in sundry comm ercials. and 
he's been commissioned by 
Fitch & Co. in London as 
well as Paul Smith for his 
prospective New York shop. 
His patrons include Jean 
Paul Gaultier, l¥nne Franks 
and N igel Coates. With 
credits like tha t already 
under his belt, there is little 
to compl ain about. And he's 
not compl aining... 

" I am . urprised . [ find it a 
bit eurly for all that kind of 
attention. While I'm still 
fiddlin g around , most 
people might well have . pent 
fOllr yea rs in d esign school 
and then a couple of years 
out, and not had as much 
attention .s me. It 's the sort 
of thing that happens to 
fas.hion designers and 
then thev blow it." 

Whil'; his use of raw 
materjal~ now includes more 
sophistica ted culinarv 
implements such as frying 
pans and \"oks. he's been 
toying with the idea of 
designing some furniture he 
can mass produce. He is not 
precious about his work . 
" Oh , no. not a t a ll. It 
wouldn't do in these times to 
be precious abo ut it. You 
could struggle to be a famous 
artist and not get anywhere. 
But I'd like to try my hand at 
everything. And if somebody 
ask s me to weld six 
sculptures in a day, then I'll 
do it. I d on 't want to be 
pigeonholed into one 
category and be ' the person 
who mukes £urniture from 
,aap metal." Bollocks. 
want to try c\'erything !" 
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It's quite a move from 
playing Boring Barry Of 
Birmingham in the TV 
series Auf Wiedersehen Pet 
to a foppish 19th century 
doctor in Ken Russell'!oi 
Gothic, but it's a move that 

Timothy Spall has relished. 

"It seemed like I was always 

being offered the same sort 

of parts and gelling 

identified with the Barry 

character," he says, 
"Polidori, the character in 
Gothic. is very different." 

Something of a~ under8late

ment. Russell's first British 

film in ten yeani explores a 

night in the life of Byron and 

Shelley. with Polidori one of 

the house guests trying 

desperately to compete with 

his hosts as a wit and 

VISlOnal1'. Th,c attempt 

brings with it the usual 

Russellian madness and 

requires of Spall a fairly 

brutal breakdown , uncom
fortable and far from 
protected. A difficult role'? 

"Well, like I say, it was 

very different from anything 

else I've ever done, although 

I suppose there was still that 

theme of being something of 

an out~ider. I t'~ ~omething 


which keeps on cropping up 

in what I do, I mean, both 

Barry and the charader in 

the TV film Dutch Girls had 
that distanee from what was 
going on around them while 
at the same time they were 
trying to fit in. 


"The way the whole 

filming routin e went meant 
thatth. thing got even odder 
than when it had started. We 
were given vel1' little time to 
rehearse and expected to 

organise really quickly 

amongst ourselves what we 

were going to do. It was all. 

'You go there, I'll walk this 

way, you over there, and .,. 

what. Ken, we've got to do it 

now'?" It was a very odd film 

to do and the first time I saw 
the finished version I didn't 
know what to think about it 
at all. I've come to the 
conclusion that there's only 

one star in it and that's Ken 

Russell, he's definitely at the 
centre of it all. especially 
since he does all his own 
camera work. He's the only 
one who really knows what it 
is," 

00 you think people will 
go to see it'! 

"I don't know, I'd like to 

think they will, hut I've abo 

got an idea that it'll be a 

really big cult thing. It's 

probably the sort of film 

you'd go and see on drugs." 


As is to be expected in the contemporary entertainment world, Spall has a record out. The Devil 
Is An Englishman by Screaming Lord Byron brings Spall together with Thoma. Dolby to rap away 
into the full moonlit night. Could this mean a promising fUlUre as a rock performer! 

"I love pop, but I'm not well enough up on it all. This record's like a cross between The Hocky 
Horror Show and ,Monster ,'Wash, 80 it's not the sort of thing you put out to start a career with. It's 
a good laugh." 

I'm still not sure whether Gothic is even an entertainment. let alone a laugh. but Spall at least 
manages to drag hirtl5elf from the carnage with ~ome: degree. of thespian dignity, Future parts are 
knocking on the window and putting !'.'ilips of paper under doors, Doring Darry I~ Dead, It'~ offieial. 

<II just wish I could play SOl'ncone who's like me sometime," 

TIMOTHY SPALL 
words by Paul Mathur photograph by Steve Double 
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Classified Pulp Nasties edited by Malcolm Bennett and Aidan Hughes 

R LIT l 

by Jack Liverpool 

It was one of those bleak black stormy 
nights that night as Old Jim hobbled 
down the coastal road that led to the 
roaring log fire of The Smuggler's Tug 
tavern. Above the thundering rain he 
could hear the merry shouts of laughter 
which stopped as he burst through the 
door. 

"Evening, Jim,” the pub groaned. 

Old Jim settled by the roaring log fire 
with his jug and lit his pipe. For a while 
he ipuffed contentedly until, at last, he 
spoke. 

"Have I ever told you the one about the 
time I was press ganged and made 
Captain of the Flying Whippet shortly 
before we were sunk by pirates and 
washed up on a beautiful desert isl'and 
where we were brought back to health 
and worshipped as gods by hundreds of 
ripe natives who we exploited ruthlessly 
for all their precious minerals before 
losing the lot in a poker game with a blind 
bloke?" 

"Yeah.” 
The End 
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